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A PILGRIMAGE TO PETRARCH'S

HOUSE AT ARQUA.

TTTE said, during summer days at Ven-

f V ice, when every campo was a furnace

seven times heated, and every canal was filled

with broiling bathers, "As soon as it rains we
will go to Arqua.

"
Remembering the ardours

of an April sun on the long, level roads of

plain, we could not think of them in August
without a sense of dust clogging every pore,
and eyes that shrank from the vision of

their blinding whiteness. So we stayed in

Venice, waiting for rain, until the summer
had almost lapsed into autumn ; and as the

weather cooled before any rain reached us,

we took the moisture on the mainland for

granted, and set out under a cloudy and

windy sky.
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We had to go to Padua by railway, and

take carriage thence to Arqua upon the road

to Ferrara. I believe no rule of human ex-

perience was violated when it began to rain

directly after we reached Padua, and con-

tinued to rain violently the whole day. We
gave up this day entirely to the rain, and did

not leave Padua until the following morn-

ing, when we count that our pilgrimage to

Petrarch's house actually began.
The rain had cooled and freshened the

air, but it was already too late in the season

for the summer to recover herself with the

elastic brilliancy that follows the rain of

July or early August ; and there was I know
not what vague sentiment of autumn in the

weather. There was not yet enough of it

to stir the

' ' Tears from the depth of some divine despair ;

"

but in here and there a faded leaf (for in

Europe death is not glorified to the foliage

as in our own land), in the purple of the

ripening grapes, and in the tawny grass of

the pasture), there was autumn enough
to touch our spirits, and while it hardly
affected the tone of the landscape, to lay

upon us the gentle and pensive spell of its

presence. Of all the days in the year I
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would have chosen this to go pilgrim to the

house of Petrarch.

The Euganean Hills, on one of which

the poet's house is built, are those mellow

heights which you see when you look south-

west across the lagoon at Venice. In misty
weather they are blue and in clear weather

silver, and the October sunset loves them.

They rise in tender azure before you as you
issue from the southern gate of Padua, and

grow in loveliness as you draw nearer to

them from the rich plain that washes their

feet with endless harvests of oil and wine.

beauty that will not let itself be told !

Could I not take warning from another, and

refrain from this fruitless effort of descrip-

tion? A friend in Padua had lent me
Disraeli's Venetia, because a passage of

the story occurs in Petrarch's house at

Arqua, and we earned the volumes with us

on our pilgrimage. I would here quote the

description of the village, the house, and the

hills from this work, as faultlessly true, and

as affording no just idea of either ; but

nothing of it has remained in my mind ex-

cept the geological fact that the hills are a

volcanic range. To tell the truth, the land-

scape, as we rode along, continually took

my mind off the book, and I could not give
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the attention either to the elegant language
of its descriptions, or the adventures of its

well-born characters, which they deserved.

I was even more interested in the disreput-

able-looking person who mounted the box

beside our driver directly we got out of the

city gate, and who invariably commits this

infringement upon your rights in Italy, no

matter how strict and cunningly you frame

your contract that no one else is to occupy

any part of the carriage but yourself. He
does not seem to be the acquaintance of the

driver, for they never exchange a word, and
he does not seem to pay anything for the

ride. He got down, in this instance, just

before we reached the little town at which

our driver stopped, and asked us if we
wished to drink a glass of the wine of the

country. We did not, but his own thirst

seemed to answer equally well, and he

slaked it cheerfully at our cost.

The fields did not present the busy

appearance which had delighted us on the

same road in the spring, but they had that

autumnal charm already mentioned. Many
of the vine-leaves were sear ; the red grapes
were already purple, and the white grapes

pearly ripe, and they formed a gorgeous
necklace for the trees, around which they
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clung in opulent festoons. Then, dearer to

our American hearts than this southern

splendour, were the russet fields of Indian

corn, and, scattered among the shrunken

stalks, great nuggets of the "harmless

gold
"
of pumpkins.

At Battaglia (the village just beyond
which you turn off to go to Arqua) there

was a fair, on the blessed occasion of some
saint's day, and there were many booths full

of fruits, agricultural implements, toys,

clothes, wooden ware, and the like. There

was a great crowd and a noise, but, ac-

cording to the mysterious Italian custom,

nobody seemed to be buying or selling. I

am in the belief that a small purchase of

grapes we made here on our return was the

great transaction of the day, unless, indeed,

the neat operation in alms achieved at our

expense by a mendicant villager may be

classed commercially.
When we turned off from the Rovigo road

at Battaglia we were only three miles from

Arqua.
ii.

Now, all the way from this turning to the

foot of the hill on which the village was
stretched asleep in the tender sunshine,

there was on either side of the road a stream
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of living water. There was no other barrier

than this between the road and the fields

(unless the vines swinging from tree to tree

formed a barrier), and, as if in graceful
excuse for the interposition of even these

slender streams, Nature had lavished such

growth of wild-flowers and wild berries 011

the banks that it was like a garden avenue,

through the fragrance and beauty of which

we rolled, delighted to silence, almost to

sadness.

When we began to climb the hill to Arqua,
and the driver stopped to breathe his horse,

I got out and finished the easy ascent on

foot. The great marvel to me is that the

prospect of the vast plain below, on which,

turning back, I feasted my vision, should be

there yet, and always. It had the rare and

saddening beauty of evanescence, and awoke
in me the memory of all beautiful scenery,
so that I embroidered the landscape with

the silver threads of western streams, and
bordered it with Ohio hills. Ohio hills?

When I looked again it was the storied Eu-

ganean group. But what trans-oceanic bird,

voyaging hither, dropped from its mouth the

blackberry which took root and grew and

blossomed and ripened, that I might taste

Home in it on these classic hills ?
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I wonder did Petrarch walk often down
this road from his house just above ? I fig-

ured him coming to meet me with his book

in his hand, in his reverend poetic robes,

and with his laurel on, over that curious

kind of bandaging which he seems to have

been fond of looking, in a word, for all the

world like the neuralgic Petrarch in the

pictures.

Drawing nearer, I discerned the apparition

to be a robeless, laurelless lout, who belonged
at the village inn. Yet this lout, though
not Petrarch, had merits. His face and

hands, and his legs, as seen from his knees

clown, had the tone of the richest bronze ;

he wore a mountain cap with a long tasselled

fall to the back of it
;

his face was comely
and his eye beautiful : and he was so nobly

ignorant of everything that a colt or young
bullock could not have been better company.
He merely offered to guide us to Petrarch's

house, and was silent, except when spoken

to, from that instant.

I am here tempted to say ; Arqua is in

the figure of a man stretched upon the hill

slope. The head, which is Petrarch's house,

rests upon the summit. The carelessly tossed

arms lie abroad from this in one direction,

and the legs in the opposite quarter. It
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is a very lank and shambling figure, with-

out elegance or much proportion, and the at-

titude is the last wantonness of loafing. We
followed our lout up the right leg, which is

a gentle and easy ascent in the general like-

ness of a street. World-old stone cottages
crouch on either side ; here and there is a

more ambitious house in decay ; trees wave
over the street, and down its distance comes

an occasional donkey-cart very musically
and leisurely. By all odds, Arqua and its

kind of villages are to be preferred to those

hamlets of the plain which in Italy cling to

the white-hot highway without a tree to

shelter them, and bake and burn there in

the merciless sun. Their houses of stuccoed

stone are crowded as thickly together as city

houses, and these wretched little villages do

their worst to unite the discomforts of town

and country with a success dreadful to think

of. In all countries villages are hateful to

the heart of civilised man. In the Lombard

plains I wonder that one stone of them rests

upon another.

We reached Petrarch's house before the

custodian had arrived to admit us, and stood

before the high stone wall which shuts in

the front of the house, and quite hides it

from those without. This wall bears the
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inscription,
" Casa Petrarca," and a marble

tablet lettered to the following effect :

RE TI AGITA

SACRO AMORE DI PATRIA,
T'INCHIXA A QUESTE MURA
OVE SPIRO LA GRAND' ANIMA,

IL CAXTOR DEI SCIPIOXI

E DI LAURA.

Which may be translated : "If thou art

stirred by love of country, bow to these

walls, whence passed the great soul, the

singer of the Scipios and of Laura."

Meanwhile we became the centre of a

group of the youths of Arqua, who had

kindly attended our progress in gradually

increasing numbers from the moment we
had entered the village. They were dear

little girls and boys, and mountain babies,

all with sunburnt faces and the gentle and
the winning ways native to this race, which

Nature loves better than us of the North.

The blonde pilgrim seemed to please them,
and they evidently took us for Tedeschi.

You learn to submit to this fate in Northern

Italy, however ungracefully, for it is the

one that constantly befalls you outside of

the greatest cities. The people know but

two varieties of foreigners the Englishman
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and the German. If, therefore, you have

not rosbif expressed in every lineament of

your countenance ; if the soles of your boots

are less than an inch thick, and your clothes

are not reduced in colour to the invariable

and maddening tone of the English tweed,

you must resign yourself to be a German.

All this is grievous to the soul which loves

to spread its eagle in every land and to

be known as American, with star-spangled

conspicuousness all over the world : but it

cannot be helped. I vainly tried to explain
the geographical, political, and natural dif-

ference between Tedeschi and American!

to the custodian of Petrarch's house. She
listened with amiability, shrugged her

shoulders hopelessly, and said, in her rude

Venetian,
" Mi no so miga

"
(I don't know

at all).

Before she came, I had a mind to prove
the celebrity of a poet on the spot where he,

lived and died, on his very hearthstone, as

it were. So I asked the lout, who stood

gnawing a stick and shifting his weight
from one foot to the other-

" When did Petrarch live here?"
" Ah ! I don't remember him."

"Who was he?"
" A poet, signor."
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Certainly the first response was not en-

couraging, but the last revealed that even

to the heavy and clouded soul of this lout

the divine fame of the poet had penetrated
and he a lout in the village where Pe-

trarch lived and ought to be first forgotten.

He did not know when Petrarch had lived

there, a year ago, perhaps, or many cen-

turies, but he knew that Petrarch was
a poet. A weight of doubt was lifted from

my spirit, and I responded cheerfully to

some observations on the weather offered by
a rustic matron who was pitching manure
on the little hill-slope near the house.

When, at last, the custodian came and

opened the gate to us, we entered a little

grassy yard from which a flight of steps

led to Petrarch's door. A few flowers grew
wild among the grass, and a fig-tree leaned

its boughs against the wall. The figs on it

were green, though they hung ripe and

blackening on every other tree in Arqua.
Some ivy clung to the stones, and from this

and the fig-tree, as we came away, we

plucked memorial leaves, and blended them
with flowers which the youth of Arqua
picked and forced upon us for remembrance.

A quaint old door opened into the little

stone house, and admitted us to a kind of

VOL. ii. B
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wide passage-way with rooms on either

side ; and at the end opposite to which we

entered, another door opened upon a

balcony. From this balcony we looked

down on Petrarch's garden, which, pre-

sently speaking, is but a narrow space with

more fruit than flowers in it. Did Petrarch

use to sit and meditate in this garden ? For

me I should better have liked a chair on the

balcony, with the further and lovelier pro-

spect on every hand of village roofs, sloping
hills all grey with olives, and the broad,

blue Lombard plain, sweeping from heaven

to heaven below.

The walls of the passage-way are frescoed

(now very faintly) in illustration of the loves

of Petrarch and Laura, with verses from the

sonnets inscribed to explain the illustrations.

In all these Laura prevails as a lady of a

singularly long waist and stiff movements,
and Petrarch, with his face tied up and a

lily in his hand, contemplates the flower in

mingled botany and toothache. There is

occasionally a startling literalness in the way
the painter has rendered some of the verses.

I remember with peculiar interest the illus-

tration of a lachrymose passage concerning a

river of tears, wherein the weeping Petrarch,
stretched beneath a tree, had already started
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a small creek of tears, which was rapidly

swelling to a flood with the torrent from his

eyes. I attribute these frescoes to a later

date than that of the poet's residence, but

the portrait over the door of the bedroom in-

side of the chamber was of his own time,

and taken from him the custodian said.

As it seemed to look like all the Petrarchian

portraits, I did not remark it closely, but

rather turned my attention to the walls of

the chamber, which were thickly over-scrib-

bled with names. They were nearly all Ital-

ian, and none English, so far as I saw. This

passion for allying oneself to the great, by

inscribing one's name on places hallowed

by them, is certainly very odd ; and (I re-

flected as I added our names to the rest) it

is, without doubt, the most impertinent and

idiotic custom in the world. People have

thus written themselves down, to the con-

tempt of sensible futurity, all over Petrarch's

house.

The custodian insisted that the bedroom
was just as in the poet's time ; some rooms

beyond it had been restored ; the kitchen

at its side was also repaired. Crossing the

passage-way, we now entered the dining-

room, which was comparatively large and

lofty, with a mighty and generous fire-place
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at one end, occupying the whole space left

by a balcony window. The floor was paved
with tiles, and the window-panes were round

and small, and set in lead like the floors

and window-panes of all the other rooms.

A gaudy fresco, representing some indelicate

female deity, adorned the front of the fire-

place, which sloped expanding from the ceil-

ing and terminated at the mouth without

a mantelpiece. The chimney was deep, and

told of the cold winters in the hills, of which,

afterward, the landlady of the village inn

prattled less eloquently.

From this dining-room opens, to the right,

the door of the room which they call Pe-

trarch's library ; and above the door, set in a

marble frame, with a glass before it, is all

that is mortal of Petrarch's cat, except the

hair. Whether or not the fur was found in-

compatible with the process of embalming,
and therefore removed, or whether it has

slowly dropped away with the lapse of cen-

turies, I do not know ; but it is certain the

cat is now quite hairless, and has the effect

of a wash-leather invention in the likeness

of a young lamb. On the marble slab below

there is a Latin inscription, said to be by the

great poet himself, declaring this cat to have

been "second only to Laura." We may,
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therefore, believe its virtues to have been

rare enough ;
and cannot well figure to our-

selves Petrarch sitting before that wide-

mouthed fire-place, without beholding also

the gifted cat that purrs softly at his feet

and nestles on his knees, or, with thickened

tail and lifted back, parades loftily round

his chair in the haughty and disdainful

manner of cats.

In the library, protected against the pre-

datory enthusiasm of visitors by a heavy
wire netting, are the desk and chair of

Petrarch, which I know of no form of words

to describe perfectly. The front of the desk

is of a kind of mosaic in cubes of wood,
most of which have been carried away.
The chair is wide-armed and carved, but

the bottom is gone, and it has been rudely

repaired. The custodian said Petrarch died

in this chair while he sat writing at his desk

in the little nook lighted by a single window

opening on the left from his library. He
loved to sit there. As I entered I found he

had stepped out for a moment, but I know
he returned directly after I withdrew.

On one wall of the library (which is a

simple oblong room, in nowise remarkable)
was a copy of verses in a frame, by Cesar-

otti, and on the wall opposite a tribute from
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Alfieri, both manu proprid. Over and above

these are many other scribblings ;
and hang-

ing over the door of the poet's little nook

was a criminal French lithograph likeness

of "
Petrarque" when young.

Alfieri's verses are written in ink on the

wall, while those of Cesarotti are on paper,
and framed. I do not remember any re-

ference to his visit to Petrarch's house in

Alfieri's autobiography, though the visit

must have taken place in 1783, when he

sojourned at Padua, and "made the ac-

quaintance of the celebrated Cesarotti, with

whose lively and courteous manners he was
no less satisfied than he had always been in

reading his (Cesarotti's) most masterly ver-

sion of Ossian." It is probable that the

friends visited the house together. At any
rate, I care to believe that while Cesarotti

sat "
composing" his tribute comfortably at

the table, Alfieri's impetuous soul was lift-

ing his tall body on tiptoe to scrawl its in-

spirations on the plastering.
Do you care, gentle reader, to be reminded

that just before this visit Alfieri had heard in

Venice of the "
peace between England and

the United Colonies," and that he then and
there "wrote the fifth ode of the America

Libera,
" and thus finished that poem ?
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After copying these verses we returned

to the dining-room, and while one pilgrim

strayed idly through the names in the

visitor's book, the other sketched Petrarch's

cat, before mentioned, and Petrarch's ink-

stand of bronze a graceful little thing,

having a cover surmounted by a roguish

cupid, while the lower part is supported on

three lion's claws, and just above the feet,

at either of the three corners, is an exquisite
little female bust and head. Thus sketching
and idling, we held spell-bound our friends

the youth of Arqua, as well as our driver,

who, having brought innumerable people to

see the house of Petrarch, now for the first

time, with great astonishment, beheld the

inside of it himself.

As to the authenticity of the house I think

there can be no doubt, and as to the gen-
uineness of the relics there, nothing in the

world could shake my faith in them, though
Muratori certainly characterises them as
"

superstitions." The great poet was sixty-

five years old when he came to rest at Ar-

qua, and when, in his own pathetic words,
" there remained to him only to consider

and to desire how to make a good end."

He says further, at the close of his auto-

biography :

" In one of the Euganean hills,
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near to ten miles from the city of Padua, I

have built me a house, small but pleasant
and decent, in the midst of slopes clothed

with vines and olives, abundantly sufficient

for a family not large and discreet. Here I

lead my life, and although, as I have said,

infirm of body, yet tranquil of mind, with-

out excitements, without distractions, with-

out cares, reading always, and writing and

praising God, and thanking God as well for

evil as for good ; which evil, if I err not, is

trial merely, and not punishment. And all

the while I pray to Christ that He make

good the end of my life, and have mercy on

me, and forgive me, and even forget my
youthful sins ; wherefore, in this solitude,

no words are so sweet to my lips as these

of the psalm :

' Delicta juventutis mece, et

ignorantias meas ne memineris.' And with

every feeling of the heart I pray God, when
it please Him, to bridle rny thoughts, so

long unstable and erring ; and as they have

vainly wandered to many things, to turn

them all to Him only true, certain, immut-
able Good."

I venerate the house at Arqua because

these sweet and solemn words were written

in it. We left its revered shelter (after

taking a final look from the balcony down
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upon "the slopes clothed with vines and

olives") and returned to the lower village,

where, in the court of the little church,

we saw the tomb of Petrarch " an ark of

red stone, upon four columns likewise of

marble.
" The epitaph is this :

"
Frigida Franeisci lapis hie tegit ossa Petrarcse ;

Suscipe, Virgo parens, animam
;
sate Virgine, parce

Fessaque jam terris Coeli requiescat in arce."

A head of the poet in bronze surmounts

the ark. The housekeeper of the parish

priest, who ran out to enjoy my admiration

and bounty, told me a wild local tradition

of an attempt on the part of the Florentines

to steal the bones of Petrarch away from

Arqua, in proof of which she showed me a

block of marble set into the ark, whence

she said a fragment had been removed by
the Florentines. This local tradition I after-

wards found verified, with names and dates,

in a little Life of Petrarch, by F. Leoni,

published at Padua in 1843 It appears
that this curious attempt of the Florentines

to do doubtful honour to the great citizen

whose hereditary civic rights they restored

too late (about the time he was drawing

nigh his "good end" at Arqua), was made
for them by a certain monk of Portagruaro
named Tommaso Martinelli. He had a
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general instruction from his employers to

bring away from Arqufi "any important

thing of Petrarch's "
that he could ; and it

occurred to this ill-advised friar to " move
his bones." He succeeded on a night of the

year 1630 in stealing the dead poet's arm.

The theft being at once discovered, the Vene-
tian Republic rested not till the thief was
also discovered ; but what became of the

arm or of the sacrilegious monk neither the

Signor Leoni nor the old women of Arqua
give any account. The Republic removed
the rest of Petrarch's body, which is now
said to be in the Royal Museum of Madrid.

I was willing to know more of this quaint

village of Arqua, and I rang at the parish

priest's door to beg of him some account of

the place, if any were printed. But already
at one o'clock he had gone to bed for a nap,
and must on no account be roused till four.

It is but a quiet life men lead in Arqua, and
their souls are in drowsy hands. The amount
of sleep which this good man gives himself

(if he goes to bed at 9 P.M. and rises at 9 A.M.,
with a nap of three hours during the day)

speaks of a quiet conscience, a good diges-

tion, and uneventful days. As I turned this

notion over in my mind, my longing to be-

hold his reverence increased, that I might
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read life at Arqua in the smooth curves of

his well-padded countenance. I thought it

must be that his "bowels of compassion
were well-rounded," and, making sure of ab-

solution, I was half-minded, if I got speech
with him, to improve the occasion by con-

fessing one or two of my blackest sins.

Ought I to say here that, on the occasion

of a second visit to Arqua, I succeeded in

finding this excellent ecclesiastic wide awake
at two o'clock in the afternoon, and that he

granted me an interview at that hour ? Jus-

tice to him, I think, demands this admission

of me. He was not at all a fat priest, as I had

prefigured him, but rather of a spare person,
and of a brisk and lively manner. At the

village inn, after listening half an hour to a

discourse on nothing but white wine from a

young priest, who had stopped to drink a

glass of it, I was put in the way of seeing the

priest of Arqu& by the former's courtesy.

Happily enough, his reverence chanced to

have the very thing I wanted to see

no other than Leoni's Life of Petrarch, to

which I have already referred. Courtesy is

the blood in an Italian's veins, and I need
not say that the ecclesiastic of Arqua, seeing

my interest in the place, was very polite and

obliging. But he continued to sleep through-
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out our first stay in Arqua, and I did not

see him then.

I strolled up and down the lazy, ram-

bling streets, and chiefly devoted myself to

watching the young women who were wash-

ing clothes at the stream running from

the "Fountain of Petrarch." Their arms

and legs were bronzed and bare, and

they chattered and laughed gaily at their

work. Their wash-tubs were formed by a

long marble conduit from the fountain ; their

wash-boards, by the inward sloping conduit-

sides ; and they thrashed and beat the gar-

ments clean upon the smooth stone. To a

girl, their waists were broad and their ankles

thick. Above their foreheads the hair was
cut short, and their "back hair" was

gathered into a mass, and held together by
a converging circle of silver pins.

The Piazza della Fontana, in Arqua, is a

place some fifty feet in length and breadth,
and seems to be a favourite place of public
resort. In the evening, doubtless, it is

alive with gossipers, as now with workers.

It may be that then his reverence, risen

from his nap, saunters by, and pauses long

enough to chuck a pretty girl under the chin

or pinch an urchin's cheek.

Our dinner was ready by the time I got
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back to the inn, and we sat down to a

chicken stewed in oil and a stoup of the

white wine of ArquH. It was a modest

feast, but, being a friend to oil, I found it

savoury, and the wine was both good and

strong. While we lingered over the repast
we speculated somewhat carelessly whether

Arqu& had retained among its simplicities

the primitive Italian cheapness of which

you read much. When our landlord leaned

over the table and made out our account

on it with a bit of chalk, the bill was as

follows :

Soldi.

Chicken 70

Bread 8

Wine 20

Total ... 98

It surely was not a costly dinner, yet I

could have bought the same chicken in

Venice for half the money ; which is but

another proof that the demand of the

producer is often much larger than the

supply of the consumer, and that to buy
poultry cheaply you must not purchase it

where raised,

. . . "On misty mountain ground,
Its own vast shadow glory crowned,"
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but rather in a large city after it has been

transported forty miles or more. Not that

we begrudged the thrifty innkeeper his fee.

We paid it cheerfully, as well for his own
sake as for that of his pleasant and neat

little wife, who kept the whole inn so sweet

and clean ;
and we bade them a most cor-

dial farewell as we drove away from their

door.

RETURNING, we stopped at the great
castle of the Obizzi (now the property of the

Duke of Modena), through which we were

conducted by a surly and humorous custode,

whose pride in life was that castle and its

treasures, so that he resented as a personal
affront the slightest interest in anything
else. He stopped us abruptly in the midst

of the museum, and, regarding the precious

antiques and curiosities around him, de-

manded
"Does this castle please you?" Then,

with a scornful glance at us,
" Your driver

tells me you have been at Arqua ? And
what did you see at Arqua? A shabby
little house and a cat without any hair on.

I would not," said this disdainful custode,
"
go to Arqua if you gave me a lemonade."
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I
HAD often heard in Venice of that

ancient people, settled in the Alpine
hills about the pretty town of Bassano, on

the Brenta, whom common fame declares to

be a remnant of the Cimbrian invaders of

Rome, broken up in battle, and dispersed

along the borders of North Italy, by Marius,

many centuries ago. So when the soft Sep-
tember weather came, last year, we sallied

out of Venice, in three, to make conquest of

whatever was curious in the life and tradi-

tions of these mountaineers, who dwell in

seven villages, and are therefore called the

people of the Sette Communi among their Ital-

ian neighbours. We went fully armed with

note-book and sketch-book, and prepared to

take literary possession of our conquest.
From Venice to the city of Vicenza by

railroad, it is two hours ; and thence one

must take a carriage to Bassano (which is an
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opulent and busy little grain mart, of some

twelve thousand souls, about thirty miles

north of Venice). We were very glad of the

ride across the country. By the time we
reached the town it was nine o'clock, and

moonlight, and as we glanced out of our

windows we saw the quaint up-and-down-
hill streets peopled with promenaders, and

everybody in Bassano seemed to be making
love. Young girls strolled about the pictur-

esque ways with their lovers, and tender

couples were cooing at the doorways and

windows, and the scene had all that surface

of romance with which the Italians contrive

to varnish the real commonplaceness of their

life. Our ride through the twilight land-

scape had prepared us for the sentiment of

Bassano
;
we had pleased ourselves with the

spectacle of the peasants returning from

their labour in the fields, led in troops of

eight or ten by stalwart, white-teethed,

bare-legged maids
;
and we had revelled in

the momentary lordship of an old walled

town we passed, which at dusk seemed

more Gothic and Middle-Age than anything
after Verona, with a fine church, and tur-

rets and battlements in great plenty. What
town it was, or what it had been doing there

so many ages, I have never sought to know,
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and I should be sorry to learn anything
about it.

The next morning we began those re-

searches for preliminary information con-

cerning the Cimbri which turned out so

vain. Indeed, as we drew near the lurking-

places of that ancient people, all knowledge
relating to them diffused itself into shadowy
conjecture. The barber and the bookseller

differed as to the best means of getting to

the Sette Communi, and the caffettiere at

whose place we took breakfast knew nothing
at all of the road, except that it was up the

mountains, and commanded views of scenery

which, verily, it would not grieve us to see.

As to the Cimbri, he only knew that they
had their own language, which was yet
harder than the German. The German was
hard enough, but the Cimbrian ! Corpo !

At last, hearing of a famous cave there is

at Oliero, a town some miles farther up the

Brenta, we determined to go there, and it

was a fortunate thought, for there we found

a nobleman in charge of the cave who told

us exactly how to reach the Sette Communi.
You pass a bridge to get out of Bassano a

bridge which spans the crystal swiftness of

the Brenta, rushing down to the Adriatic

from the feet of the Alps on the north, and

VOL. II. C
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full of voluble mills at Bassano. All along
the road to Oliero was the finest mountain

scenery, Brenta-washed, and picturesque
with ever-changing lines. Maize grows in

the bottom-lands, and tobacco, which is

guarded hi the fields by soldiers for the

monopolist government. Farm-houses dot

the valley, and now and then we passed

villages, abounding in blonde girls, so rare

elsewhere in Italy, but here so numerous

as to give Titian that type from which he

painted.
At Oliero we learned not only which was

the road to the Sette Communi, but that we
were in it, and it was settled that we should

come the next day and continue in it, with

the custodian of the cave, who for his break-

fast and dinner, and what else we pleased,

offered to accompany us. We were early at

Oliero on the following morning, and found

our friend in waiting ; he mounted beside

our driver, and we rode up the Brenta to the

town of Valstagna, where our journey by
wheels ended, and where we were to take

mules for the mountain ascent. Our guide,
Count Giovanni Bonato (for I may as well

give him his title, though at this stage of

our progress we did not know into what

patrician care we had fallen), had already
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told us what the charge for mules would be,

but it was necessary to go through the cere-

mony of bargain with the muleteer before

taking the beasts. Their owner was a Cim-

brian, with a broad, sheepish face, and a

heavy, awkward accent of Italian, which at

once more marked his northern race and

made us feel comparatively secure from

plunder in his hands. He had come down
from the mountain-top the night before,

bringing three mules laden with charcoal,

and he had waited for us till the morning.
His beasts were furnished with comfortable

pads, covered with linen, to ride upon, and

with halters instead of bridles, and we were

prayed to let them have their heads in the

ascent, and not to try to guide them.

The elegant leisure of Valstagna (and in

an Italian town nearly the whole population
is elegantly at leisure) turned out to witness

the departure of our expedition ; the pretty
little blonde wife of our innkeeper, who \vas

to get dinner ready against our return, held

up her baby to wish us boun viaggio, and

waved us adieu with the infant as with a

handkerchief ; the chickens and children

scattered to right and left before our ad-

vance ; and with Count Giovanni going

splendidly ahead on foot, and the Cimbrian
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bringing up the rear, we struck on the broad

rocky valley between the heights, and pre-

sently began the ascent. It was a lovely

morning ; the sun was on the heads of the

hills, and the shadows clothed them like

robes to their feet ; and I should be glad to

feel here and now the sweetness, freshness,

and purity of the mountain air, that seemed

to bathe our souls in a childlike delight of

life. A noisy brook gurgled through the

valley 5 the birds sang from the trees ; the

Alps rose, crest on crest, around us ; and
soft before us, among the bald peaks showed
the wooded height where the Cimbrian vil-

lage of Fozza stood, with a white chapel

gleaming from the heart of the lofty grove.

Along the mountain-sides the smoke curled

from the lonely huts of shepherds, and now
and then we came upon one of those melan-

choly refuges which are built in the hills for

such travellers as are belated in their ways,
or are overtaken there by storms.

The road for the most part winds by the

brink of precipices, walled in with masonry
of small stones, where Nature has not shored

it up with vast monoliths, and is paved
with limestone. It is, of course, merely a

mule-path, and it was curious to see, and

thrilling to experience, how the mules, vain
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of the safety of their foothold, kept as near

the border of the precipices as possible.

For my own part, I abandoned to my beast

the entire responsibility involved by this

line of conduct ; let the halter hang loose

upon his neck, and gave him no aid except
such slight service as was occasionally to be

rendered by shutting my eyes and holding

my breath. The mule of the fairer traveller

behind me was not only ambitious of peril

like my own, but was envious of my beast's

captaincy, and continually tried to pass him
on the outside of the path, to the great dis-

may of the gentle rider : while half-sup-

pressed wails of terror from the second lady
in the train gave evidence of equal vanity
and daring in her mule. Count Giovanni

strode stolidly before, the Cimbrian came be-

hind, and we had little coherent conversa-

tion until we stopped under a spreading

haw-tree, half-way up the mountain, to

breathe our adventurous beasts.

Here two of us dismounted, and while

one of the ladies sketched the other in her

novel attitude of cavalier, I listened to the

talk of Count Giovanni and the Cimbrian.

This Cimbrian's name in Italian was Lazza-

retti, and in his own tongue Briick, which,

pronouncing less regularly, M~e made Brick,
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in compliment to his qualities of good-fellow-

ship. His broad, honest visage was bordered

by a hedge of red beard, and a light of

dry humour shone upon it : he looked, we

thought, like a Cornishman, and the con-

trast between him and the viso sciolto, pen-
sieri stretti expression of Count Giovanni

was curious enough.

Concerning his people, he knew little ;

but the Capo-gente of Fozza could tell

me everything. Various traditions of their

origin were believed among them ; Brick

himself held to one that they had first come

from Denmark. As we sat there under the

spreading haw-tree, Count Giovanni and I

made him give us the Cimbrian equivalent
of some Italian phrases, which the curious

may care to see in correspondence with Eng-
lish and German. Of course, German pro-

nunciation must be given to the words :

English. Cimbrian. German.

I go, I gelie, Ich gehe.

Thou goest, Du gehst, Du gehst.

He goes, Ar geht, Er geht.

We go, Hamish gehen, Wir gehen.

You go, Hamish setender Ihr geht.

gehnt,

They go, Dandern gehnt, Sie gehen.

I went, I bin gegehnt, Ich bin gegan-

gen.
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English,
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English. Clmlrian. German.

Father, Vada, Vater.

Mother, Muter, Mutter.

Sister, Schwester, Schwester.

Stone, Stone, Stein.

A general resemblance to German and

English will have been observed in these

fragments of Cimbriaii, while other words
will have been noticed as quite foreign to

either.

There was a poor little house of refresh-

ment beside our spreading haw, and a

withered old woman came out of it and re-

freshed us with clear spring water, and our

guides and friends with some bitter berries

of the mountain, which they admitted were

unpleasant to the taste, but declared were

very good for the blood. When they had

sufficiently improved their blood, we mounted
our mules again, and set out with the jour-

ney of an hour and a quarter still between
us and Fozza.

As we drew near the summit of the moun-
tain our road grew more level, and instead

of creeping along by the brinks of preci-

pices, we began to wind through bits of

meadow and pleasant valley walled in by
lofty heights of rock.

Though September was bland as June at
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the foot of the mountain, we found its breath

harsh and cold on these heights : and we
remarked that though there were here and
there breadths of wheat, the land was for

the most part in sheep pasturage, and the

grass looked poor and stinted of summer
warmth. We met at times the shepherds,
who seemed to be of Italian race, and were

of the conventional type of shepherds, with

regular faces and two elaborate curls trained

upon their cheeks, as shepherds are always

represented in stone over the gates of villas.

They bore staves, and their flocks went be-

fore them. Encountering us, they saluted

us courteously, and when we had returned

their greeting, they cried with one voice,

"Ah, lords ! is not this a miserable coun-

try ? The people are poor and the air is

cold. It is an unhappy land !" And so

passed on, profoundly sad
;
but we could

not help smiling at the vehement popular
desire to have the region abused. We an-

swered cheerfully that it was a lovely coun-

try. If the air was cold, it was also pure.
We now drew in sight of Fozza, and, at

the last moment, just before parting with

Brick, we learned that he had passed a

whole year in Venice, where he had brought
milk from the mainland and sold it in the
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city. He declared frankly that he counted

that year worth all the other years of his

life, and that he would never have come
back to his native heights but that his

father had died, and left his mother and

young brothers helpless. He was an honest

soul, and I gave him two florins, which I

had tacitly appointed him over and above

the bargain, with something for the small

Brick-bats at home, whom he presently

brought to kiss our hands at the house of

the Capo-gente.
The village of Fozza is built on a grassy,

oblong plain on the crest of the mountain,
which declines from it on three sides, and
on the north rises high above it into the

mists in bleaker and ruggeder acclivities.

There are not more than thirty houses in

the village, and I do not think it numbers
more than a hundred and fifty souls, if it

numbers so many. Indeed, it is one of the

smallest of the Sette Communi, of which
the capital, Asiago, contains some thousands

of people, and lies not far from Vicenza. The

poor Fozzatti had a church, however, in their

village, in spite of its littleness, and they had

just completed a fine new bell-tower, which
the Capo-gente deplored, and was proud of

when I praised it. The church, like all the
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other edifices, was built of stone ; and the

village at a little distance might look like

broken crags of rock, so well it consorted

with the harsh, crude nature about it.

Meagre meadow-lands, pathetic with tufts of

a certain pale-blue tearful flower, stretched

about the village and southward as far as to

that wooded point which had all day been

our landmark in the ascent.

Our train drew up at the humble door of

the Capo-gente (in Fozza all doors are alike

humble), and, leaving our mules, we entered

by his wife's invitation, and seated ourselves

near the welcome fire of the kitchen wel-

come, though we knew that all the sunny
Lombard plain below was purple with grapes
and black with figs. Again came from the

women here the wail of the shepherds : "Ah,
lords ! is it not a miserable land?" and I be-

gan to doubt whether the love which I had
heard mountaineers bore to their inclement

heights was not altogether fabulous. They
made haste to boil us some eggs, and set

them before us with some unhappy wine,
and while we were eating, the Capo-gente
came in.

He was a very well-mannered person, but

had, of course, the bashfulness naturally re-

sulting from lonely life at that altitude,
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where contact with the world must be infre-

quent. His fellow-citizens seemed to regard
him with a kind of affectionate deference,

and some of them came in to hear him talk

with the strangers. He stood till we prayed
him to sit down, and he presently consented

to take some wine with us.

After all, however, he could not tell us

much of his people which we had not heard

before. A tradition existed among them,
he said, that their ancestors had fled to

these Alps from Marius, and that they had
dwelt for a long time in the hollows and
caves of the mountains, living and burying
their dead in the same secret places. At
what time they had been converted to

Christianity he could not tell ; they had,

up to the beginning of the present century,
had little or no intercourse with the Italian

population by which they were surrounded

on all sides. Formerly, they did not inter-

marry with that race, and it was seldom

that any Cimbriaii knew its language. But
now intermarriage is very frequent ; both

Italian and Cimbrian are spoken in nearly
all the families, and the Cimbrian is gradu-

ally falling into disuse. They still, however,
have books of religious instruction in their

ancient dialect, and until very lately the
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services of their church were performed in

Cimbrian.

I begged the Capo to show us some of

their books, and he brought us two, one

a catechism for children, entitled,
" Dar

Kloane Catechism vorn Beloseland vortrayhet

in 2' gaprecht von siben Komiinen, un vier

Halghe Gasang. 1842. Padova." The
other book it grieved me to see, for it proved
that I was not the only one tempted in

recent times to visit these ancient people,

ambitious to bear to them the relation of

discoverer, as it were. A High-Dutch
Columbus, from Vienna, had been before

me, and I could only come in for Amerigo
Vespucci's tempered glory. This German
savant had dwelt a week in these lonely

places, patiently compiling a dictionary of

their tongue, which, when it was printed,
he had sent to the Capo. I am magnani-
mous enough to give the name of his book,
that the curious may buy it if they like.

It is called " Johann Andreas ScJnveller's

Cimbrisches Worterbuch. Joseph Bergman.
Vienna, 1855."

Concerning the present Cimbri, the Capo
said that in his community they were chiefly

hunters, wood-cutters, and charcoal-burners,

and that they practised their primitive crafts
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in those gloomier and wilder heights we
saw to the northward, and descended to the

towns of the plain to make sale of their

fagots, charcoal, and wild-beast skins. In

Asiago and the larger communities they
were farmers and tradesmen like the Italians ;

and the Capo believed that the Cimbri, in

all their villages, numbered near ten thou-

sand. He could tell me of no particular
customs or usages, and believed they did

not differ from the Italians now except in

race and language.
1

They are, of course,

i The English traveller Rose, who (to my further

discomfiture, I find) visited Asiago in 1817, mentions

that the Cimbri have the Celtic custom of waking the

dead. "If a traveller dies by the way, they plant a

cross upon the spot, and all who pass by cast a stone

upon his cairn. Some go in certain seasons in the

year to high places and woods, where it is supposed

they worshipped their divinities, but the origin of the

custom is forgot amongst themselves." If a man dies

by violence, they lay him out with his hat and shoes

on, as if to give him the appearance of a wayfarer, and
"
symbolise one surprised in the great journey of life."

A woman dying in childbed is dressed for the grave in

her bridal ornaments. Mr. Rose is very scornful of

the notion that these people are Cimbri, and holds

that it is "more consonant to all the evidence of his-

tory to say, that the flux and reflux of Teutonic in-

vaders at different periods deposited this back-water of

barbarians
"

in the district they now inhabit.
" The

whole space, which, in addition to the seven burghs,
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subject to the Austrian Government, but not

so strictly as the Italians are ; and though

they are taxed and made to do military

service, they are otherwise left to regulate

their affairs pretty much at their pleasure.

The Capo ended his discourse with much

polite regret that he had nothing more

worthy to tell us; and, as if to make us

amends for having come so far to learn so

little, he said there was a hermit living near,

whom we might like to see, and sent his son

to conduct us to the hermitage. It turned

out to be the white object which we had

seen gleaming in the wood on the mountain

from so great distance below, and the wood
turned out to be a pleasant beechen grove,

in which we found the hermit cutting fagots.

He was warmly dressed in clothes without

rent, and wore the clerical knee-breeches.

He saluted us with a cricket-like chirpiness

of manner, and was greatly amazed to hear

that we had come all the way from America

to visit him. His hermitage was built upon
the side of a white-washed chapel to St.

Francis, and contained three or four little

rooms or cupboards, in which the hermit

contains twenty-four villages, is bounded by rivers,

alps, and hills. Its most precise limits are the Brenta

to the east, and the Astico to the west."
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dwelt and meditated. They opened into the

chapel, of which the hermit had the care,

and which he kept neat and clean like him-

self. He told us proudly that once a year,
on the day of the titular saint, a priest came
and said mass in that chapel, and it was

easy to see that this was the great occasion

of the old man's life. For forty years, he

said, he had been devout ; and for twenty-
five he had dwelt in this place, where the

goodness of God and the charity of the poor

people around had kept him from want.

Altogether, he was a pleasant enough hermit,
not in the least spiritual, but gentle, simple,

and evidently sincere. We gave some small

coins of silver to aid him to continue his life

of devotion, and Count Giovanni bestowed

some coppers with the stately blessing,
" Iddlo vi benedica, padre mio /"

So we left the hermitage, left Fozza, and
started down the mountain on foot, for no

one may ride down those steeps. Long
before we reached the bottom, we had
learned to loathe mountains and to long for

dead levels during the rest of life. Yet the

descent was picturesque, and in some things
even more interesting than the ascent had
been. We met more people : now melan-

choly she^ herds with their flocks ; now
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swine-herds and swine-herdesses with herds

of wild black pigs of the Italian breed ; now
men driving asses that brayed and woke

long, loud, and most musical echoes in the

hills ; now whole peasant families driving

cows, horses, and mules to the plains below.

On the way down, fragments of autobio-

graphy began, with the opportunities of

conversation, to come from the Count

Giovanni, and we learned that he was a

private soldier at home on that permesso
which the Austrian Government frequently

gives its less able-bodied men in times of

peace. He had been at home some years,

and did not expect to be again called into

the service. He liked much better to be in

charge of the cave at Oliero than to carry
the musket, though he confessed that he

liked to see the world, and that soldiering

brought one acquainted with many places.

He had not many ideas, and the philosophy
of his life chiefly regarded deportment to-

ward strangers who visited the cave. He
held it an error in most custodians to show
discontent when travellers gave them little ;

and he said that if he received never so

much, he believed it wise not to betray
exultation.

' '

Always be contented, and

nothing more," said Count Giovanni.

VOL. IT, D
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" It is what you people always promise

beforehand," I said, "when you bargain
with strangers, to do them a certain service

for what they please ; but afterward they
must pay what you please or have trouble.

I know you will not be content with what
I give you."

"If I am not content," cried Count

Giovanni,
"

call me the greatest ass in the

world !

"

And I am bound to say that, for all I

could see through the mask of his face, he

was satisfied with what I gave him, though
it was not much.

He had told us casually that he was

nephew of a nobleman of a certain rich

and ancient family in Venice, who sent him

money while in the army, but this made no

great impression on me ; and though I knew
there was enough noble poverty in Italy to

have given rise to the proverb, Un conte che

non conta, non conta niente, yet I confess

that it was with a shock of surprise I heard

our guide and servant saluted by a lounger
in Valstagna with " Sior conte, servitor suo!"

I looked narrowly at him, but there was no

ray of feeling or pride visible in his pale,

languid visage as he responded,
' ' Buona

sera, caro."
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Still, after that revelation we simple

plebeians, who had been all day heaping
shawls and guide-books upon Count Gio-

vanni, demanding menial offices from him,
and treating him with good-natured slight,

felt uncomfortable in his presence, and wel-

comed the appearance of our carriage with

our driver, who, having started drunk from

Bassano in the morning, had kept drunk all

day at Yalstagna, and who now drove us

back wildly over the road, and almost made
us sigh for the security of mules ambitious

of the brinks of precipices.



MINOR TRAVELS.

PISA.

I
AM afraid that the talk of the modem
railway traveller, if he is honest, must

be a great deal of the custodians, the vettu-

rini, and the facchini, whose agreeable ac-

quaintance constitutes his chief knowledge
of the population among which he journeys.
We do not nowadays carry letters recom-

mending us to citizens of the different places.

If we did, consider the calamity we should

be to be-travelled Italian communities we
now bless ! No, we buy our through tickets,

and we put up at the hotels praised in the

hand-book, and are very glad of a little

conversation with any native, however adul-

terated he be by contact with the world

to which we belong. I do not blush to

own that I love the whole rascal race

which ministers to our curiosity and preys

upon us, and I am not ashamed to have
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spoken so often in this book of the lowly and

rapacious but interesting porters who opened
to me the different gates of that great realm

of wonders, Italy. I doubt if they can be

much known to the dwellers in the land,

though they are the intimates of all so-

journers and passengers ; and if I have any

regret in the matter, it is that I did not

more diligently study them when I could.

The opportunity once lost, seldom recurs ;

they are all but as transitory as the Object
of Interest itself. I remember that years

ago when I first visited Cambridge, there

was an old man appeared to me in the char-

acter of Genius of the College Grounds, who
showed me all the notable things in our

city, its treasures of art, its monuments,
and ended by taking me into his wood-house,
and sawing me off from a wind-fallen branch

of the Washington Elm a bit of the sacred

wood for a remembrancer. Where now is

that old man ? He no longer exists for me,
neither he nor his wood-house nor his dwell-

ing-house. Let me look for a month about the

College Grounds, and I shall not see him.

But somewhere in the regions of traveller's

faery he still lives, and he appears instantly

to the new-comer ; he has an understanding
v/ith the dryads, who keep him supplied
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with boughs from the Washington Elm, and

his wood-house is full of them.

Among memorable custodians in Italy was

one whom we saw at Pisa, where we stopped
on our way from Leghorn after our accident

in the Maremma, and spent an hour in view-

ing the Quattro Fabbriche. The beautiful

old town, which every one knows from the

report of travellers, one yet finds possessed
of the incommunicable charm which keeps it

for ever novel to the visitor. Lying upon
either side of the broad Arno, it mirrors in

the flood architecture almost as fair and

noble as that glassed in the Canalazzo, and

its other streets seemed as tranquil as the

canals of Venice. Those over which we

drove, 011 the day of our visit, were paved
with broad flagstones, and gave cut scarcely
a sound under our wheels. It was Sunday,
and no one was to be seen. Yet the empty
and silent city inspired us with no sense of

desolation. The palaces were in perfect

repair ;
the pavements were clean j behind

those windows we felt that there must be

a good deal of easy, comfortable life. It is

said that Pisa is one of the few places in

Europe where the sweet but timid spirit

of Inexpensiveness everywhere pursued by
Railways still lingers, and that you find
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cheap apartments in those well-preserved old

palaces. No doubt it would be worth more
to live in Pisa than it would cost, for the

histoiy of the place would alone be to any
reasonable sojourner a perpetual recompense
and a princely income far exceeding his

expenditure. To be sure, the Tower of

Famine, with which we chiefly associate the

name of Pisa, has been long razed to the

ground, and built piecemeal into the neigh-

bouring palaces, but you may still visit the

dead wall which hides from view the place
where it stood

j
and you may thence drive

on, as we did, to the great Piazza where

stands the unrivalledest group of architecture

in the world, after that of St. Mark's Place

in Venice. There is the wonderful Leaning
Tower, there is the old and beautiful Duomo,
there is the noble Baptistery, there is the

lovely Campo-Santo, and there somewhere

lurking in portal or behind pillar, and keep-

ing out an eagle eye for the marvelling

stranger is the much-experienced cicerone

who shows you through the edifices. Yours

is the fourteen-thousandth American family
to which he has had the honour of acting as

guide, and he makes you feel an illogical

satisfaction in thus becoming a contribution

to statistics.
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We entered the Duomo, in our new friend's

custody, and we saw the things which it was
well to see. There was mass, or some other

ceremony, transacting ; but as usual it was
made as little obtrusive as possible, and
there was not much to weaken the sense of

proprietorship with which travellers view

objects of interest. Then we ascended the

Leaning Tower, skilfully preserving its

equilibrium as we went by an inclination,

of our persons in a direction opposed to the

tower's inclination, but perhaps not receiving
a full justification of the Campanile's appear-
ance in pictures, till wj stood at its base,

and saw its vast bulk and height as it seemed

to sway and threaten in the blue sky above

our heads. There the sensation was too

terrible for endurance, even the archi-

tectural beauty of the tower could not save

it from being monstrous to us, and we were

glad to hurry away from it to the serenity
and solemn loveliness of the Campo-Santo.
Here are the frescoes painted five hundred

years ago to be ruinous and ready against
the time of your arrival in 1864, and you
feel that you are the first to enjoy the

joke of the Vergognosa, that cunning jade
who peers through her fingers at the shame-

ful condition of deboshed father Xoah, and
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seems to wink one eye of wicked amusement
at you. Turning afterward to any book

written about Italy during the time speci-

fied, you find your impression of exclusive

possession of the frescoes erroneous, and your
muse naturally despairs, where so many
muses have laboured in vain, to give a

just idea of the Campo-Santo. Yet it is

most worthy celebration. Those exquisitely

arched and traceried colonnades seem to

grow like the slim cypresses out of the

sainted earth of Jerusalem ; and those old

paintings, made when Art was if ever a

Soul, and not as now a mere Intelligence,

enforce more effectively than their authors

conceived the lessons of life and death ; for

they are themselves becoming part of the

triumphant decay they represent. If it was
awful once to look upon that strange scene

where the gay lords and ladies of the chase

come suddenly upon three dead men in their

coffins, while the devoted hermits enjoy the

peace of a dismal righteousness on a hill

in the background, it is yet more tragic to

behold it now when the dead men are hardly
discernible in their coffins, and the hermits

are but the vaguest shadows of gloomy bliss.

Alas ! Death mocks even the homage done

him by our poor fears and hopes : with dust
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he wipes out dust, and with decay he blots

the image of decay.
I assure the reader that I made none of

these apt reflections in the Campo-Santo at

Pisa, but have written them out this morn-

ing in Cambridge because there happens
to be an east wind blowing. No one could

have been sad in the company of our cheerful

and patient cicerone, who, although visibly
anxious to get his fourteenth-thousandth

American family away, still would not go
till he had shown us that monument to

a dead enmity which hangs in the Campo-
Santo. This is the mighty chain which the

Pisans, in their old wars with the Genoese,
once stretched across the mouth of their har-

bour to prevent the entrance of the hostile

galleys. The Genoese with no great trouble

carried the chain away, and kept it ever

afterward till 1860, when Pisa was united

to the kingdom of Italy. Then the trophy
was restored to the Pisans, and with public

rejoicings placed in the Campo-Santo, an
emblem of reconciliation and perpetual amity
between ancient foes. 1 It is not a very good
world, e pur si muove.

1 I read in Mr. Norton's Notes of Travel and Study
in Italy, that he saw in the Campo-Santo, as long ago
as 1856, "the chains that marked the servitude of



The Baptistery stands but a step away
from the Campo-Santo, and our guide
ushered us into it with the air of one

who had till now held in reserve his great
stroke and was ready to deliver it. Yet I

think he waited till we had looked at

some comparatively trifling sculptures by
Nicolo Pisano before he raised his voice,

and uttered a melodious species of howl.

While we stood in some amazement at this,

the conscious structure of the dome caught
the sound and prolonged it with a variety
and sweetness of which I could not have

dreamed. The man poured out in quick
succession his musical wails, and then ceased,

and a choir of heavenly echoes burst forth in

response. There was a supernatural beauty
in these harmonies of which I despair of

giving any true idea : they were of such

tender and exalted rapture that we might
well have thought them the voices of young-

eyed cherubim, singing as they passed

through Paradise over that spot of earth

where we stood. They seemed a celestial

Pisa, now restored by Florence," and it is of course

possible that our cicerone may have employed one of

those chains for the different historical purpose I

have mentioned. It would "be a thousand pities, I

think, if a monument of that sort should be limited

to the commemoration of one fact only.
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compassion that stooped and soothed, and

rose again in lofty and solemn acclaim,

leaving us poor and penitent and humbled.

"We were long silent, and then broke forth

with cries of admiration, of which the mar-

vellous echo made eloquence.
"Did you ever," said the cicerone after

we had left the building, "hear such music

as that?"
" The papal choir does not equal it," we

answered with one voice.

The cicerone was not to be silenced even

with such a tribute, and he went on

"Perhaps, as you are Americans, you
know Moshu Feelmore, the President ?

No ? Ah, what a fine man ! You saw that

he had his heart actually in his hand !

Well, one day he said to me here, when I

told him of the Baptistery echo,
' We have

the finest echo in the world in the Hall of

Congress.' I said nothing, but for answer I

merely howled a little, thus ! Moshu Feel-

more was convinced. Said he,
' There is no

other echo in the world besides this. You
are right.' I am unique," pursued the

cicerone, "for making this echo. But," he

added with a sigh,
"

it has been my ruin.

The English have put me in all the guide-

books, and sometimes I have to howl twenty
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times a day. When our Victor Emanuel

came here I showed him the church, the

tower, and the Campo-Santo. Says the

king,
' Pfui !

' "
here the cicerone gave that

sweeping outward motion with both hands

by which Italians dismiss a trifling subject
" 'make me the echo !' I was forced,"

concluded the cicerone with a strong sense

of injury in his tone,
" to howl half an hour

without ceasing."
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II.

THE FERRARA ROAD.

THE
delight of one of our first jour-

neys over the road between Padua and
Ferrara was a Roman cameriere out of place,

who got into the diligence at Ponte Lagos -

euro. We were six in all : The Englishman
who thought it particularly Italian to say
"Si" three times for every assent; the

Veneto (as the citizen of the province calls

himself, the native of the city being Venezi-

ano) going home to his farm near Padua
;

the German lady of a sour and dreadful coun-

tenance ; our two selves, and the Roman
cameriere. The last was worth all the rest

being a man of vast general information

acquired in the course of service with fami-

lies of all nations, and agreeably commu-
nicative. A brisk and lively little man,
with dancing eyes, beard cut to the mode of

the Emperor Napoleon, and the impressive
habit of tapping himself on the teeth with

his railroad-guide, and lifting his eyebrows
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when he says anything specially worthy of

remark. He, also, long after the conclusion

of an observation, comes back to himself

approvingly, with "SI!" " Va bene!"

"Ecco!" He speaks beautiful Italian and

constantly, and in a little while we know
that he was born at Ferrara, bred at Venice,

and is now a citizen of Rome. "
St. Peter's,

Signori, have you ever seen it ? is the

first church of the world. At Ferrara lived

Tasso and Ariosto. Venice is a lovely city.

Ah ! what beauty ! But unique. My
second country. Si, Siynori, la mia seconda

patria." After a pause,
" Va bene."

We hint to him that he is extremely
fortunate in having so many countries, and
that it will be difficult to exile so universal

a citizen, which he takes as a tribute to his

worth, smiles and says,
" Ecco /"

Then he turns to the Veneto, and de-

scribes to him the English manner of living.

"Wonderfully well they eat the English.
Four times a day. With rosbif at the

dinner. Always, always, always ! And tea

in the evening, with rosbif cold. Mangiano
sempre. Ma bene, dico." After a pause,
"Si!" " And the Venetians, they eat well,

too. Whence the proverb :
* Sulla Riva

degli Schiavoni, si mangiano bei bocconi.'
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(

' On the Riva degli Schiavoni, you eat fine

mouthfuls.') Signori, I am going to Venice,"
concludes the carneriere.

He is the politest man in the world, and
the most attentive to ladies. The German

lady has not spoken a word, possibly not

knowing the language. Our good carneriere

cannot bear this, and commiserates her

weariness with noble elegance and origi-

nality.
" La Signora si trova un poco sayri-

ficata?" ("The lady feels slightly sacri-

ficed !") We all smile, and the little man

very gladly with us.

"An elegant way of expressing it," we
venture to suggest. The Veneto roars and
roars again, and we all shriek, none loudei

than the Roman himself. We never can get
over that idea of being slightly sacrificed,

and it lasts us the whole way to Padua ; and

when the Veneto gets down at his farm-gate,
he first

" reverences" us, and then says,
" I

am very sorry for you others who must be

still more slightly sacrificed."

At Venice, a week or two later, I meet

our carneriere. He is not so gay, quite, as

he was, and I fancy that he has not found

so many bei bocconi on the Riva degli Schia-

voni, as the proverb and a sanguine tempera-
ment led him to expect. Do I happen to
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know, he asks, any American family going
to Rome and desiring a cameriere ?

As I write, the Spring is coming in Cam-

bridge, and I cannot help thinking, with a

little heartache, of how the Spring came to

meet us once as we rode southward from

Venice toward Florence on that road from

Padua to Ferrara. It had been May for

some time in Tuscany, and all through the

wide plains of Venetia this was the rail-

road landscape : fields tilled and tended as

jealously as gardens, and waving in wheat,

oats, and grass, with here and there the hay
cut already, and here and there acres of

Indian corn. The green of the fields was all

dashed with the bloody red of poppies ; the

fig-trees hung full of half-grown fruit
;
the

orchards were garlanded with vines, which

they do not bind to stakes in Italy, but train

from tree to tree, leaving them to droop in

festoons and sway in the wind, with the

slender native grace of vines. Huge stone

farm-houses shelter under the same roof the

family and all the live stock of the farm ;

thatched cottages, thickly dotting the fields,

send forth to their cultivation the most pic-

turesque peasants, men and women, pretty

young girls in broad hats, and wonderful old

VOL. II. E
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brown and crooked crones, who seem never

to have been younger nor fairer. Country

roads, level, straight, and white, stretch

away on either hand, and the constant files

of poplars escort them wherever they go.

All about, the birds sing, and the butterflies

dance. The milk-white oxen dragging the

heavy carts turn up their patient heads,

with wide-spreading horns and mellow eyes,

at the passing train ; the sunburnt lout be-

hind them suspends the application of the

goad ; unwonted acquiescence stirs in the

bosom of the firm-minded donkey, and even

the matter-of-fact locomotive seems to linger

as lovingly as a locomotive may along these

plains of Spring.
At Padua we take a carriage for Ponte

Lagoscuro, and having fought the customary
battle with the vetturino before arriving at

the terms of contract ; having submitted to

the successive pillage of the man who had

held our horses a moment, of the man who
tied on the trunk, and of the man who
hovered obligingly about the carriage, and

desired to drink our health with pro-

digious smacking of whip, and banging
of wheels, we rattle out of the Stella

d'Oro, and set forth from the gate of the

old city.
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I confess that I like posting. There is a

freedom and a fine sense of proprietorship

in that mode of travel, combined with suffi-

cient speed, which you do not feel on the

railroad. For twenty francs and buona mano,
I had bought my carriage and horses and

driver for the journey of forty miles, and I

began to look round on the landscape with a

cumulative feeling of ownership in every-

thing I saw. For me, old women spinning
in old-world fashion, with distaffand spindle,

flax as white as their own hair, came to road-

side doors, or moved back and forth under

orchard trees. For me, the peasants toiled

in the fields together, wearing for my sake

wide straw hats, or gay ribbons, or red caps.

The white oxen were willing to mass them-

selves in effective groups, as the plough-
man turned the end of his furrow ; young
girls especially appointed themselves to lead

horses to springs as we passed ; children

had larger eyes and finer faces, and played
more about the cottage doors, on account of

our posting. As for the vine-garlanded trees

in the orchards, and the opulence of the

endless fertile plain ;
the white distance of

the road before us with its guardian poplars,

I doubt if people in a diligence could have

got so much of these things as we. Cer-
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tainly they could not have had all to them-

selves the lordly splendour with which we
dashed through gaping villages, taking the

street from everybody, and fading magnifi-

cently away upon the road.
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m.

TRIESTE.

IF
you take the midnight steamer at Ven-

ice, you reach Trieste by six o'clock in

the morning, and the hills rise to meet you
as you enter the broad bay dotted with the

sail of fishing-craft. The hills are bald and

bare, and you find, as you draw near, that

the city lies at their feet under a veil of

mist, or climbs earlier into view along their

sides. The prospect is singularly devoid of

gentle and pleasing features, and looking at

those rugged acclivities, with their aspect of

continual bleakness, you readily believe all

the stories you have heard of that fierce

wind called the Bora, which sweeps from

them through Trieste at certain seasons.

While it blows, ladies walking near the

quays are sometimes caught up and set

afloat, involuntary Galateas, in the bay, and

people keep indoors as much as possible.

But the Bora, though so sudden and so sav-

age, does give warning of its rise, and the
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peasants avail themselves of this character-

istic. They station a man on one of the

mountain-tops, and when he feels the first

breath of the Bora, he sounds a horn, which
is a signal for all within hearing to lay hold

of something that cannot be blown away,
and cling to it till the wind falls. This

may happen in three days or in nine, accord-

ing to the popular proverbs.
" The spectacle

of the sea," says Dall' Oiigaro, in a note to

one of his ballads,
" while the Bora blows,

is sublime, and when it ceases the prospect
of the surrounding hills is delightful. The

air, purified by the rapid current, clothes

them with a rosy veil, and the temperature
is instantly softened, even in the heart of

winter."

The city itself, as you penetrate it, makes

good with its stateliness and picturesque
-

ness your loss through the grimness of its

environs. It is in great part new, very

clean, and full of the life and movement of a

prosperous port ; but, better than this, so far

as the mere sightseer is concerned, it wins a

novel charm from the many public staircases

by which you ascend and descend its hillier

quarters, and which are made of stone, and

lightly railed and balustraded with iron.

Something of all this I noticed in my ride
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from the landing of the steamer to the house

of friends in the suburbs, and there I grew
better disposed toward the hills, which, as

I strolled over them, I found dotted with

lovely villas, and everywhere traversed by
perfectly kept carriage-roads, and easy and

pleasant foot-paths. It was in the spring-

time, and the peach-trees and almond-trees

hung full of blossoms and bees, the lizards

lay in the walks absorbing the vernal sun-

shine, the violets and cowslips sweetened all

the grassy borders. The scene did not want
a human interest, for the peasant girls were

going to market at that hour, and I met
them everywhere, bearing heavy burdens on

their own heads, or hurrying forward with

their wares on the backs of donkeys. They
were as handsome as heart could wish, and

they wore that Italian costume which is

not to be seen anywhere in Italy except at

Trieste and in the Roman and Neapolitan

provinces, a bright bodice and gown, with

the head-dress of dazzling white linen, square

upon the crown, and dropping lightly to

the shoulders. Later I saw these comely
maidens crouching on the ground in the

market-place, and selling their wares, with

much glitter of eyes, teeth, and earrings, and
a continual babble of bargaining.
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It seemed to me that the average of

good looks was greater among the women
of Trieste than among those of Venice, but

that the instances of striking and exquisite

beauty were rarer. At Trieste, too, the Ital-

ian type, so pure at Venice, is lost or con-

tinually modified by the mixed character of

the population, which perhaps is most notice-

able at the Merchants' Exchange. This is

a vast edifice roofed with glass, where are

the offices of the great steam navigation

company, the Austrian Lloyds, which, far

more than the favour of the Imperial Gov-

ernment, has contributed to the prosperity
of Trieste, and where the traffickers of all

races meet daily to gossip over the news and
the prices. Here a Greek or Dalmat talks

with an eager Italian or a slow, sure English-
man ; here the hated Austrian button-holes

the Venetian or the Magyar ; here the Jew
meets the Gentile on common ground ; here

Christianity encounters the hoary supersti-

tions of the East, and makes a good thing
out of them in cotton or grain. All costumes

are seen here, and all tongues are heard,

the native Triestines contributing almost

as much to the variety of the latter as the

foreigners.
" In regard to language," says

Cantu,
"
though the country is peopled by
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Slavonians, yet the Italian tongue is spread-

ing into the remotest villages where a few

years since it was not understood. In the

city it is the common and familiar language ;

the Slavonians of the North use the German
for the language of ceremony ; those of the

South, as well as the Israelites, the Italian ;

while the Protestants use the German, the

Greeks the Hellenic and Illyric, the employes
of the civil courts the Italian or the Ger-

man, the schools now German and now Ital-

ian, the bar and the pulpit Italian. Most

of the inhabitants, indeed, are bi-lingual,

and very many tri-lingual, without counting

French, which is understood and spoken
from infancy. Italian, German, and Greek

are written, but the Slavonic little, this

having remained in the condition of a vulgar

tongue. But it would be idle to distinguish

the population according to language, for

the son adopts a language different from the

father's, and now prefers one language and

now another ; the women incline to the Ital-

ian ; but those of the upper class prefer now

German, now French, now English, as, from

one decade to another, affairs, fashions, and

fancies change. This in the salons ; in the

squares and streets, the Venetian dialect is

heard."
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And with the introduction of the Venetian

dialect, Venetian discontent seems also to

have crept in, and I once heard a Triestine

declaim against the Imperial Government

quite in the manner of Venice. It struck me
that this desire for union with Italy, which

he declared prevalent in Trieste, must be of

very recent growth : since even so late as

1848, Trieste had refused to join Venice in

the expulsion of the Austrians. Indeed, the

Triestines have fought the Venetians from

the first ; they stole the Brides of Venice in

one of their piratical cruises in the lagoons ;

gave aid and comfort to those enemies of

Venice, the Visconti, the Carraras, and the

Genoese ; revolted from St. Mark whenever

subjected to his banner, and finally, rather

than remain under his sway, gave themselves

five centuries ago to Austria.

The objects of interest in Trieste are not

many. There are remains of an attribu-

tive temple of Jupiter under the Duomo,
and there is near at hand the Museum of

Classical Antiquities founded in honour of

Winckelmann, murdered at Trieste by that

ill-advised Pistojese, Ancangeli, who had seen

the medals bestowed on the antiquary by
Maria Theresa, and believed him rich. There
is also a scientific museum founded by the
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Archduke Maximilian, and, above all, there

is the beautiful residence of that ill-starred

prince, the Miramare, where the half-crazed

Empress of the Mexicans vainly waits her

husband's return from the experiment of

paternal government in the New World. It

would be hard to tell how Art has charmed

rock and wave at Miramare, until the spur
of one of those rugged Triestine hills, jut-

ting into the sea, has been made the seat of

ease and luxury, but the visitor is aware of

the magic as soon as he passes the gate of

the palace grounds. These are in great part

perpendicular, and are over-clambered with

airy stairways climbing to pensile arbours.

Where horizontal, they are diversified with

mimic seas for swans to sail upon, and

summer-houses for people to lounge in and

look at the swans from. On the point of

land furthest from the acclivity stands the

Castle of Miramare, half at sea, and half

adrift in the clouds above :

" And fain it would stoop downward
To the mirrored wave below

;

And fain it would soar upward
In the evening's crimson glow."

I remember that a little yacht lay beside

the pier at the castle's foot, and lazily

flapped its sail, while the sea beat inward
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with as languid a pulse. That was some

years ago, before Mexico was dreamed of at

Miramare : now, perchance, she who is one

of the most unhappy among women looks

down distraught from those high windows,
and finds in the helpless sail and impassive
wave the images of her baffled hope, and

that immeasurable sea which gives back its

mariners neither to love nor sorrow. I

think, though she be the wife and daughter
of princes, we may pity this poor Empress, at

least as much as we pity the Mexicans to

whom her dreams have brought so many
woes.

It was the midnight following my visit to

Miramare when the fiacre in which I had

quitted my friend's house was drawn up by
its greatly bewildered driver on the quay
near the place where the steamer for Venice

should be lying. There was no steamer for

Venice to be seen. The driver swore a

little in the polyglot profanities of his

native city, and, descending from his box,

went and questioned different lights blue

lights, yellow lights, green lights to be

seen at different points. To a light, they
were ignorant, though eloquent, and to pass
the time we drove up and down the quay,
and stopped at the landings of all the
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steamers that touch at Trieste. It was a

snug fiacre enough, but I did not care to

spend the night in it, and I urged the

driver to further inquiry. A wanderer

whom we met, declared that it was not

the night for the Venice steamer ; another

admitted that it might be
;
a third con-

versed with the driver in low tones, and
then leaped upon the box. We drove

rapidly away, and before I had, in view

of this mysterious proceeding, composed a

fitting paragraph for the Fatti Diversi of

the Osservatore Triestino, descriptive of the

state in which the Guardie di Polizia should

find me floating in the bay, exanimate and

evidently the prey of a triste evvenimento

the driver pulled up once more, and now
beside a steamer. It was the steamer for

Venice, he said, in precisely the tone which
he would have used had he driven me

directly to it without blundering. It was

breathing heavily, and was just about to

depart, but even in the hurry of getting on

board, I could not help noticing that it

seemed to have grown a great deal since

I had last voyaged in it. There was
not a soul to be seen except the mute
steward who took my satchel, and, guiding
me below into an elegant saloon, instantly
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left me alone. Here again the steamer was

vastly enlarged. These were not the narrow

quarters of the Venice steamer, nor was this

lamp, shedding a soft light on cushioned

seats and panelled doors and wainscotings the

sort of illumination usual in that humble

craft. I rang the small silver bell on the

long table, and the mute steward ap-

peared.
Was this the steamer for Venice ?

Sicuro !

All that I could do in comment was to sit

down ; and in the meantime the steamer

trembled, groaned, choked, cleared its throat,

and we were under weigh.
" The other passengers have all gone to

bed, I suppose," I argued acutely, seeing
none of them. Nevertheless I thought it

odd, and it seemed a shrewd means of re-

lief to ring the bell, and, pretending drowsi-

ness, to ask the steward which was my
state-room.

He replied with a curious smile that I

could have any of them. Amazed, I yet se-

lected a state-room, and, while the steward

was gone for the sheets and pillow-cases,
I occupied my time by opening the doors

of all the other state-rooms. They were

empty.
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' ' Am I the only passenger ?
"

I asked,

when he returned, with some anxiety.
"
Precisely," he answered.

I could not proceed and ask if he composed
the entire crew it seemed too fearfully pro-

bable that he did.

I now suspected that I had taken passage
with the Olandese Volante. There was no-

thing in the world for it, however, but to go
to bed, and there, with the accession of a

slight sea-sickness, my views of the situation

underwent a total change. I had gone down
into the Maelstrom with the Ancient Mariner

I was a Manuscript Found in a Bottle !

Coming to the surface about six o'clock

A.M., I found a daylight as cheerful as need

be upon the appointments of the elegant

cabin, and upon the good-natured face of the

steward when he brought me the caffb latte

and the buttered toast for my breakfast.

He said " Servitor suo !
"
in a loud and com-

fortable voice, and I perceived the absurdity

of having thought that he was in any way
related to the Nightmare-Death-in-life-that-

thicks-man's-blood-with-cold.
" This is not the regular Venice steamer,

I suppose," I remarked to the steward as he

laid my breakfast in state upon the long

table.
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No. Properly, no boat should have left

for Venice last night, which was not one of

the times of the tri-weekly departure. This

was one of the steamers of the line between

Trieste and Alexandria, and it was going at

present to take on an extraordinary freight

at Venice for Egypt. I had been permitted
to come on board because my driver said I

had a return ticket, and would go.

Ascending to the deck I found nothing
whatever mysterious in the management of

the steamer. The captain met me with a

bow in the gangway ; seamen were coiling

wet ropes at different points, as they always
are ; the mate was promenading the bridge,
and taking the rainy weather as it came,
with his oil-cloth coat and hat on. The
wheel of the steamer was as usual chewing
the sea, and finding it unpalatable, and

making vain efforts at expectoration.
We were in sight of the breakwater out-

side Malamocco, and a pilot-boat was mak-

ing us from the land. Even at this point the

innumerable fortifications of the Austrians

began, and they multiplied as we drew near

Venice, till we entered the lagoon, and found

it a nest of fortresses one with another.

Unhappily the day being rainy, Venice

did not spring resplendent from the sea, as
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I had always read she would. She rose

slowly and languidly from the water, not

like a queen, but like the grey, slovenly,

bedrabbled, heart-broken old slave she really
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IV.

BASSANO.

I
HAVE already told, in recounting the

story of our visit to the Cimbri, how
full of courtship we found the little city of

Bassano on the evening of our arrival there.

Bassano is the birthplace of the painter

Jacopo da Ponte, who was one of the first

Italian painters to treat Scriptural story as

accessory to mere landscape, and who had

a peculiar fondness for painting Entrances

into the Ark, for in these he could in-

dulge without stint the taste for pairing-off

early acquired from observation of local cus-

toms in his native town. This was the

theory offered by one who had imbibed the

spirit of subtle speculation from Ruskin,
and I think it reasonable. At least it does

not conflict with the fact that there is at

Bassano a most excellent gallery of paintings

entirely devoted to the works of Jacopo da

Ponte, and his four sons, who are here to be

seen to better advantage than anywhere
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else. As few strangers visit Bassano, the

gallery is little frequented. It is in charge
of a very strict old man, who will not allow

people to look at the pictures till he has

shown them the adjoining cabinet of geo-

logical specimens. It is in vain that you
assure him of your indifference to these

scientific seccature ; he is deaf, and you are

not suffered to escape a single fossil. He
asked us a hundred questions, and under-

stood nothing in reply, insomuch that when
he came to his last inquiry, "Have the

Protestants the same God as the Catholics ?"

we were rather glad that he should be obliged
to settle the fact for himself.

Underneath the gallery was a school of

boys, whom as we entered we heard hum-

ming over the bitter honey which childhood

is obliged to gather from the opening flowers

of orthography. When we passed out the

master gave these poor busy bees an atom

of holiday, and they all swarmed forth to-

gether to look at the strangers. The teacher

was a long, lank man, in a black threadbare

coat and a skull-cap exactly like the

schoolmaster in The Deserted Village. We
made a pretence of asking him our way
to somewhere, and went wrong, and came

by accident upon a wide flat space, bare as
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a brick-yard, beside which was lettered on

a fragment of the old city wall, "Giuoco di

Palla." It was evidently the playground of

the whole city, and it gave us a pleasanter
idea of life in Bassano than we had yet con-

ceived, to think of its entire population

playing ball there in the spring afternoons.

We respected Bassano as much for this as

for her diligent remembrance of her illus-

trious dead, of whom she has very great
numbers. It appeared to us that nearly

every other house bore a tablet announcing
that "Here was born," or "Here died,"

some great or good man of whom no one

out of Bassano ever heard. There is enough

celebrity in Bassano to supply the world ;

but as laurel is a thing that grows anywhere,
I covet rather from Bassano the magnificent

ivy that covers the portions of her ancient

wall yet standing. The wall, where visible,

is seen to be of a pebbly rough-cast, but it is

clad almost from the ground in glossy ivy,

that glitters upon it like chain-mail upon the

vast shoulders of some giant warrior. The
moat beneath is turned into a lovely pro-
menade bordered by quiet villas, with rococo

shepherds and shepherdesses in marble on

their gates ; where the wall is built to the

verge of the high ground on which the city
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stands, there is a swift descent to the wide

valley of the Brenta, waving in corn and

vines and tobacco.

We went up the Brenta one day as far as

Oliero, to visit the famous cavern already

mentioned, out of which, from the secret

heart of the hill, gushes one of the foamy
affluents of the river. It is reached by
passing through a paper-mill, fed by the

stream, and then through a sort of ante-

grot, whence stepping-stones are laid in the

brawling current through a succession of

natural compartments with dome-like roofs.

From the hill overhead hang stalactites of

all grotesque and fairy shapes, and the rock

underfoot is embroidered with fantastic

designs wrought by the water in the silence

and darkness of the endless night. At a

considerable distance from the mouth of the

cavern is a wide lake, with a boat upon it,

and voyaging to the centre of the pool your
attention is drawn to the dome above you,
which contracts into a shaft rising upward
to a height as yet unmeasured, and even un-

pierced by light. From somewhere in its

mysterious ascent, an auroral boy, with a

tallow candle, produces a so-called effect of

sunrise, and sheds a sad, disheartening ra-

diance on the lake and the cavern sides,
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which is to sunlight about as the blind

creatures of subterranean waters are to those

of waves that laugh and dance above ground.
But all caverns are much alike in their de-

pressing and gloomy influences, and since

there is so great opportunity to be wretched

on the surface of the earth, why do people
visit them ? I do not know that this is more

dispiriting or its stream more Stygian than

another.

The wicked memory of the Eccelini sur-

vives everywhere in this part of Italy, and

near the entrance of the Oliero grotto is a

hollow in the hill something like the apsis

of a church, which is popularly believed to

have been the hiding-place of Cecilia da

Baone, one of the many unhappy wives of

one of the many miserable members of the

Eccelino family. It is not quite clear when
Cecilia should have employed this as a place
of refuge, and it is certain that she was not

the wife of Eccelino da Romano, as the neigh-
bours believe at Oliero, but of Eccelino il

Monaco, his father ; yet since her name is

associated with the grot, let us have her story,

which is curiously illustrative of the life of

the best society in Italy during the thirteenth

century. She was the only daughter of the

rich and potent lord, Manfredo, Count of
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Baone and Abano, who died leaving his

heiress to the guardianship of Spinabello da

Xendrico. When his ward reached woman-

hood, Spinabello cast about him to find a

suitable husband for her, and it appeared to

him that a match with the son of Tiso du

Camposampiero promised the greatest ad-

vantages. Tiso, to whom he proposed the

affair, was delighted, but desiring first to

take counsel with his friends upon so im-

portant a matter, he confided it for advice

to his brother-in-law and closest intimate,

Eccelino Balbo. It had just happened that

Balbo's son, Eccelino il Monaco, was at that

moment disengaged, having been recently
divorced from his first wife, the lovely but

light Speronella ; and Balbo falsely went to

the greedy guardian of Cecilia, and, offering

him better terms than he could hope for

from Tiso, secured Cecilia for his son. At
this treachery the Camposampieri were

furious ; but they dissembled their anger
till the moment of revenge arrived, when
Cecilia's rejected suitor, encountering her

upon a journey beyond the protection of her

husband, violently dishonoured his success-

ful rival. The unhappy lady, returning to

Eccelino at Bassano, recounted her wrong,
and was with a horrible injustice repudiated
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and sent home, while her husband arranged
schemes of vengeance, in due time consum-

mated. Cecilia next married a Venetian

noble, and, being in due time divorced,
married yet again, and died the mother of a

large family of children.

This is a very old scandal, yet I think

there was an Iidbitu6 of the caffe in Bassano

who could have given some of its particulars

from personal recollection. He was an old

and smoothly shaven gentleman, in a scrupu-

lously white waistcoat, whom we saw every

evening in a corner of the caffe playing
solitaire. He talked with no one, saluted

no one. He drank his glasses of water with

anisette, and silently played solitaire. There

is no good reason to doubt that he had been

doing the same thing every evening for six

hundred years.
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V.

POSSAGNO, CANOVA'S BIRTHPLACE.

IT
did not take a long time to exhaust the

interest of Bassano, but we were sorry
to leave the place because of the excellence

of the inn at which we tarried. It was

called "II Mondo," and it had everything
in it that heart could wish. Our rooms

were miracles of neatness and comfort ; they
had the freshness, not the rawness, of recent

repair, and they opened into the dining-hall,

where we were served with indescribable

salads and risotti. During our sojourn we

simply enjoyed the house ; when we were

come away we wondered that so much per-

fection of hotel could exist in so small a

town as Bassano. It is one of the pleasures
of by-way travel in Italy, that you are

everywhere introduced in character, that

you become fictitious and play a part as in a

novel. To this inn of The World, our driver

had brought us with a clamour and rattle

proportioned to the fee received from us,
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and when, in response to his haughty sum-

mons, the cameriere, who had been gossiping
with the cook, threw open the kitchen door,

and stood out to welcome us in a broad

square of forth-streaming ruddy light, amid

the lovely odours of broiling and roasting,

our driver saluted him with,
" Receive these

gentle folks, and treat them to your very best.

They are worthy of anything." This at once

put us back several centuries, and we never

ceased to be lords and ladies of the period of

Don Quixote as long as we rested in that inn.

It was a bright and breezy Sunday when
we left "II Mondo," and gaily journeyed
toward Treviso, intending to visit Possagno,
the birthplace of Canova, on our way. The
road to the latter place passes through a
beautiful country, that gently undulates on
either hand till in the distance it rises into

pleasant hills and green mountain heights.

Possagno itself lies upon the brink of a de-

clivity, down the side of which drops terrace

after terrace, all planted with vines and figs

and peaches, to a watercourse below. The

ground on which the village is built, with its

quaint and antiquated stone cottages, slopes

gently northward, and on a little rise upon
the left hand of us coming from Bassano, we
saw that stately edifice with which Canova
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has honoured his humble birthplace. It is

a copy of the Pantheon, and it cannot help

being beautiful and imposing, but it would
be utterly out of place in any other than an

Italian village. Here, however, it consorted

well enough with the lingering qualities of

the old pagan civilisation still perceptible in

Italy. A sense of that past was so strong
with us as we ascended the broad stairway

leading up the slope from the village to the

level on which the temple stands at the foot

of a mountain, that we might well have be-

lieved we approached an altar devoted to

the elder worship : through the open door-

way and between the columns of the portico

we could see the priests moving to and fro,

and the voice of their chanting came out to

us like the sound of hymns to some of the

deities long disowned ; and I remembered

how Padre L had said to me in Venice,
" Our blessed saints are only the old gods

baptized and christened anew." Within as

without, the temple resembled the Pantheon,
but it had little to show us. The niches de-

signed by Canova for statues of the saints

are empty yet ; but there are busts by his

own hand of himself and his brother, the

Bishop Canova. Among the people was the

sculptor's niece, whom our guide pointed out
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to us, and who was evidently used to being
looked at. She seemed not to dislike it,

and stared back at us amiably enough, being
a good-natured, plump, comely dark-faced

lady of perhaps fifty years.

Possagno is nothing if not Canova, and

our guide, a boy, knew all about him, how,
more especially, he had first manifested his

wonderful genius by modelling a group of

sheep out of the dust of the highway, and

how an Inglese, happening along in his car-

riage, saw the boy's work and gave him a

plateful of gold napoleons. I daresay this

is as near the truth as most facts. And is it

not better for the historic Canova to have

begun in this way than to have poorly picked

up the rudiments of his art in the workshop
of his father, a maker of altar-pieces and

the like for country churches ? The Canova

family has intermarried with the Venetian

nobility, and will not credit those stories of

Canova's beginnings which his townsmen so

fondly cherish. I believe they would even

distrust the butter lion with which the boy-

sculptor is said to have adorned the table of

the noble Falier, and first won his notice.

Besides the temple at Possagno, there is

a very pretty gallery containing casts of all

Canova's works. It is an interesting place,
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where Psyches and Cupids flutter, where

Venuses present themselves in every variety
of attitude, where Sorrows sit upon hard,

straight-backed classic chairs, and mourn in

the society of faithful Storks ; where the

Bereft of this century surround deathbeds

in Greek costume appropriate to the scene ;

where Muses and Graces sweetly pose them-

selves and insipidly smile, and where the

Dancers and Passions, though nakeder, are

no wickeder than the Saints and Virtues.

In all, there are a hundred and ninety-five

pieces in the gallery, and among the rest

the statue named George Washington, which

was sent to America in 1820, and afterwards

destroyed by fire in the Capitol. The figure

is in a sitting posture ; naturally, it is in the

dress of a Roman general ; and if it does not

look much like George Washington, it does

resemble Julius Csesar.

The custodian of the gallery had been

Canova's body-servant, and he loved to talk

of his master. He had so far imbibed the

family spirit that he did not like to allow

that Canova had ever been other than rich

and grand, and he begged us not to believe

the idle stories of his first essays in art.

He was delighted with our interest in the

imperial Washington, and our pleasure in
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the whole gallery, which we viewed with

the homage due to the man who had rescued

the world from swaggering in sculpture.

When we were satisfied, he invited us, with

his mistress's permission, into the house of

the Canovas adjoining the gallery ; and there

we saw many paintings by the sculptor,

pausing longest in a lovely little room decor-

ated after the Pompeian manner with scherzi

in miniature panels representing the jocose

classic usualities : Cupids escapingfrom cages,

and being sold from them, and playing many
pranks and games with Nymphs and Graces.

Then Canova was done, and Possagno
was finished ;

and we resumed our way
to Treviso, a town nearly as much porti-

coed as Padua, and having a memory
and hardly any other consciousness. The

Duomo, which is perhaps the ugliest duomo
in the world, contains an "Annunciation,"

by Titian, one of his best paintings ; and in

the Monte di Pieta is the grand and
beautiful "

Entombment," by which Gior-

gione is perhaps most worthily remembered.
The church of San Nicol6 is interesting from
its quaint and pleasing frescoes by the school

of Giotto. At the railway station an ad-

mirable old man sells the most delicious

white and purple grapes.
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VI.

COMO.

MY visit to Lake Como has become to me
a dream of summer, a vision that

remains faded the whole year round, till the

blazing heats of July bring out the sympa-
thetic tints in which it was vividly painted.
Then I behold myself again in burning Milan,
amidst noises and fervours and bustle that

seem intolerable after my first six months in

tranquil, cool, mute Venice. Looking at

the great white Cathedral, with its infinite

pinnacles piercing the cloudless blue, and

gathering the fierce sun upon it, I half ex-

pect to see the whole mass calcined by the

heat, and crumbling, statue by statue, finial

by finial, arch by arch, into a vast heap of

lime on the Piazza, with a few charred Eng-
lish tourists blackening here and there upon
the ruin, and contributing a smell of burnt

leather and Scotch tweed to the horror of

the scene. All round Milan smokes the

great Lombard plain, and to the North rises
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Monte Rosa, her dark head coifed with tan-

talising snows as with a peasant's white

linen kerchief. And I am walking out upon
that fuming plain as far as to the Arco della

Pace, on which the bronze horses may melt

any minute ; or I am sweltering through
the city's noonday streets, in search of Sant'

Ambrogio, or the Cenacolo of Da Vinci, or

what know I ? Coming back to our hotel,
" Alia Bella Venezia," and greeted on enter-

ing by the immense fresco which covers one

whole side of the court, it appeared to my
friend and me no wonder that Garibaldi

should look so longingly from the prow of a

gondola toward the airy towers and balloon -

like domes that swim above the unattainable

lagoons of Venice, where the Austrian then

lorded it in coolness and quietness, while

hot, red-shirted Italy was shut out upon the

dusty plains and stony hills. Our desire

for water became insufferable ; we paid our

modest bills, and at six o'clock we took the

train for Como, where we arrived about the

hour when Don Abbondio, walking down
the lonely path with his book of devotions

in his hand, gave himself to the Devil on

meeting the bravoes of Don Rodrigo. I

counsel the reader to turn to 7 Promessi

Sposi, if he would know how all the lovely
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Como country looks at that hour. For

me, the ride through the evening landscape,
and the faint sentiment of pensiveness pro-

voked by the smell of the ripening maize,

which exhales the same sweetness on the

way to Como that it does on any Ohio

bottom-land, have given me an appetite,

and I am to dine before wooing the descrip-

tive Muse.

After dinner, we find at the door of the

hotel an English architect whom we know,
and we take a boat together for a moonlight
row upon the lake, and voyage far up the

placid water through air that bathes our

heated senses like dew. How far we have

left Milan behind ! On the lake lies the

moon, but the hills are held by mysterious

shadows, which for the time are as substan-

tial to us as the hills themselves. Hints of

habitation appear in the twinkling lights

along the water's edge, and we suspect an
alabaster lamp in every casement, and in

every invisible house a villa such as Claude

Melnotte described to Pauline, and some

one mouths that well-worn fustian. The

rags of sentimentality flutter from every

crag and olive-tree and orange-tree in all

Italy like the wilted paper collars which

vulgar tourists leave by our own mountains

VOL. II. G
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and streams, to commemorate their enjoy-
ment of the landscape.
The town of Como lies, a swarm of lights, be-

hind us ; the hills and shadows gloom around ;

the lake is a sheet of tremulous silver. There
is no telling how we get back to our hotel, or

with what satisfied hearts we fall asleep in

our room there. The steamer starts for the

head of the lake at eight o'clock in the morn-

ing, and we go on board at that hour.

There is some pretence of shelter in the

awning stretched over the after-part of the

boat ; but we do not feel the need of it in

the fresh morning air, and we get as near

the bow as possible, that we may be the

very first to enjoy the famous beauty of the

scenes opening before us. A few sails dot

the water, and everywhere there are small,

canopied row-boats, such as we went plea-

suring in last night. We reach a bend hi the

lake, and all the roofs and towers of the city

of Como pass from view, as if they had been

so much architecture painted on a scene and

shifted out of sight at a theatre. But other

roofs and towers constantly succeed them,

not less lovely and picturesque than they,

with every curve of the many-curving lake.

We advance over charming expanses of

water lying between lofty hills ; and as the
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lake is narrow, the voyage is like that of a

winding river, like that of the Ohio, but

for the primeval wildness of the acclivities

thatguard ourWestern stream, and the tawni-

ness of its current. Wherever the hills do

not descend sheer into Como, a pretty town
nestles on the brink, or, if not a town, then

a villa, or else a cottage, if there is room for

nothing more. Many little towns climb the

heights half way, and where the hills are

green and cultivated in vines or olives, pea-
sants' houses scale them to the crest. They
grow loftier and loftier as we leave our start-

ing-place farther behind, and as we draw
near Colico they wear light wreaths of cloud

and snow. So cool a breeze has drawn
down between them all the way that we

fancy it to have come from them till we

stop at Colico, and find that, but for the

efforts of our honest engine, sweating and

toiling in the dark below, we should have

had no current of air. A burning calm is

in the atmosphere, and on the broad, flat

valley, out of which a marshy stream oozes

into the lake, and on the snow-crowned

hills upon the left, and on the dirty village

of Colico upon the right, and on the indolent

beggars waiting to welcome us, and sunning
their goitres at the landing.
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The name Colico, indeed, might be literally

taken in English as descriptive of the local

insalubrity. The place was once large, but

it has fallen away much from sickness, and
we found a bill posted in its public places

inviting emigrants to America on the part
of a German steamship company. It was

the only advertisement of the kind I ever

saw in Italy, and I judged that the people
must be notoriously discontented there to

make it worth the while of a steamship

company to tempt from home any of the

home-keeping Italian race. And yet Colico,

though undeniably hot, and openly dirty,

and tacitly unhealthy, had merits, though
the dinner we got there was not among its

virtues. It had an accessible country about

it ; that is, its woods and fields were not

impenetrably walled in from the vagabond
foot ; and after we had dined we went and

lay down under some greenly waving trees

beside a field of corn, and heard the plumed
and panoplied maize talking to itself of its

kindred in America. It always has a wel-

come for tourists of our nation wherever it

finds us in Italy ; and sometimes its sym-

pathy, expressed in a rustling and clashing
of its long green blades, or in its strong
sweet perfume, has, as already hinted, made
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me home-sick, though I have been uniformly
unaffected by potato-patches and tobacco-

fields. If only the maize could impart to

the Italian cooks the beautiful mystery of

roasting-ears ! Ah ! then indeed it might
claim a full and perfect fraternisation from
its compatriots abroad.

From where we lay beside the corn-field,

we could see, through the twinkling leaves

and the twinkling atmosphere, the great
hills across the lake, taking their afternoon

naps, with their clouds drawn like handker-

chiefs over their heads. It was very hot,

and the red and purple ooze of the unwhole-

some river below " burnt like a witch's oils."

It was indeed but a fevered joy we snatched

from Nature there ; and I am afraid that

we got nothing more comfortable from senti-

ment, when, rising, we wandered off through
the unguarded fields towards a ruined tower

on a hill. It must have been a relic of feudal

times, and I could easily believe it had been

the hold of one of those wicked lords who
used to rule in the terror of the people
beside peaceful and happy Como. But the

life, good or bad, was utterly gone out of it

now, and what was left of the tower was a

burden to the sense. A few scrawny black-

berries and other brambles grew out of its
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fallen stones ; harsh, dust-dry mosses painted

its weather-worn walls with their blanched

grey and yellow. From its foot, looking
out over the valley, we saw the road to the

Spliigen Pass lying white-hot in the valley ;

and while we looked, the diligence appeared,
and dashed through the dust that rose like

a flame before. After that it was a relief

to stroll in dirty by-ways, past cottages of

saffron peasants, and poor stony fields that

begrudged them a scanty vegetation, back

to the steamer blistering in the sun.

Now indeed we were glad of the awning,
under which a silent crowd of people with

sunburnt faces waited for the departure of

the boat. The breeze rose again as the

engine resumed its unappreciated labours,

and, with our head toward Como, we pushed
out into the lake. The company on board

was such as might be expected. There was
a German landscape-painter, with three

heart's-friends beside him ; there were some
German ladies ; there were the unfailing
Americans and the unfailing Englishman ;

there were some French people ; there were

Italians from the meridional provinces, dark,

thin, and enthusiastic, with fat, silent wives,

and arhythmical speech ; there were Milanese

with their families, out for a holiday, round-
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bodied men, with blunt square features, and
hair and vowels clipped surprisingly short,

there was a young girl whose face was of the

exact type affected in rococo sculpture, and
at whom one gazed without being able to

decide whether she was a nymph descended

from a villa gate, or a saint come from under

a broken arch in a Renaissance church. At
one of the little towns two young English-
men in knickerbockers came on board, who
were devoured by the eyes of their fellow-

passengers, and between whom and our

kindly architect there was instantly ratified

the tacit treaty of non-intercourse which

travelling Englishmen observe.

Nothing further interested us on the way
to Como, except the gathering coolness of

the evening air ; the shadows creeping higher
and higher on the hills

;
the songs of the girls

winding yellow silk on the reels that hummed

through the open windows of the factories on

the shore ; and the appearance of a flag that

floated from a shallop before the landing of

a stately villa. The Italians did not know
this banner, and the Germans loudly debated

its nationality. The Englishmen grinned,
and the Americans blushed in silence. Of all

my memories of that hot day on Lake Como,
this is burnt the deepest ; for the flag was
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that insolent banner which in 1862 pro-
claimed us a broken people, and persuaded

willing Europe of our ruin. It has gone
down long ago from ship and fort and regi-

ment, as well as from the shallop on the fair

Italian lake. Still, I say, it made Como too

hot for us that afternoon, and even breath-

less Milan was afterwards a pleasant con-

trast.



STOPPING AT VICENZA, VEKONA,

AND PARMA.

i.

TT was after sunset when we arrived in the

-L birthplace of Palladio, which we found

a fair city in the lap of caressing hills.

There are pretty villas upon these slopes,

and an abundance of shaded walks and
drives about the houses, which were pointed
out to us, by the boy who carried our light

luggage from the railway station, as the

property of rich citizens
' ' but little less

than lords
"
in quality. A lovely grove lay

between the station and the city, and our

guide not only took us voluntarily by the

longest route through this, but, after reach-

ing the streets, led us by labyrinthine ways
to the hotel, in order, he afterwards con-

fessed, to show us the city. He was a poet,

though in that lowly walk of life, and he

had done well. No other moment of our
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stay would have served us so well for a first

general impression of Vicenza as that twi-

light hour. In its uncertain glimmer we
seemed to get quite back to the dawn of

feudal civilisation, when Theodoric founded

the great Basilica of the city ; and as we
stood before the famous Clock Tower, which
rises light and straight as a mast eighty-two

metres into the air from a base of seven

metres, the wavering obscurity enhanced

the effect by half concealing the tower's

crest, and letting it soar endlessly upward
in the fancy. The Basilica is greatly restored

by Palladio, and the cold hand of that friend

of virtuous poverty in architecture lies heavy

upon his native city in many places. Yet
there is still a great deal of Lombardic

architecture in Vicenza ; and we walked

through one street of palaces in which

Venetian Gothic prevailed, so that it seemed

as if the Grand Canal had but just shrunk

away from their bases. When we threw

open our window at the hotel, we found that

it overlooked one of the city gates, from

which rose a Ghibelline tower with a great

bulging cornice, full of the beauty and

memory of times long before Palladio.

They were rather troublous times, and
not to be recalled here in all their circunv
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stance
; but I think it due to Vicenza,

which is now little spoken of, even in Italy,

and is scarcely known in America, where

her straw-braid is bought for that of Leg-

horn, to remind the reader that the city was

for a long time a republic of very independ-
ent and warlike stomach. Before she arrived

at that state, however, she had undergone a

great variety of fortunes. The Gauls founded

the city (as I learn from The Chronicles of

Vicenza, by Battista Pagliarino, published
at Vicenza in 1563) when Gideon was Judge
in Israel, and were driven out by the Romans
some centuries later. As a matter of course,

Vicenza was sacked by Attila and conquered

by Alboin ; after which she was ruled by
some lords of her own, until she was made
an imperial city by Henry i. Then she

had a government more or less republican
in form till Frederick Barbarossa burnt her,

and "wrapped her in ashes," and gave her

to his vicar Eccelino da Romano, who " held

her in cruel tyranny" from 1236 to 1259.

The Paduans next ruled her forty years,
and the Veronese seventy-seven, and the

Milanese seventeen years ; then she reposed
in the arms of the Venetian Republic till

these fell weak and helpless from all the

Venetian possessions at the threat of Napo-
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leon. Vicenza belonged again to Venice

during the brief Republic of 1848, but the

most memorable battle of that heroic but

unhappy epoch gave her back to Austria.

Now at last, and for the first time, she is

Italian.

Vicenza is

' ' Of kindred that have greatly expiated
And greatly wept,"

and but that I so long fought against Ecce-

lino da Romano, and the imperial interest

in Italy, I could readily forgive her all her

past errors. To us of the Lombard League,
it was grievous that she should remain so

doggishly faithful to her tyrant ; though it is

to be granted that perhaps fear had as much
to do with her devotion as favour. The de-

fence of 1848 was greatly to her honour, and
she took an active part in that demonstra-

tion against the Austrians which endured

from 1859 till 1866.

Of the demonstration we travellers saw
an amusing phase at the opera, which we at-

tended the evening of our arrival in Vicenza.

Ndbucodonosor was the piece to be given
in the new open-air theatre outside the city

walls, whither we walked under the star-

light. It was a pretty structure of fresh

white stucco, oval in form, with some grace-
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ful architectural pretensions without, and

within very charmingly galleried ; while

overhead it was roofed with a blue dome
set with such starry mosaic as never covered

temple or theatre since they used to leave

their houses of play and worship open to the

Attic skies. The old Hebrew story had,

on this stage brought so near to Nature,
effects seldom known to opera, and the scene

evoked from far-off days the awful interest

of the Bible histories, the vague, unfigured
oriental splendour the desert the captive

people by the waters of the river of Babylon
the shadow and mystery of the prophecies.

When the Hebrews, chained and toiling on

the banks of the Euphrates, lifted their

voices in lamentation, the sublime music

so transfigured the commonplaceness of the

words, that they meant all deep and unutter-

able affliction, and for a while swept away
whatever was false and tawdry in the show,
and thrilled our hearts with a rapture rarely
felt. Yet, as but a moment before we had

laughed to see Nebuchadnezzar's crown shot

off his head by a squib visibly directed from

the side scenes, at the point when, ac-

cording to the libretto,
" the thunder roars,

and a bolt descends upon the head of the

king," so but a moment after some new ab-
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surdity marred the illusion, and we began to

look about the theatre at the audience. We
then beheld that act of dimostrazione which
I have mentioned. In one of the few boxes

sat a young and very beautiful woman in a

dress of white, with a fan which she kept in

constant movement. It was red on one side,

and green on the other, and gave, with the

white dress, the forbidden Italian colours,

while, looked at alone, it was innocent of

offence. I do not think a soul in the theatre

was ignorant of the demonstration. A satis-

fied consciousness was reflected from the

faces of the Italians, and I saw two Austrian

officers exchange looks of good-natured in-

telligence, after a glance at the fair patriot.

I wonder what those poor people do, now

they are free, and deprived of the sweet,

perilous luxury of defying their tyrants by
constant acts of subtle disdain ? Life in

Venetia must be very dull : no more explo-
sion of pasteboard petards ; no more treason

in bouquets ; no more stealthy inscriptions
on the walls it must be insufferably dull.

Ebbene, pazienza ! Perhaps Victor Emanuel

may betray them yet.

A spirit of lawless effrontery, indeed,

seemed to pervade the whole audience in the

theatre that night at Vicenza, and to extend
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to the ministers of the law themselves.

There were large placards everywhere posted,

notifying the people that it was forbidden

to smoke in the theatre, and that smokers

were liable to expulsion ; but except for our-

selves, and the fair patriot in the box, I

think everybody there was smoking, and
the policemen set the example of anarchy by
smoking the longest and worst cigars of all.

I am sure that the captive Hebrews all held

lighted cigarettes behind their backs, and
that Nebuchadnezzar, condemned to the

grass of the field, conscientiously gave him-

self up to the Virginia weed behind the

scenes.

Before I fell asleep that night the moon
rose over the top of the feudal tower, in front

of our hotel, and produced some very pretty
effects with the battlements. Early in the

morning a regiment of Croats marched

through the gate below the tower, their

band playing
' ' The Young Recruit.

" These

advantages of situation were not charged in

our bill ; but, even if they had been, I

should still advise my reader to go, when in

Vicenza, if he loves a pleasant landlord and a

good dinner, to the Hotel de la Ville, which
he will find almost at his sole disposition for

however long time he may stay. His meals
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will be served him in a vast dining-hall, as

bare as a barn or a palace, but for the

pleasant, absurd old paintings on the wall,

representing, as I suppose, Cleopatra apply-

ing the Asp, Susannah and the Elders, the

Roman Lucrezia, and other moral and ap-

petising histories. I take it there is a quaint
side-table or two lost midway of the wall,

and that an old woodcut picture of the Most
Noble City of Venice hangs over each. I

know that there is a screen at one end of the

apartment behind which the landlord in-

visibly assumes the head waiter ; and I

suspect that at the moment of sitting down
at meat you hear two Englishmen talking
as they pass along the neighbouring corridor

of wine, in dissatisfied chest-tones. This

hotel is of course built round a court, in

which there is a stable and exposed to the

weather a diligence, and two or three

carriages and a driver, and an ostler chew-

ing straw, and a pump and a grape-vine.

Why the hotel, therefore, does not smell

like a stable, from garret to cellar, I am
utterly at a loss to know. I state the fact

that it does not, and that every other hotel

in Italy does smell of stable as if cattle had
been immemorially pastured in its halls, and

horses housed in its bedchambers, or as
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if its only guests were centaurs on their tra-

vels.

From the Museo Civico, whither we re-

paired first in the morning, and where there

are some beautiful Montagnas, and an as-

sortment of good and bad works by other

masters, we went to the Campo Santo, which

is worthy to be seen, if only because of the

beautiful Laschi monument by Vela, one of

the greatest modern sculptors. It is nothing
more than a very simple tomb, at the door

of which stands a figure in flowing drapery,
with folded hands and uplifted eyes in an at-

titude exquisitely expressive of grief. The

figure is said to be the portrait statue of the

widow of him within the tomb, and the face

is very beautiful. We asked if the widow
was still young, and the custodian answered

us in terms that ought to endear him to all

women, if not to our whole mortal race:
"
Oh, quite young yet. She is perhaps fifty

years old."

After the Campo Santo one ought to go to

that theatre which Palladio built for the re-

presentation of classic tragedy, and which is

perhaps the perfectest reproduction of the

Greek theatre in the world. Alfieri is the

only poet of modern times whose works

have been judged worthy of this stage, and

VOL. II. H
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no drama has been given on it since 1857,

when the (Edipus Tyrannus of Sophocles
was played. We found it very silent and

dusty, and were much sadder as we walked

through its gaily frescoed, desolate ante-

rooms than we had been in the Campo Santo.

Here used to sit, at coffee and bassett, the

merry people who owned the now empty
seats of the theatre, lord, and lady, and

abbe", who affected to be entertained by
the scenes upon the stage. Upon my word,
I should like to know what has become, in

the other world, of those poor pleasurers

of the past whose memory makes one so

sad upon the scenes of their enjoyment here !

I suppose they have something quite as un-

real, yonder, to satisfy them as they had on

earth, and that they still play at happiness
in the old rococo way, though it is hard to

conceive of any fiction outside of Italy so

perfect and so entirely suited to their un-

reality as this classic theatre. It is a Greek

theatre, for Greek tragedies; but it could

never have been for popular amusement, and

it was not open to the air, though it had a

sky skilfully painted in the centre of the

roof. The proscenium is a Greek facade,

in three stories, such as never was seen in

Greece: and the architecture of the three
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streets running back from the proscenium,
and forming the one unchangeable scene of

all the dramas, is like the statues in the

niches and on the gallery enclosing the audi-

torium Greek in the most fashionable

Vicentine taste. It must have been but an

operatic chorus that sang in the semicircular

space just below the stage and in front of

the audience. Admit and forget these small

blemishes and aberrations, however, and

what a marvellous thing Palladio's theatre

is ! The sky above the stage is a wonderful

trick, and those three streets one in the

centre, and serving as entrance for the royal

persons of the drama, one at the right for the

nobles, and one at the left for the citizens

present unsurpassed effects of illusion.

They are not painted, but modelled in stucco.

In perspective they seem each half a mile

long, but entering them you find that they
run back from the proscenium only some

fifteen feet, the fronts of the houses and the

statues upon them decreasing in recession

with a well-ordered abruptness. The semi-

circular gallery above the auditorium is of

stone, and forty statues of marble crown its

colonnade, or occupy niches between the

columns.
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II-

IT was curious to pass, with the impres-
sion left by this costly and ingenious toy

upon our minds, at once to the amphitheatre
in Verona, which, next to the Coliseum, has,

of all the works bequeathed us by the an-

cient Roman world, the greatest claim upon
the wonder and imagination. Indeed, it

makes even a stronger appeal to the fancy.
We know who built the Coliseum, but in its

unstoried origin the Veronese Arena has the

mystery of the Pyramids. Was its founder

Augustus, or Vitellius, or Antoninus, or Maxi-

mian; or the Republic of Verona ? Nothing
is certain but that it was conceived and
reared by some mighty prince or people, and

that it yet remains in such perfection that

the great shows of two thousand years ago

might take place in it to-day. It is so sug-

gestive of the fierce and splendid spectacles

of Roman times, that the ring left by a

modern circus on the arena, and absurdly
dwarfed by the vast space of the oval, had
an impertinence which we hotly resented,

looking down on it from the highest grade
of the interior. It then lay fifty feet below

us, in the middle of an ellipse five hundred

feet in length and four hundred in breadth,
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and capable of holding fifty thousand specta-

tors. The seats that the multitudes pressed
of old are perfect yet ; scarce a stone has

been removed from the interior
;
the aedile

and the prefect might take their places

again in the balustraded tribunes above the

great entrance at either end of the arena, and

scarcely see that they were changed. Nay,
the victims and the gladiators might return

to the cells below the seats of the people,
and not know they had left them for a day ;

the wild beasts might leap into the arena

from dens as secure and strong as when first

built. The ruin within seems only to begin
with the aqueduct, which was used to flood

the arena for the naval shows, but which is

now choked with the dust of ages. With-

out, however, is plain enough the doom
which is written against all the work of

human hands, and which, unknown of the

builders, is among the memorable things

placed in the corner-stone of every edifice.

Of the outer wall that rose high over the

highest seats of the amphitheatre, and
encircled it with stately corridors, giving it

vaster amplitude and grace, the earthquake
of six centuries ago spared only a fragment
that now threatens above one of the nar-

row Veronese streets. Blacksmiths, wagon-
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makers, and workers in clangorous metals

have made shops of the lower corridors of

the old arena, and it is friends and neigh-
bours with the modern life about it, as such

things usually are in Italy. Fortunately for

the stranger, the Piazza Bra flanks it on one

hand, and across this it has a magnificent

approach. It is not less happy in being
little known to sentiment, and the traveller

who visits it by moonlight has a full sense

of grandeur and pathos, without any of the

sheepishness attending homage to that bat-

tered old coquette, the Coliseum, which so

many emotional people have sighed over,

kissing and afterwards telling.

But he who would know the innocent

charm of a ruin as yet almost wholly un-

courted by travel, must go to the Roman
theatre in Verona. It is not a favourite of

the hand-books ; and we were decided to

see it chiefly by a visit to the Museum,
where, besides an admirable gallery of

paintings, there is a most interesting collec-

tion of antiques in bronze and marble found

in excavating the theatre. The ancient

edifice had been completely buried, and a

quarter of the town was built over it, a*s

Portici is built over Herculaneum, and on

the very top stood a Jesuit convent. One
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day, some children, playing in the garden
of one of the shabby houses, suddenly van-

ished from sight. Their mother ran like one

mad (I am telling the story in the words of

the peasant who related it to me) to the spot
where they had last been seen, and fell her-

self into an opening of the earth there. The

outcry raised by these unfortunates brought
a number of men to their aid, and hi digging
to get them out, an old marble stairway was

discovered. This was about twenty-five

years ago. A certain gentleman named

Monga owned the land, and he immediately

began to make excavations. He was a rich

man, but considered rather whimsical (if my
peasant represented the opinion of his neigh-

bours), and as the excavation ate a great
deal of money (mangiava molti soldi), his

sons discontinued the work after his death,

and nothing has been done for some time

now. The peasant in charge was not a

person of imaginative mind, though he said

the theatre (supposed to have been built in

the time of Augustus) was completed two

thousand years before Christ. He had a

purely conventional admiration of the work,
which he expressed at regular intervals by
stopping short in his course, waving both

hands over the ruins, and crying in a sepul-
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chral voice,
"
QuaV opera /" However, as he

took us faithfully into every part of it, there

is no reason to complain of him.

We crossed three or four streets, and

entered at several different gates, in order to

see the uncovered parts of the work, which

could have been but a small proportion of the

whole. The excavation has been carried

down thirty and forty feet below the founda-

tions of the modern houses, revealing the

stone seats of the auditorium, the corridors

beneath them, and the canals and other appar-
atus for naval shows, as in the great Amphi-
theatre. These works are even more stupen-
dous than those of the Amphitheatre, for in

many cases they are not constructed, but

hewn out of the living rock, so that in this

light the theatre is a gigantic sculpture. Be-

low all are cut channels to collect and carry
off the water of the springs in which the

rock abounds. The depth of one of these

channels near the Jesuit convent must be

fifty feet below the present surface. Only
in one place does the ancient edifice rise near

the top of the ground, and there is uncovered

the arched front of what was once a family-
box at the theatre, with the owner's name

graven upon the arch. Many poor little

houses have of course been demolished to
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carry on the excavations, and to the walls

that joined them cling memorials of the

simple life that once inhabited them. To
one of the buildings hung a melancholy fire-

place left blackened with smoke, and bat-

tered with use, but witnessing that it had
once been the heart of a home. It was far

more touching than anything in the elder

ruin ; and I think nothing could have so

vividly expressed the difference which, in

spite of all the resemblances noticeable in

Italy, exists between the ancient and modern

civilisation, as that family-box at the theatre

and this simple fireside.

I do not now remember what fortunate

chance it was that discovered to us the house

of the Capulets, and I incline to believe that

we gravitated toward it by operation of

well-known natural principles which bring
travellers acquainted with improbabilities
wherever they go. We found it a very old

and time-worn edifice, built round an ample

court, and we knew it, as we had been told

we should, by the cap carven in stone above

the interior of the grand portal. The family,

anciently one of the principal of Verona, has

fallen from much of its former greatness. On
the occasion of our visit, Juliet, very dowdily

dressed, looked down from the top of a long,
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dirty staircase which descended into the

court, and seemed interested to see us
;

while her mother caressed with one hand a

large yellow mastiff, and distracted it from

its first impulse to fly upon us poor children

of sentiment. There was a great deal of

stable litter, and many empty carts stand-

ing about in the court ; and if I might
hazard the opinion formed upon these and
other appearances, I should say that old

Capulet has now gone to keeping a hotel,

united with the retail liquor business, both

in a small way.

Nothing could be more natural, after see-

ing the house of the Capulets, than a wish

to see Juliet's Tomb, which is visited by
all strangers, and is the common property
of the hand-books. It formerly stood in a

garden, where, up to the beginning of this

century, it served, says my Viaggio in

Italia,
"
for the basest uses," just as the

sacred prison of Tasso was used for a char-

coal bin. We found the sarcophagus under
a shed in one corner of the garden of the

Orfanotrofio delle Franceschine, and had to

confess to each other that it looked like

a horse-trough roughly hewn out of stone.

The garden, said the boy in charge of the

moving monument, had been the burial-place
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of the Capulets, and this tomb being found

in the middle of the garden, was easily

recognised as that of Juliet. Its genuineness,
as well as its employment in the ruse of the

lovers, was proven beyond cavil by a slight

hollow cut for the head to rest in, and a hole

at the foot " to breathe through," as the boy
said. Does not the fact that this relic has

to be protected from the depredations of

travellers, who could otherwise carry it

away piecemeal, speak eloquently of a large

amount of vulgar and rapacious innocence

drifting about the world ?

It is well to see even such idle and foolish

curiosities, however, in a city like Verona,
for the mere going to and fro in search of

them through her streets is full of instruction

and delight. To my mind, no city has a

fairer place than she that sits beside the

eager Adige, and breathes the keen air of

mountains white with snows in winter, green
and purple with vineyards in summer, and

for ever rich with marble. Around Verona

stretch those gardened plains of Lombardy,
on which Nature, who dotes on Italy, and

seems but a step-mother to all transalpine

lands, has lavished every gift of beauty and

fertility. Within the city's walls, what

store of art and history ! Her market-places
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have been the scenes of a thousand tragic or

ridiculous dramas ; her quaint and narrow

streets are ballads and legends full of love-

making and murder ; the empty, grass-grown

piazzas before her churches are tales that

are told of municipal and ecclesiastical splen-

dour. Her nobles sleep in marble tombs so

beautiful that the dust in them ought to be

envied by living men in Verona ; her lords

lie in perpetual state in the heart of the

city, in magnificent sepulchres of such grace
and opulence, that, unless a language be

invented full of lance-headed characters, and

Gothic vagaries of arch and finial, flower

and fruit, bird and beast, they can never be

described. Sacred be their rest from pen
of mine, Verona ! Nay, while I would fain

bring the whole city before my reader's

fancy, I am loath and afraid to touch any-

thing in it with my poor art : either the

tawny river, spanned with many beautiful

bridges, and murmurous with mills afloat

and turned by the rapid current ; or the

thoroughfares with their passengers and

bright shops and caffes ; or the grim old

feudal towers ; or the age-embrowned pal-

aces, eloquent in their haughty strength of

the times when they were family fortresses ;

or the churches with the red pillars of their
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porticoes resting upon the backs of eagle-

headed lions ; or even the white-coated

garrison (now there no more), with its

heavy-footed rank and file, its handsome
and resplendent officers, its bristling forti-

fications, its horses and artillery, crowding
the piazzas of churches turned into barracks.

All these things haunt my memory, but I

could only at best thinly sketch them in

meagre black and white. Verona is an al-

most purely Gothic city in her architecture,

and her churches are more worthy to be

seen than any others in North Italy, outside

of Venice. San Zenone, with the quaint
bronzes on its doors representing in the rude-

ness of the first period of art the incidents

of the Old Testament and the miracles of the

saints with the allegorical sculptures sur-

rounding the interior and exterior of the

portico, and illustrating, among other things,
the creation of Eve with absolute literalness

with its beautiful and solemn crypt in

which the dust of the titular saint lies en-

tombed with its minute windows, and its

vast columns sustaining the roof upon capi-
tals of every bizarre and fantastic device

is doubtless most abundant in that Gothic

spirit, now grotesque and now earnest, which
somewhere appears in all the churches of
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Verona ; which has carven upon the facade
of the Duomo the statues of Orlando and

Olliviero, heroes of romance, and near them
has placed the scandalous figure of a pig in

a monk's robe and cowl, with a breviary in

his paw ; which has reared the exquisite

monument of Guglielmo da Castelbarco be-

fore the church of St. Anastasia, and has

produced the tombs of the Scaligeri before

the chapel of Santa Maria Antica.

I have already pledged myself not to

attempt any description of these tombs, and

shall not fall now. But I bought in the

English tongue, as written at Verona, some

"Notices," kept for sale by the sacristan,
" of the Ancient Churg of Our Lady, and of

the Tombs of the most illustrious Family
Della-Scala," and from these I think it no

dereliction to quote verbatim. First is the

tomb of Can Francesco, who was "surnamed
the Great by reason of his valour." ' ' With
him the Great Alighieri and other exiles took

refuge. We see his figure extended upon a

bed, and above his statue on horseback with

the vizor down, and his crest falling behind

his shoulders, his horse covered with mail.

The columns and capitals are wonderful."
" Within the Cemetery to the right leaning

against the walls of the church is the tomb
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of John Scaliger." "In the side of this

tomb near the wall of Sacristy, you see the

urn that encloses the ashes of Martin I.,"
" who was traitorously killed on the 17th of

October 1277 by Scaramello of the Scaramelli,

who wished to revenge the honour of a young
lady of hia family."

" The Mausoleum that

is in the side facing the Place encloses the

Martin ii.'s ashes. . . . This building is

sumptuous and wonderful because it stands

on four columns, each of which has an archi-

trave of nine feet. On the beams stands a

very large square of marble that forms the

floor, on which stands the urn of the Defunct.

Four other columns support the vault that

covers the urn ; and the rest is adorned by
facts of Old Testament. Upon the Summit
is the equestrian statue as large as life.'*

Of " Can Signorius," whose tomb is the

most splendid of all, the "Notices" say:
"He spent two thousand florins of gold, in

order to prepare his own sepulchre while he

was yet alive, and to surpass the magnificence
of his predecessors. The monument is as

magnificent as the contracted space allows.

Six columns support the floor of marble on
which it stands covered with figures. Six

other columns support the top, on that is

the Scaliger's statues. . . . The monument
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is surrounded by an enclosure of red marble,
with six pillars, on which are square capitols

with armed Saints. The rails of iron with

the Arms of the Scala, are worked with a

beauty wonderful for that age," or, I may
add, for any age. These " rails" are an ex-

quisite network of iron wrought by hand,
with an art emulous of that of Nicol6 Caparra
at Florence. The chief device employed is

a ladder (scala) constantly repeated in the

centres of quatre-foils ; and the whole fabric

is still so flexible and perfect, after the lapse
of centuries, that the net may be shaken

throughout by a touch. Four other tombs
of the Scaligeri are here, among which the
" Notices" particularly mention that of Al-

boin della Scala: "He was one of the

Ghibelline party, as the arms on his urn

schew, that is a staircase risen by an eagle
wherefore Dante said, In sulla Scala porta

il santo Uccello.
"

I should have been glad to meet the author

of these delightful histories, but in his ab-

sence we fared well enough with the sacris-

tan. When, a few hours before we left

Verona, we came for a last look at the

beautiful sepulchres, he recognised us, and

seeing a sketch-book in the party, he invited

us within the enclosure again, and then ran
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and fetched chairs for us to sit upon nay,
even placed chairs for us to rest our feet on.

Winning and exuberant courtesy of the Ital-

ian race ! If I had never acknowledged it

before, I must do homage to it now, remem-

bering the sweetness of the sacristans and

custodians of Verona. They were all men
of the most sympathetic natures. He at

San Zenone seemed never to have met with

real friends till we expressed pleasure in the

magnificent Mantegna, which is the pride of

his church. "What colouring !" he cried,

and then triumphantly took us into the

crypt :

" What a magnificent crypt ! What
works they executed in those days, there !

"

At San Giorgio Maggiore, where there are a

Tintoretto and a Veronese, and four horrible

swindling big pictures by Romanino, I dis-

covered to my great dismay that I had in

my pocket but five soldi, which I offered

with much abasement and many apologies
to the sacristan ; but he received them as

if they had been so many napoleons, prayed
me not to speak of embarrassment, and de-

clared that his labours in our behalf had

been nothing but pleasure. At Santa Maria

in Organo, where are the wonderful intagli

of Fra Giovanni da Verona, the sacristan

fully shared our sorrow that the best pictures

VOL. II. I
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could not be unveiled as it was Holy Week.
He was also moved with us at the gradual

decay of the intagli, and led us to believe

that, to a man of so much sensibility, the

general ruinous state of the church was an

inexpressible affliction ; and we rejoiced for

his sake that it should possess at least one

piece of art in perfect repair. This was a
modern work, that day exposed for the first

time, and it represented in a group of wooden

figures the death of St. Joseph. The Vir-

gin and Christ supported the dying saint on

either hand ; and as the whole was vividly

coloured, and rays of glory in pink and

yellow gauze descended upon Joseph's head,

nothing could have been more impressive.

ni.

Parma is laid out with a regularity which

may be called characteristic of the great
ducal cities of Italy, and which it fully

shares with Mantua, Ferrara, and Bologna.
The signorial cities, Verona, Vicenza, Padua,

and Treviso, are far more picturesque, and

Parma excels only in the number and beauty
of her fountains. It is a city of gloomy

aspect, says Valery, who possibly entered it

in a pensive frame of mind, for its sadness

did not impress us. We had just come from
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Modena, where the badness of our hotel en-

veloped the city in an atmosphere of pro-

found melancholy. In fact, it will not do

to trust to travellers in anything. I, for

example, have just now spoken of the many
beautiful fountains in Parma, because I think

it right to uphold the statement of M.
Richard's hand-book.; but I only remember

seeing one fountain, passably handsome,
there. My Lord Corke, who was at Parma
in 1754, says nothing of fountains, and

Richard Lasells, Gent., who was there a

century earlier, merely speaks of the foun-

tains in the Duke's gardens, which, together
with his Grace's "wild beasts" and "ex-

quisite coaches," and "admirable Theatre

to exhibit Operas in," "the Domo, whose

Cupola was painted by the rare hand of

Correggio," and the Church of the Capiichins,

where Alexander Farnese is buried, were
" the Chief things to be seen in Parma "

at

that day.
The wild beasts have long ago run away

with the exquisite coaches, but the other

wonders named by Master Lasells are still

extant in Parma, together with some things
he does not name. Our minds, in going

thither, were mainly bent upon Correggio
and his works, and while our dinner was
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cooking at the admirable Albergo della

Posta, we went off to feast upon the peren-
nial Hash of Frogs in the dome of the Cathe-

dral. This is one of the finest Gothic

churches in Italy, and vividly recalls Verona,
while it has a quite unique and most beau-

tiful feature in the three light-columned

galleries, that traverse the facade one above

another. Close at hand stands the ancient

Baptistery, hardly less peculiar and beau-

tiful ; but, after all, it is the work of the great

painter which gives the temple its chief right

to wonder and reverence. We found the

fresco, of course, much wasted, and at first

glance, before the innumerable arms and legs

had time to order and attribute themselves

to their respective bodies, we felt the justice

of the undying spite which called this

divinest of frescoes a guazzetto di rane. But

in another moment it appeared to us the

most sublime conception of the Assumption
ever painted, and we did not find Caracci's

praise too warm where he says: "And I

still remain stupefied with the sight of so

grand a work everything so well conceived

so well seen from below with so much

severity, yet with so much judgment and

so much grace ; with a colouring which

is of very flesh." The height of the fresco
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above the floor of the church is so vast that

it might well appear like a heavenly scene

to the reeling sense of the spectator. Brain,

iierve, and muscle were strained to utter

exhaustion in a very few minutes, and we
came away with our admiration only half-

satisfied, and resolved to ascend the cupola
next day, and see the fresco on something
like equal terms. In one sort we did thus

approach it ; and as we looked at the graci-

ous floating figures of the heavenly company
through the apertures of the dome, they
did seem to adopt us and make us part of

the painting. But the tremendous depth,
over which they drifted so lightly, it dizzied

us to look into ; and I am not certain that

I should counsel travellers to repeat our ex-

perience. Where still perfect, the fresco

can only gain from close inspection, it is

painted with such exquisite and jealous per-

fection, yet the whole effect is now better

from below, for the decay is less apparent ;

and besides, life is short, and the stairway

by which one ascends to the dome is in

every way too exigent. It is with the most

astounding sense of contrast that you pass
from the "Assumption

"
to the contemplation

of that other famous roof frescoed by Cor-

reggio, in the Monastero di San Paolo. You
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might almost touch the ceiling with your

hand, it hovers so low with its counterfeit

of vine-clambered trellis-work, and its pretty

boys looking roguishly through the embow-

ering leaves. It is altogether the loveliest

room in the world ; and if the Diana in her

car on the chimney is truly a portrait of the

abbess for whom the chamber was decorated,
she was altogether worthy of it, and one is

glad to think of her enjoying life in the

fashion amiably permitted to nuns in the

fifteenth century. What curious scenes the

gaiety of this little chamber conjures up,

and what a vivid comment it is upon the

age and people that produced it ! This is

one of the things that makes a single hour

of travel worth whole years of historic

study, and which casts its light upon all

future reading. Here, no doubt, the sweet

little abbess, with the noblest and prettiest

of her nuns about her, received the polite

world, and made a cheerful thing of de-

votion, while all over transalpine Europe
the sour-hearted Reformers were destroy-

ing pleasant monasteries like this. The

light-hearted lady-nuns and their gentlemen
friends looked on heresy as a deadly sin,

and they had little reason to regard it with

favour. It certainly made life harder for
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them in time, for it made reform within the

Church as well as without, so that at last

the lovely Chamber of St. Paul was closed

against the public for more than two cen-

turies.

All Parma is full of Correggio, as Venice

is of Titian and Tintoretto, as Naples of

Spagnoletto, as Mantua of Giulio Romano,
as Vicenza of Palladio, as Bassano of Da
Ponte, as Bologna of Guido Reni. I have

elsewhere noticed how ineffaceably and ex-

clusively the manner of the masters seems

to have stamped itself upon the art of the

cities where they severally wrought, how
at Parma Correggio yet lives in all the

sketchy mouths of all the pictures painted
there since his time. One might always be-

lieve, hearing the Parmesans talk, that his

manner had infected their dialect, and that

they fashioned their lazy, incomplete utter-

ance with the careless lips of his nymphs
and angels. They almost entirely suppress
the last syllable of every word, and not with

a quick precision, as people do in Venice or

Milan, but with an ineffable languor, as

if language were not worth the effort of

enunciation ; while they rise and lapse seve-

ral times in each sentence, and sink so

sweetly and sadly away upon the closing
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vocable that the listener can scarcely repress
his tears. In this melancholy rhythm, one

of the citizens recounted to me the whole

story of the assassination of the last Duke
of Parma in 1850 ; and left me as softly

moved as if I had been listening to a tale

of hapless love. Yet it was an ugly story,

and after the enchantment of the recital

passed away, I perceived that when the

Duke was killed justice was done on one of

the maddest and wickedest tyrants that

ever harassed an unhappy city.

The Parmesans remember Maria Louisa,

Napoleon's wife, with pleasant enough feel-

ings, and she seems to have been good to

them after the manner of sovereigns, enrich-

ing their city with art, and beautifying it in

many ways, besides doing works of private

charity and beneficence. Her daughter by a

second marriage, the Countess Sanvitali, still

lives in Parma ; and in one of the halls of

theAcademy of Fine Arts the Duchess herself

survives in the marble of Canova. It was she

who caused the two great pictures of Correg-

gio, the "St. Jerome" and the "Madonna
della Scodella,

"
to be placed alone in separ-

ate apartments hung with silk, in which the

painter's initial "A" is endlessly interwoven.
" The Night," to which the "St. Jerome" is
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" The Day," is in the gallery at Dresden,
but Parma could have kept nothing more re-

presentative of her great painter's power
than this "Day." It is

" the bridal of the

earth and sky," and all sweetness, bright-

ness, and tender shadow are in it. Many
other excellent works of Correggio, Caracci,

Parmegiaiiino, and masters of different

schools are in this gallery, but it is the

good fortune of travellers, who have to see

so much, that the memory of the very best

alone distinctly remains. Nay, in the pre-
sence of prime beauty nothing else exists,

and we found that the Church of the Stec-

cata, where Parmegianino's sublime "Moses

breaking the Tables of the Law "
is visible

in the midst of a multitude of other figures
on the vault, really contained nothing at

last but that august and awful presence.

Undoubtedly the best gallery of classical

antiquities in North Italy is that of Parma,
which has derived all its precious relics

from the little city of Valleja alone. It is a

fine foretaste of Pompeii and the wonders of

the Museo Borbonico at Naples, with its

antique frescoes, and marble, and bronzes.

I think nothing better has come out of

Herculaneum than the comic statuette of

"Hercules Drunk." He is in bronze, and
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the drunkest man who has descended to us

from the elder world ; he reels backward,
and leers knowingly upon you, while one

hand hangs stiffly at his side, and the other

faintly clasps a wine-cup a burly, worth-

less, disgraceful demigod.
The great Farnese Theatre was, as we

have seen, admired by Lasells ; but Lord
Corke found it a "useless structure," though
immense. " The same spirit that raised the

Colossus at Rhodes," he says,
" raised the

theatre at Parma ; that insatiable spirit and

lust of Fame which would brave the Almighty

by fixing eternity to the name of a perishable

being." If it was indeed this spirit, I am
bound to say that it did not build so wisely
at Parma as at Rhodes. The play-house
that Ranuzio i. constructed in 1628, to do
honour to Cosmo n. de' Medici (pausing at

Parma on his way to visit the tomb of San
Carlo Borromeo), and that for a century
afterward was the scene of the most bril-

liant spectacles in the world, is now one of

the dismallest and dustiest of ruins. This

Theatrum orbls miraculum was built and or-

namented with the most perishable mate-

rials, and even its size has shrunken as the

imaginations of men have contracted under

the strong light of later days. When it was
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first opened, it was believed to hold fourteen

thousand spectators ; at a later fete it held

only ten thousand ; the last published de-

scription fixes its capacity at five thousand ;

and it is certain that for many and many a

year it has held only the stray tourists who
have looked in upon its desolation. The gay
paintings hang in shreds and tatters from

the roof ; dust is thick upon the seats and
in the boxes, and on the leads that line the

space once flooded for naval games. The

poor plaster statues stand naked and forlorn

amid the ruin of which they are part ; and
the great stage, from which the curtain has

rotted away, yawns dark and empty before

the empty auditorium.



DUCAL MANTUA.

IN
that desperate depth of Hell where

Dante beholds the Diviners doomed to

pace with backward-twisted faces, and turn

for ever on the past the rainy eyes once bent

too daringly on the future, the sweet guide
of the Tuscan poet points out among the

damned the daughter of a Theban king, and

discourses to his charge :

Manto was she : through many lauds she went

Seeking, and paused where I was born, at last.

Therefore I choose thou be on me intent

A little. When from life her father passed,

And they of Bacchus' city became slaves,

Long time about the world the daughter cast.

Up in fair Italy is a lake that laves

The feet of Alps that lock in Germany :

Benaco called

And Peschiera in strong harness sits

To front the Brescians and the Bergamasques,
Where one down-curving shore the other meets.

There all the gathered waters outward flow

That may not in Benaco' s bosom rest,

And down through pastures green a river go,
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As far as to Governo, where, its quest
Ended at last, it falls into the Po.

But far it has not sought before a plain
It finds and floods, out-creeping wide and slow

To be the steaming summer's offence and bane.

Here passing by, the fierce, unfriendly maid
Saw land in the middle of the sullen main,
Wild and unpeopled, and here, unafraid

Of human neighbourhood, she made her lair,

Rested, and with her menials wrought her trade,

And lived, and left her empty body there.

Then the sparse people that were scattered near
Gathered upon that island, everywhere

Compassed about with swamps and kept from fear.

They built their city above the witch's grave,
And for her sake that first made dwelling there

The name of Mantua to their city gave.

To this account of the first settlement of

Mantua Virgil adds a warning to his charge
to distrust all other histories of the city's

foundation ; and Dante is so thoroughly per-

suaded of its truth, that he declares all

other histories shall be to him as so many
lifeless embers. Nevertheless, divers chron-

iclers of Mantua reject the tradition here

given as fabulous ; and the carefullest and

most ruthless of these traces the city's

origin, not to the unfriendly maid, but to

the Etruscan King Ocno, fixing the precise

date of its foundation at thirty years before

the Trojan war, one thousand five hundred

and thirty-nine years after the creation of
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the world, three hundred years before

Rome, and nine hundred and fifteen years
after the Flood, while Abimelech was judge
in Israel. "And whoever," says the com-

piler of the Flower of the Mantuan Chron-

iclers (it is a very dry and musty flower

indeed), citing doughty authorities for all

his facts and figures, "whoever wishes to

understand this more curiously, let him read

the said authors, and he will be satisfied."

But I am as little disposed to unsettle the

reader's faith in the Virgilian tradition, as

to part with my own ; and I therefore

uncandidly hold back the names of the

authorities cited. This tradition was in

fact the only thing concerning Mantuan

history present to my thoughts as I rode

toward the city, one afternoon of a pleasant
Lombard spring ; and when I came in sight
of the ancient hold of sorcery, with the

languid waters of its lagoons lying sick at

its feet, I recognised at least the topographi-
cal truth of Virgil's description. But old

and mighty walls now surround the spot
which Manto found sterile and lonely in the

heart of the swamp formed by the Mincio,

no longer Benaco ; and the dust of the witch

is multitudinously hidden under the edifices

of a city whose mighty domes, towers, and
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spires make its approach one of the stateliest

in the world. It is a prospect on which you

may dwell long as you draw toward the city,

for the road from the railway station winds

through some two miles of flat meadow-land
before it reaches the gate of the stronghold
which the Italians call the first hope of the

winner of the land and the last hope of the

loser of Italy. Indeed, there is no haste in

any of the means of access to Mantua. It

lies scarce forty miles south of Verona, and

you are three hours in journeying this

distance in the placid railway train, a

distance which Romeo, returning to Verona
from his exile in Mantua, no doubt travelled

in less time. There is abundant leisure to

study the scenery on the way ; but it

scarcely repays the perusal, for it lacks the

beauty of the usual Lombard landscape.
The soil is red, stony, and sterile ; the or-

chard trees are scant and slender, and not

wedded with the caressing vines which

elsewhere in North Italy garland happier
trees and stretch gracefully from trunk to

trunk. Especially the landscape looks sad

and shabby about the little village of

Villafranca, where, in 1864, the dejected

prospect seemed incapable of a smile even

in spring; as if it had lost all hope and
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cheerfulness since the peace was made which

confirmed Venetia to the alien. It said as

plainly as real estate could express the

national sentiment,
" Come si fa? Ci vuol

pazienza !
" and crept sullenly out of sight,

as our pensive train resumed its meditative

progress. No doubt this poor landscape
was imbued, in its dull, earthly way, with

a feeling that the coming of Garibaldi would

irrigate and fertilise it into a paradise ; as

at Venice the gondoliers believed that his

army would bring in its train cheap wine

and hordes of rich and helpless Englishmen
bent on perpetual tours of the Grand Canal

without understanding as to price.

But within and without Mantua was a

strong argument against possibility of change
in the political condition of this part of

Italy. Compassed about by the corruption
of the swamps and the sluggish breadth of

the river, the city is no less mighty in her

artificial defences than in this natural

strength of her position ; and the Croats of

her garrison were as frequent in her sad,

handsome streets as the priests in Rome.
Three lakes secure her from approach upon
the east, north, and south ; on the west is a
vast intrenched camp, which can be flooded

at pleasure from one of the lakes ; while the
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water runs three fathoms deep at the feet of

the solid brick walls all round the city.

There are five gates giving access by draw-

bridges from the town to the fortressed posts
on every side, and commanding with their

guns the roads that lead to them. The

outlying forts, with the citadel, are four in

number, and are each capable of holding
from two to three thousand men. The
intrenched camp, for cavalry and artillery,

and the barracks of the city itself, can re-

ceive a garrison of from thirty to forty

thousand men ; and the measureless depths
of the air are full of the fever that fights in

defence of Mantua, and serves with equal
zeal whoever is master of the place, let him
be French, Italian, or Austrian, so only that

he have an unacclimated enemy before him.

I confess that little of this formidable

military knowledge burdened me on the

occasion of my visit to Mantua, and I have

already confessed that I was but very

imperfectly informed of the history of the

city. But indeed, if the reader dealt

candidly with himself, how much could lie

profess to know of Mantuan history ? The
ladies all have some erudite associations

with the place as giving the term of mantua-

making to the art of dress, and most persons
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have heard that Mantua's law was once

death to any he that uttered mortal drugs

'there, and that the place was still a few

years since an Austrian fortress on the

Mincio. Of Giulio Romano, and his works
in Mantua, a good many have heard ; and
there is something known to the reader of

the punctuated edition of Browning about

Sordello. But of the Gonzagas of Mantua,
and their duchy, what do you know, gentle
reader ?

For myself, when in Mantua, I tried .to

make a virtue of my want of information,

and fancied that a sort of general ignorance
was more favourable to my enjoyment of

what I saw there than thorough acquaint-
ance with the city's history would have

been. It certainly enabled me to accept all

the poetic fiction of the custodians, and to

embroider with their pleasing improba-
bilities the business-like succinctness of the

guide-books ; to make out of the twilight
which involved all impressions a misty and

heroic picture of the Mantuan past, wherein

her great men appeared with a stately and

gigantic uncertainty of outline, and mixed

with dim scenes of battle, intrigue, and riot,

and were gone before Fact could lay her

finger on any shape, and swear that it was
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called so, and did so and so. But even if

there had been neither pleasure nor profit

in this ignorance, the means of dispelling it

are so scant in modern literature that it

might well have been excused in a far more
earnest traveller. The difficulty, indeed,

which I afterwards experienced in trying to

learn something of Mantua, is my best

excuse for writing of its history here.

I fancy that the few recent books on the

subject are not in the hands of most readers,

and I have a comforting belief that scarcely
a reader of mine has been a reader of

the Grande Illmtrazione del Lombardo-

Veneto. 1 Yet I suppose that he forms

some notion of this work from its title, and

figures to himself a physical bulk of six

volumes, large, abounding in ill-printed

woodcuts, and having the appalling features

which repel our race from pictorial history-

books generally.

The Grande Illustrazione del Lombardo-

Vcneto includes notice of all those dear

and famous cities of North Italy which we

i Mantova e Sua Provincia, per 1' Awocato Bar-

tolomeo Arriglu : Grande Illustrazione del Lombardo-

Veneto, ossia Storia delle Cittd, del Borghi, Communi,

CastelU, etc.,fino ai Tempi moderni. Per Ctira di

Cesare Cantu, e d' altri Literati. Milano, 1859.
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know, of Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Venice,

Mantua, Modena, Brescia, Bergamo, and the

rest ; but here we have only to do with the

part which concerns Mantua. This is writ-

ten by the advocate Bartolomeo Arrighi,

whose ingenious avoidance of all that might
make his theme attractive could not be

sufficiently celebrated here, and may there-

fore be left to the reader's fancy. There is

little in his paper to leaven statistical heavi-

ness ; and in recounting one of the most

picturesque histories, he contrives to give

merely a list of the events and a diagram of

the scenes. "Whatever illustrated character

in princes or people he carefully excludes,
and the raciness of anecdote and the flavour

of manner and epoch distil not into his

compilation from the elder historiographers.
I have therefore to go back, in my present

purpose, to the authors whose substance he

has desiccated ; and with their help, and
that of one or two antiquated authors of

this century, I shall try to rehabilitate the

ducal state of Mantua,
" Which was an image of the mighty world,"

and present some shadow of its microcosmal

life. The story has the completeness of a

tragedy ; but it runs over many centuries,

and it ends like a farce, though it ends
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with a death. One feels, indeed, almost as

great satisfaction in the catastrophe as the

Mantuans themselves, who terminated their

national existence and parted from their

last Duke with something like exultation.

As I recall my own impressions of the

city, I doubt if any good or bad fortune

could rouse her to such positive emotion

now. She seemed sunken, that dull April

evening of our visit, into an abiding leth-

argy ; as if perfect repose, and oblivion from

the many-troubled past, from the renown
of all former famine, fire, intrigue, slaughter,
and sack, were to be preferred by the ghost
of a once populous and haughty capital to

the most splendid memories of national life.

Certainly, the phantom of bygone Mantuan

greatness did not haunt the idle tourists who
strolled through her wide streets, enjoying
their quiet beauty and regularity, and find-

ing them, despite their empty, melancholy
air, full of something that reminded of home.

Coming from a land where there is a vast

deal of length, breadth, and rectitude in

streets, as well as human nature, they could

not, of course, feel that wonder in the Man-
tuan avenues which inspired a Venetian am-

bassador, two centuries since, to write the

Serenest Senate in praise of their marvellous
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extent and straightness ; but they were still

conscious of a certain expansive difference

from Gothic Verona and narrow Venice.

The windows of the ground-floors were

grated to the prison-like effect common

throughout Italy ; but people evidently
lived upon the ground-floors, and at many
of the iron-barred windows fair young pri-

soners sat and looked out upon the streets,

or laughed and chatted together. About
the open doorways, moreover, people lounged

gossiping ; and the interiors of the entry-

halls, as they appeared to the passing glance,
were clean, and had not that forbidding, in-

hospitable air characteristic of most house

entrances in North Italy. But sculptured
Venice and Verona had unfitted the travel-

lers for pleasure in the stucco of Mantua ;

and they had an immense scom for the

large and beautiful palaces of which the be-

fore-quoted ambassador speaks, because they
found them faced with cunningly-moulded

plaster instead of carven stone. Neverthe-

less, they could not help a kind of half-

tender respect for the old town. It shares

the domestic character of its scenes with the

other ducal cities, Modena, Parma, and Fer-

rara ; and this character is, perhaps, proper
to all long and intensely municipalised com-
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munities. But Mantua has a ghostly calm

wholly its own ; and this was not in the

least broken that evening by chatters at

thresholds, and pretty laughers at grated
windows. It was very, very quiet. Perhaps
half a score of carriages rumbled by us in

our long walk, and we met some scattered

promenaders. But for the most part the

streets were quite empty ; and even in the

chief piazza, where there was still some be-

lated show of buying and selling, and about

the doors of the caffes, where there was a

good deal of languid loafing, there was no

indecency of noise or bustle. There were

visibly few people in the place, and it was
in decay ; but it was not squalid in its lapse.

The streets were scrupulously neat and clean,

and the stuccoed houses were all painted of

that pale saffron hue which gives such un-

questionable respectability to New England
towns. Before we returned to our lodgings,

Mantua had turned into twilight ; and we
walked homeward through a placid and digni-

fied gloom, nowhere broken by the flare of

gas, and only remotely affected, here and

there, by the light of lamps of oil, faintly

twinkling in a disheartened Mantuan fashion.

If you turn this pensive light upon the

yellow pages of those old chronicles of which
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I spoke, it reveals pictures fit to raise both

pity and wonder for the past of this city,

pictures full of the glory of struggles for

freedom, of the splendour of wise princes,

of the comfort of a prosperous and contented

people, of the grateful fruits of protected
arts and civilisation ; but likewise stained

with images of unspeakable filth and wicked-

ness, baseness and cruelty, incredible shame,

suffering, and sin.

Long before the birth of Christ, the Gauls

drive out the Etruscans from Mantua, and

aggrandise and beautify the city, to be in

their turn expelled by the Romans, under

whom Mantua again waxes strong and fair.

In this time, the wife of a farmer not far

from the city dreams a marvellous dream of

bringing forth a laurel-bough, and in due
time bears into the world the chiefest of all

Mantuans, with a smile upon his face. This

is a poet, and they call his name Virgil. He
goes from his native city to Rome, when ripe

for glory, and has there the good fortune to

win back his father's farm, which the greedy
veterans of Augustus, then settled in the

Cremonese, had annexed to the spoils be-

stowed upon them by the Emperor. Later

in this Roman time, and only three years
after the death of Him whom the poet all
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but prophesied, another grand event marks
an epoch in Mantuan history. According
to the pious legend, the soldier Longinus,
who pierced the side of Christ as He hung
upon the cross, has been converted by a

miracle ; wiping away that costly Blood from

his spear-head, and then drawing his hand
across his eyes, he is suddenly healed of his

near-sightedness, and stricken with the full

wonder of conviction. He gathers anxiously
the precious drops of Blood from his weapon
into the phial from which the vinegar mixed
with gall was poured, and, forsaking his life

of soldier, he wanders with his new-won faith

and his priceless treasure to Mantua, where
it is destined to work famous miracles, and
to be the most valued possession of the city

to all after-time. The saint himself, preach-

ing the Gospel of Christ, suffers martyrdom
under Tiberius ; his tongue is cut out, and
his body is burnt ; and his ashes are buried

at Mantua, forgotten, and found again in

after ages with due signs and miraculous

portents. The Romans give a civil tran-

quillity to Mantua ; but it is not till three

centuries after Christ that the persecutions
of the Christians cease. Then the temples
of the gods are thrown down, and churches

are built ; and the city goes forward to share
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the destinies of the Christianised empire,
and be spoiled by the barbarians. In 407

the Goths take it, and the Vandals in their

turn sack and waste it, and scatter its people,
who return again after the storm, and rebuild

their city. Attila, marching to destroy it,

is met at Governo (as you see in Raphael's
fresco in the Vatican) by Pope Leo i., who

conjures him to spare the city, and threatens

him with Divine vengeance if he refuse ;

above the pontiffs head two wrathful angels,

bearing drawn swords, menace the Hun with

death if he advance ; and, thus miraculously

admonished, he turns aside from Mantua
and spares it. The citizens successfully re-

sist an attack of Alboin ; but the Longobards
afterwards, unrestrained by the visions of

Attila, beat the Mantuans and take the city.

From the Lombards the Greeks, sent thither

by the Exarch of Ravenna, captured Mantua
about the end of the sixth century ; and then,
the Lombards turning immediately to be-

siege it again, the Greeks defend their prize

long and valiantly, but in the end are over-

powered. They are allowed to retire with

their men and arms to Ravenna, and the

Lombards dismantle the city.

Concerning our poor Mantua under Lom-
bard rule there is but little known, except
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that she went to war with the Cremonese ;

and it may be fairly supposed that she was,
like her neighbours, completely involved in

foreign and domestic discords of every kind.

That war with the Cremonese was about

the possession of the river Ollio ; and the

Mantuans came off victors in it, slaying im-

mense numbers of the enemy, and taking
some thousands of them prisoners, whom
their countrymen ransomed on condition of

building one of the gates of Mantua with

materials from the Cremonese territory, and
mortar mixed with water from the disputed
Ollio. The reader easily conceives how bitter

a pill this must have been for the high-toned
Cremonese gentlemen of that day.
When Charlemagne made himself master

of Italy, the Mantuan lands and Mantuaii

men were divided up among the brave sol-

diers who had helped to enslave the coun-

try. These warriors of Charlemagne became

counts ; and the contadini, or inhabitants of

each contado (county), became absolutely

dependent on their will and pleasure. It

is recorded (to the confusion of those who
think primitive barbarism is virtue) that the

corruption of those rude and brutal old times

was great, that all classes were sunk in vice,

and that the clergy were especially venal
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and abominable. After the death of Charle-

magne, in the ninth century, wars broke out

all over Italy between the factions support-

ing different aspirants to his power ; and we

may be sure that Mantua had some share in

the common quarrel. As I have found no

explicit record of this period, I distribute to

the city, as her portion of the calamities, at

least two sieges, one capture and sack, and

a decimation by famine and pestilence. We
certainly read that, fifty years later, the

Emperor Rudolph attacked it with his Hun-

garians, took it, pillaged it, and put great

part of its people to the sword. During the

siege, some pious Mantuaiis had buried (to

save them from the religious foe) the Blood

of Christ, and part of the sponge which had
held the gall and vinegar, together with the

body of St. Longinus. Most unluckily, how-

ever, these excellent men were put to the

sword, and all knowledge of the place of

sepulture perished with them.

At the end of these wars Mantua received

a lord, by appointment of the Emperor, and

the first lord's son married the daughter of

the Duke of Lorraine, from which union was
born the great Countess Matilda. Boniface

was the happy bridegroom's name, and the

wedding had a wild splendour and profuse
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barbaric jollity about it, which it is pleasant

enough to read of after so much cutting and

slashing. The viands were passed round on

horseback to the guests, and the horses were

shod with silver shoes loosely nailed on, that

they might drop off and be scrambled for by
the people. Oxen were roasted whole, as at

a Kentucky barbecue ; and wine was drawn
from wells with buckets hung on silver

chains. It was the first great display of

that magnificence of which after princes of

Mantua were so fond ; and the wretched

hinds out- of whose sweat it came no doubt

thought it very fine.

Of course Lord Boniface had his wars.

There was a plot to depose him discovered

in Mantua, and the plotters fled to Verona.

Boniface demanded them ; but the Veronese

answered stoutly that theirs was a free city,

and no man should be taken from it against
his will. Boniface marched to attack them ;

and the Veronese were such fools as to call

the Duke of Austria to their aid, promising
submission to his government in return for

his help. It was then that Austria first put
her finger into the Italian pasticcio, where
she kept it so many centuries. But the

Austrian governor whom the Duke set over

the Veronese made himself intolerable, the
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Austrian governor always does, and they
drove him out of the city. On this the

Duke turns about, unites with Boniface,

takes Verona, and sacks it.

An altogether pleasanter incident of Boni-

face's domination was the miraculous dis-

covery of the sacred relics, buried and lost

during the sack of Mantua by the Hunga-
rians. The place of sepulture was revealed

thrice to a blind pauper in a dream. People

dug where he bade them, and found the

relics. Immediately on its exhumation the

Blood wrought innumerable miracles ; and
the fame of it grew so great, that the Pope
came to see it, attended by such concourse

of the people that they were obliged to sleep
in the streets. It was an age that threw the

mantle of exterior devotion and laborious

penances and pilgrimages over the most

hideous crimes and unnatural sins. But

perhaps the poor believers who slept in the

streets of Mantua on that occasion were

none the worse for their faith when the

Pope pronounced the Blood genuine, and

blessed it. I am sure that for some days of

enthusiasm they abstained from the violence

of war, and paused a little in that career of

vice and wickedness of which one reads in

Italian history, with the full conviction that
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Sodom and Gomorrah also were facts, and

not merely allegory. I have no doubt that

the blind beggar believed that Heaven had

revealed to him the place where the Blood

was buried, that the Pope believed in the

verity of the relic, and that the devout mul-

titudes were helped and uplifted in their

gross faith by this visible witness to the

truth that Christ had died for them upon
the bloody tree. Poor souls ! they had

much to contend with in the way to

any good. The leaven of the old pleasure-

making pagan civilisation was in them yet

(it is in the Italians to this day) ; and cen-

turies of Northern invasion had made them
fierce and cruel, without teaching them
Northern virtues. Nay, I question much if

their invaders had so many rugged virtues

to teach as some people would have us think.

They seem to have liked well the sweet cor-

ruptions of the land, and to have enjoyed
them as furiously and clumsily as bears do

the hoarded honey of civilised bees.

After the death of Boniface the lordship
of Mantua fell to his famous daughter,

Matilda, of whom most have heard. She

was a woman of strong Mill and strong
mind ; she held her own, and rent from

others with a mighty hand, till she had
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united nearly all Lombardy under her rule.

She was not much given to the domestic affec-

tions ; she had two husbands (successively),

and, if the truth must be told, divorced them
both : one because he wished to share her

sovereignty, perhaps usurp it
;
and the other

because he was not a warm enough friend of

religion. She had no children, and, indeed,

in her last marriage contract it was expressly

provided that the spouses were to live in

chastity together, and as much asunder as

possible, Matilda having scruples. She was
a great friend to learning, founded libra-

ries, established the law schools at Bologna,
caused the codification of the canon law, cor-

responded with distant nations, and spoke
all the different languages of her soldiers.

More than literature, however, she loved the

Church ; and fought on the side of Pope
Gregory vn. in his wars with the Emperor
Henry iv. Henry therefore took Mantua
from her in 1091, and up to the year 1111

the city enjoyed a kind of republican govern-
ment under his protection. In that year

Henry made peace with Matilda, and ap-

pointed her his vice-regent in Italy ; but the

Mantuans, after twenty years of freedom,
were in no humour to feel the weight of the

mailed hand of this strong-minded lady.
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She was then, moreover, nigh to her death ;

and, hearing that her physicians had given
her up, the Mantuans refused submission.

The great Countess rose irefully from her

deathbed, and, gathering her army, led it

in person, as she always did, laid siege to

Mantua by land and water, entered the city

in 1114, and did not die till a year after.

The Mantuans now founded a republican

government, having unlimited immunities

and privileges from the Emperor, whose

power over them extended merely to the in-

vestiture of their consuls. Their republic was

democratic, the legislative council of nine

rectors and three curators being elective by
the whole people. This government, or

something like it, endured for more than a

century, during which period the Mantuans
seem to have done nothing but war with

their neighbours in every direction, with

the Veronese chiefly, with the Cremonese a

good deal, with the Paduans, with the Fer-

rarese, with the Modenese and the Bolognese :

indeed, we count up twelve of these wars.

Like the English of their time, the Mantuans
were famous bowmen, and their shafts took

flight all over Lombardy. At the same time

they did not omit to fight each other at home;
and it must have been a dullish kind of day

VOL. II. L
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in Mantua when there was no street battle

between families of the factious nobility.

The spectacle of these little Italian powers,

racked, and torn, and blazing with pride,

aggression, and disorder, within and with-

out, each with its petty chief or victorious

faction making war upon the other, and

bubbling over with local ambitions, and

personal rivalries, is a spectacle which the

traveller of to-day, passing over the count-

less forgotten battle-fields, and hurried from

one famous city to another by railroad,

can scarcely conjure up. Parma, Modeiia,

Bologna, Ferrara, Padua, Mantua, Vicenza,

Verona, Bassano, all are now at peace with

each other, and firmly united in the national

sentiment that travellers were meant to

be eaten alive by Italians. Poor old cities !

it is hard to conceive of their bygone ani-

mosities ; still harder to believe that all the

villages squatting on the long white roads,

and waking up to beg of you as your dili-

gence passes, were once embroiled in deadly
and incessant wars. Municipal pride is a

good thing, and decentralisation is well ;

and we have to thank these intensely local

little states for genius triply crowned with

the glories of literature, art, and science,

which Italy might not have produced if she
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had been united, and if the little states

had loved themselves less and Italy more.

Though, after all, there is the doubt

whether it is not better to bless one's ob-

scure and happy children with peace and

safety, than to give to the world a score of

great names at the cost to millions of incal-

culable misery.
Besides their local wars and domestic

feuds, the Mantuans had troubles on a much

larger scale, troubles, indeed, which the

Emperor Barbarossa laid out for all Italy.

In Carlyle's History of Frederick the Great

you can read a pleasanter account of the

Emperor's business at Roncaglia about this

time than our Italian chroniclers will give

you. Carlyle loves a tyrant ; and if the

tyrant is a ruffian and bully, and especially
a German, there are hardly any lengths to

which that historian will not go in praise of

him. Truly, one would hardly guess, from

that picture of Frederick Redbeard at Ron-

caglia, the standard set before his tent, in-

viting all men to come and have justice

done them, that the Emperor was actually

at Roncaglia for the purpose of conspiring
with his Diet to take away every vestige of

liberty and independence from miserable

Italy. Among other cities Mantua lost
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her freedom at this Diet, and was ruled by
an imperial governor and by consuls of

Frederick's nomination till 1167, when she

joined the famous Lombard League against

him. The leagued cities beat the Emperor
at Legnano, and received back their liber-

ties by the treaty of Costanza in 1183; after

which, Frederick having withdrawn to Ger-

many, they fell to fighting among them-

selves again with redoubled zeal, and rent

their league into as many pieces as there had
been parties to it. In 1236 theGermans again

invadedLombardy, under Frederick n. ; and,
aided by the troops of the Ghibelline cities,

Verona, Padua, Vicenza, and Treviso, be-

sieged Mantua, which surrendered to this

formidable union of forces, thus becoming
once more an imperial city, and irreparably

fracturing the Lombard League. It does not

appear, however, that her ancient liberties

were withdrawn by Frederick n. , and we read

that the local wars went on after this with

as little interruption as before. The wars

went on as usual, and on the old terms, with

Verona and Cremona, and there is little

in their history to interest us. But in 1256

the famous tyrant of Padua, Eccelino da

Romano, who aspired to the dominion of

Lombardy, gathered his forces and went and
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sat down before Mantua. The Mantuans
refused to surrender at this summons ; and

Eccelino, who had very little notion of what
the Paduans were doing in his absence, swore

that he would cut down the vines in the

Mantuan vineyards, plant new ones, and
drink the wine of their grapes before ever

he raised the siege. But meantime that con-

spiracy which ended in Eccelino's ruin had
declared itself in Padua, and the tyrant
was forced to abandon the siege and look to

his dominion of other cities.

After which there was something like

peace in Mantua for twenty years, and the

city waxed prosperous. Indeed, neither

industry nor learning had wholly perished

during the wars of the republic, and the

people built grist-mills on the' Mincio, and

cultivated belles-lettres to some degree.
Men of heavier science likewise flourished,

and we read of jurists and astronomers born

in those troublous days, as well as of a

distinguished physician, who wrote a

ponderous dictionary of simples, and dedi-

cated it to King .Robert of Naples. But

by far the greatest Mantuan of this time

was he of whom readers have heard some-

thing from a modern poet. He is the

haughty Lombard soul,
" in the movement
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of the eyes honest and slow," whom Dante,

ascending the inexplicable heights of Pur-

gatory, beheld ;
and who, summoning all him-

self, leaped to the heart of Virgil when he

named Mantua: "0 Mantuan; I am Sor-

dello, of thine own land !

"

Of Virgil the superstition of the Middle

Ages had made a kind of wizard, and of

Sordello the old writers fable all manner of

wonders ;
he is both knight and poet, and

has adventures scarcely less surprising than

those of Amadis of Gaul. It is pretty

nearly certain that he was born in 1189

of the Visconti di Goito, in the Mantuan

country, and that he married Beatrice, a

sister of Eccelino, and was in love with the

youngest sister of this tyrant, the fair

Cunizza, whom Dante places in his Para-

cliso. This final disposition of Cunizza,

whom we should hardly think now of

assigning a place among the blest, surprised
some people even in that day, it seems ; for

an old commentator defends it, saying:
" Cunizza was always, it is true, tender

and loving, and properly called a daughter
of Venus ; but she was also compassionate,

benign, and merciful toward those unhappy
ones whom her brother cruelly tormented.

Therefore the poet is right in feigning to
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find her in the sphere of Venus. For if the

gentle Cyprians deified their Venus, and the

Romans their Flora, how much more honestly

may a Christian poet save Cunizza." The

lady, whose salvation is on these grounds

iuexpugnably accomplished, was married to

Count Sanbonifazio of Padua, in her twenty-
fourth year ; and Sordello was early called

to this nobleman's court, having already

given proofs of his poetic genius. He fell

in love with Cunizza, whom her lord, be-

coming the enemy of the Eccelini, began to

ill-treat. A curious glimpse of the manners

and morals of that day is afforded by the

fact that the brothers of Cunizza conspired
to effect her escape with Sordello from her

husband's court, and that, under the protec-
tion of Eccelino da Romano, the lovers were

left unmolested. Eccelino, indeed, loved

this weak sister with extraordinary tender*

ness, and we read of a marvellous complais-
ance to her intrigues by a man who cared

nothing himself for women. Cunizza lived

in one of her brother's palaces at Verona,
and used to receive there the visits of

Sordello after Eccelino had determined to

separate them. The poet entered the palace

by a postern-gate, and a servant was sta-

tioned there to cany Sordello to and fro
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upon his back. One night Eccelino took

the servant's place, bore the poet to the

palace door, and on his return carried him

back to the mouth of the alley, where he

revealed himself, to the natural surprise and

dismay of Sordello, who could have reason-

ably expected anything but the mild reproof

and warning that Eccelino contented himself

with giving.

It was probably after this affair ended

that Sordello set out upon his travels, visit-

ing most courts, and dwelling long in Pro-

vence, where he learned to poetise in the

Provenal tongue, in which he thereafter

chiefly wrote, and composed many songs.
He did not, however, neglect his Lombard

language, but composed in it a treatise on

the art of defending towns. The Mantuan

historian, Volta, says that some of Bordello's

Provencal poems exist in manuscript in the

Vatican and Chigi libraries at Rome, in the

Laurentian at Florence, and the Estense at

Modena. He was versed in arms as well as

letters, and he caused Mantua to be sur-

rounded with fosses five miles beyond her

walls
; and, the republic having lodged sove-

reign powers in his hands when Eccelino

besieged the city, Sordello conducted the

defence with great courage and ability, and
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did not at all betray the place to his oblig-

ing brother-in-law, as the latter expected.

Verci, from whose History of the Eccelini

we have drawn the account of Bordello's

intrigue with Cunizza, says :

" The writers

represent this Sordello as the most polite,

the most gentle, the most generous man of his

time, of middle stature, of beautiful aspect
and fine person, of lofty bearing, agile and

dexterous, instructed in letters, and a good

poet, as his Proven9al poems manifest. To
these qualities he united military valour in

such degree that no knight of his time could

stand before him." He was properly the

first lord of Mantua, and the republic seems

to have died with him in 1284.

The madness which comes upon a people
about to be enslaved commonly makes them

the agents of their own undoing. The time

had now come for the destruction of the last

vestiges of liberty in Mantua, and the Man-

tuans, in their assembly of the Four Hun-
dred and Ninety, voted full power into the

hands of the destroyer. That Pinamonte

Bonacolsi whom Dante mentions in the

twentieth canto of the Inferno had been

elected captain of the republic, and, feign-

ing to fear aggression from the Marquis of

Ferrara, he demanded of the people the
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right to banish all enemies of the state.

This reasonable demand was granted, and

the captain banished, as is well known, all

enemies of Pinamonte Bonacolsi. After

that, having things his own way, he began
to favour public tranquillity, abolished

family feuds and the ancient amusement of

street battles, and led his enslaved country
in the paths of material prosperity ;

for

which he was no doubt lauded in his day by
those who thought the Maiituans were not

prepared for freedom. He resolved to make
the captaincy of the republic hereditary in

the Bonacolsi family ; and when he died, in

1293, his power descended to his son

Bordellone. This Bordellone seems to have

been a generous and merciful captain enough,
but he loved ease and pleasure ; and a rough

nephew of his, Guido Botticella, conspired

against him to that degree that Bordellone

thought best, for peace and quietness' sake,

to abdicate in his favour. Guido had the

customary war with the Marquis of Ferrara,
and then died, and was succeeded by his

brother Passerino, a very bad person, whose
son at last brought his whole family to grief.

The Emperor made him vicar of Modena ;

and he used the Modenese very cruelly, and
shut up Francesco Pico and his sons in a
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tower, where he starved them, as the Pisans

did Ugolino. In those days, also, the Pope
was living at Avignon, and people used to

send him money and other comforts there out

of Italy. An officer of Passerine, being of

Ghibelline politics, attacked one of these

richly laden emissaries, and took his spoils,

dividing them with Passerine. For this the

Pope naturally excommunicated the captain
of Mantua, and thereupon his neighbours
made a great deal of pious war upon him.

But he beat the Bolognese, the most pious
of his foes, near Moutevoglio, and with his

Modenese took from them that famous

bucket, about which Tassoni made his great

Bernesque epic, The Rape of the Bucket

(La Secchia Rapita), and which still hangs
in the tower of the Duomo at Modena.

Meantime, while Passerine had done every-

thing to settle himself comfortably and per-

manently in the tyranny of Mantua, his

worthless son Francesco fell in love with the

wife of Filippino Gonzaga.

According to the old Mantuan chronicles

the Gonzagas were of a royal German line,

and had fixed themselves in the Mantuan

territory in 770, where they built a castle

beyond Po, and began at once to take part

in public affairs. They had now grown to
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he a family of such consequence that they
could not be offended with impunity, and it

was a great misfortune to the Bonacolsi that

Francesco happened to covet Filippino Gon-

zaga's wife. He not only did this, but at

the same time he was greatly wroth it is

scarcely possible to write seriously of these

ridiculous, wicked old shadows that Gon-

zaga should have fallen in love with another

lady whom he favoured, and, after publicly

defaming Filippino's wife, he threatened to

kill him for this passion. The insult and

the menace sank deep into the bitter hearts

of the Gonzagas ; and the head of that proud
race, Filippino's uncle, Luigi Gonzaga, re-

solved to avenge the family dishonour. He
was a secret and taciturn man, and a pious

adulator of his line has praised him for the

success with which he dissembled his hatred

of the Bonacolsi, while conspiring to sweep
them and their dominion away. He won
over adherents among the Mantuans, and

then made a league with Can Grande of

Verona to divide the spoils of the Bona-

colsi ; and so, one morning, having bribed

the guards to open the city gates, he entered

Mantua at the head of the banded forces.

The population was roused with patriotic

cries of "Long live the Mantuan people!"
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and, as usual, believed, poor souls, that

some good was meant them by those who
came to overthrow their tyrants. The Bona-

colsi were dreaming that pleasant morning
of anything but ruin, and they offered no

resistance to the insurrection till it burst

out in the great square before the Castello

di Corte. They then made a feeble sally

from the castle, but were swiftly driven

back, and Passerino, wounded to death under

the great Gothic archway of the palace, as

he retreated, dropped from his languid hands

the bridle-rein of his charger and the reins

of that government with which he had so

long galled Mantua. The unhappy Fran-

cesco fled to the cathedral for protection ;

but the Gouzagas slew him at the foot of

the altar. Passerine's brother, a bishop, was

flung into a tower to starve, that the Picos

might be avenged ; and the city of Mantua
was liberated.

In that day, when you freed a city from

a tyrant, you gave it up to be pillaged by
the army of liberation ; and Mantua was

now sacked by her deliverers. Can Grande's

share of the booty alone amounted to a

hundred thousand gold florins (about two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars). The

Mantuans, far from imitating the ungrateful
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Paduans, who, when the Crusaders liberated

them from Eccelino, grudged these brave

fellows three days' pillage of their city, and
even wished back their old tyrant, the

Mantuans, we say, seemed not in the least

to mind being devoured, but gratefully
elected the Gonzaga their captain-general,
and purchased him absolution from the Pope
for his crimes committed in the sack. They
got this absolution for twenty thousand gold
florins ; and the Pope probably sold it cheap,

remembering his old grudge against the

Bonacolsi, whom the Gonzaga had over-

thrown. All this was in the year of grace
1328.

I confess that I am never weary of read-

ing of these good old times in Italy, . and

that I am here tempted to digress into de-

clamation about them. There is no study
more curious and interesting, and I am fond

of tracing the two elements of character

visible in Italian society, and every indi-

vidual Italian, as they flow down from the

remotest times to these : the one element,
that capacity for intellectual culture of the

highest degree ; the other element, that

utter untamableness of passion and feel-

ing. The presence of these contradictory
elements seems to influence every relation
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of Italian life ; to make it capable of

splendour, but barren of comfort ; to en-

dear beauty, but not goodness, to the Ital-

ian ; to lead him to recognise and celebrate

virtues, but not to practise them ; to pro-
duce a civilisation of the mind, and not of

the soul.

When Luigi Gonzaga was made lord of

Mantua, he left his castle beyond Po, to

dwell in the city. In this castle he had

dwelt like other lords of his time, in the

likeness of a king, spending regally, and

keeping state and open house in an edifice

strongly built about, with walls encircled

with ditches passable by a single draw-

bridge, and guarded day and night, from

castle moat to castle crest, by armed vassals.

Hundreds ate daily at his board, which was

heaped with a rude and rich profusion, and

furnished with carven goblets and plate of

gold and silver. In fair weather the ban-

quet-hall stood open to all the winds that

blew ; in foul, the guests were sheltered

from the storm by curtains of oiled linen,

and the place was lighted with torches borne

by splendidly attired pages. The great
saloons of the castle were decked with tapes-

tries of Flanders and Damascus, and the

floor was strewn with straw or rushes. The
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bed in which the lord and lady slept was

the couch of a monarch ; the household

herded together in the empty chambers, and

lay upon the floor like swine. The garden-
fields about the castle smiled with generous
harvests ;

the peasant lay down after his

toil, at night, in deadly fear of invasion

from some neighbouring state which should

rob him of everything, and slay him upon
the smoking ruins of his home.

In the city to which this lord repaired,

the houses were built here and there at

caprice, without numbers or regularity, and

only distinguished by the figure of a saint,

or some pious motto painted above the door.

Cattle wandered at will through the crooked,

narrow, and filthy streets, which rang with

the clamour of frequent feud, and reeked

with the blood of the embattled citizens ;

over all the squalor and wickedness rose the

loveliest temples that ever blossomed from

man's love of the beautiful, to the honour

and glory of God.

In this time Crusaders went to take the

Lord's sepulchre from the infidel, while their

brothers left at home rose against one

another, each petty state against its neigh-

bour, in unsparing wars of rapine and

devastation, wars that slew, or, less merci-
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fully, mutilated prisoners, that snatched

the babe from the embrace of its mother,
and dashed out its brains upon the desolated

hearth. A miserable time of sack, plunder,

murder, famine, plague, and unnatural crime ;

a glorious age, in which flourished the gen-
tlest and sweetest poet that ever sang, and

the grimmest and grandest that ever up-
braided a godless generation for its sins, in

which Petrarch was crowned with laurel at

Rome, and Dante wandered in despair from

court to court, learning in the bitterness of

his exile's heart,
" come sa di sale

Lo pane altrui, e come e duro calle

Lo scendere e il salir per 1' altrui scale."

It was a time ignorant of the simplest

comfort, but debauched with the vices of

luxury ;
in which cities repressed the license

of their people by laws regulating the length
of women's gowns and the outlays at

weddings and funerals. Every wild mis-

deed and cruel crime was committed, and

punished by terrible penalties, or atoned for

by fines. A fierce democracy reigned,

banishing nobles, razing their palaces, and

ploughing up the salt-sown sites ; till at last,

in the uttermost paroxysm of madness, it

delivered itself up to lords to be defended

VOL. TI. M
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from itself, and was crushed into the ab-

jeotest depths of slavery. Literature and
architecture flourished, and the sister arts

were born aniid the struggles of human
nature convulsed with every abominable

passion.
For nearly four hundred years the

Goiizagas continued to rule the city, which

the first prince of their line, having well-

nigh destroyed, now rebuilt and restored to

greater splendour than ever ; and it is the

Mantua of the Gonzagas which travellers of

this day look upon when they visit the

famous old city. Their pride and their

wealth adorned it ;
their wisdom and

prudence made it rich and prosperous ; their

valour glorified it
;

their crimes stain its

annals with infamy ; their wickedness and
weakness ruined it and brought it low.

They were a race full of hereditary traits of

magnificence, but one reads their history,
and learns to love, of all their long suc-

cession, only one or two in their pride,

learns to pity only one or two in their fall.

They were patriotic, but the patriotism of

despotic princes is self-love. They were
liberal in spending the revenues of the

state for the glory of their family. They
were brave, and led many nameless Man-
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tuans to die in forgotten battles for alien

quarrels which they never understood.

The succession of the Gonzagas was of four

captains, ending in 1407 ; four marquises, end-

ing in 1484 ; and ten dukes, ending in 1708.

The first of the captains was Luigi, as we
know. In his time the great Gothic fabric of

the Castello di Corte was built
; and, having

rebuilt the portions of the city wasted by
the sack, he devoted himself, as far as might
be in that age, to the arts of peace ; and it is

remembered of him that he tried to cure the

Mantuan air of its feverish unwholesomeness

by draining the swampy environs. During
his time, Petrarch, making a sentimental

journey to the birthplace of Virgil, was

splendidly entertained and greatly honoured

by him. For the rest, Can Grande of Verona
was by no means content with his hundred

thousand golden florins of spoil from the

sack of the city, but aspired to its seigniory,

declaring that he had understood Gonzaga
to have promised him it as the condition of

alliance against the Bonacolsi. Gonzaga con-

strued the contract differently, and had so

little idea of parting with his opinion, that

he fought the Scaligero on this point of dif-

ference till he died, which befell thirty years
after his election to the captaincy.
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Him his son Guide succeeded, a prince

already old at the time of his father's

death, and of feeble spirit. He shared his

dominion with his son Ugolino, excluding
the younger brothers from the dominion.

These, indignant at the partiality, one night
slew their brother Ugolino at a supper he

was giving ; and, being thereupon admitted

to a share in their father's government, had

no trouble in obtaining the pardon of the

Pope and Emperor. One of the murderers

died before the father; the other, named

Ludovico, was, on the death of Guido, in

1370, elected to the captaincy, and ruled

long, wisely, and well. He loved a peaceful
life ;

and though the Emperor confirmed

him in the honours conferred on him by the

Mantuans, and made him Vicar-imperial,

Ludovico declined to take part with GhibeL

lines against Guelphs, remained quietly at

home, and spent himself much in good works,
as if he would thus expiate his bloody crime.

He gathered artists, poets, and learned men
about him, and did much to foster all arts.

In his time Mantua had rest from war, and

grew to have twenty-eight thousand inhabi-

tants ; but it was not in the nature of a city

of the Middle Ages to be long without a

calamity of some sort, and it is a kind of re-
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lief to know that Mantua, under this peace-
ful prince, was well-nigh depopulated by a

pestilence.

In 1381 he died, and with his son Fran-

cesco the blood-letting began again. Indeed,
this captain spent nearly his whole life in

war with those pleasant people, the Visconti

of Milan. He had married the daughter of

Barnabo Visconti, but, discovering her to be

unfaithful to him, or believing her so, he

caused her to be put to death, refusing all

her family's intercessions for mercy. After

that a heavy sadness fell upon him, and he

wandered aimlessly about in many Italian

cities, and at last married a second time,

taking to wife Margherita Malatesta. He
was a prince of high and generous soul, and
of manly greatness rare in his time. There

came once a creature of the Visconti to him,
with a plot for secretly taking off hia

masters ; but the Gonzaga (he must have

been thought an eccentric man by his

neighbours) dismissed the wretch with scorn-

ful horror. I am sure the reader will be

glad to know that he finally beat the

Visconti in fair fight, and (the pest still

raging in Mantua) lived to make a pilgrimage
to the Holy Land. "When he returned, he

compiled the city's statutes, divided the
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town into four districts, and named its

streets. So he died.

And after this prince had made his end,

there came another Francesco, or Gian-

francesco, who was created Marquis of

Mantua by the Emperor Sigismund. He
was a friend of war, and having been the

ward of the Venetian Republic (Venice was
fond of this kind of trust, and sometimes

adopted princely persons as her children,

among whom the reader will of course

remember the Queen of Cyprus, and the

charming Bianca Capello, whose beauty and

skilful knowledge of the use of poisons made
her Grand Duchess of Tuscany some years
after she eloped from Venice), he became the

leader of her armies on the death of Carma-

gnola, who survived the triumphal reception

given him by the most Serene Senate only a

very short time. 1 The Gonzaga took Verona
and Padua for the republic, and met the

Milanese in many battles. Venice was
then insolently profuse with the spoils

of the Orient, and it is probable that the

1 It seems scarcely worth while to state the fact

that Carmagnola, suspected of treasonable corre-

spondence with the Visconti, was recalled to Venice

to receive distinguished honours from the republic.

The Senate was sitting in the hall of the Grand
Council when he appeared, and they detained him
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Marquis of Mantua acquired there that taste

for splendour which he introduced into his

hitherto frugal little state. We read of

his being in Venice in 1414, when the

Jewellers and Goldsmiths' Guild gave a

tournament in the Piazza San Marco,

offering as prizes to the victorious lances a

collar enriched with pearls and diamonds,
the work of the jewellers, and two helmets

excellently wrought by the goldsmiths.
On this occasion the Gonzaga, with two
hundred and sixty Mantuan gentlemen,
mounted on superb horses, contested the

prizes with the Marquis of Ferrara, at the

head of two hundred Ferrarese, equally

mounted, and attended by their squires and

pages, magnificently dressed. There were

sixty thousand spectators of the encounter.
" Both the Marquises," says Mutinelli in

his Annali Urbani,
"
being each assisted

by fourteen well-armed cavaliers, combated

valorously at the barrier, and were both

judged worthy of the first prize : a Mantuan
cavalier took the second.

"

there with various compliments till night fell. Then,
instead of lights, the Sbirri appeared, and seized

Carmagnola.
"

I am a dead man," he exclaimed, on

beholding them. And so indeed lie was ; for, three

days after, he was led out of prison, and beheaded be-

tween the pillars of the Piazzetta.
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The Marquis Gonzaga was the first of his

line who began that royal luxury of palaces
with which Mantua was adorned. He com-

menced the Ducal Palace ; but before he

went far with the work, he 'fell a prey to

the science then much affected by Italian

princes, but still awaiting its last refine-

ment from the gifted Lucrezia Borgia. The

poor Marquis was poisoned by his wife's par-

amour, and died in the year 1444. Against
this prince, our advocate Arrighi records

the vandalism of causing to be thrown down
and broken in pieces the antique statue of

Virgil, which stood in one of the public

places of Mantua, and of which the head is

still shown in the Museum of the city. In

all times, the Mantuans had honoured, in

divers ways, their great poet, and at certain

epochs had coined money bearing his face.

With the common people he had a kind of

worship (more likely as wizard than as poet),

and they celebrated annually some now-for-

gotten event by assembling with songs and
dances about the statue of Virgil, which

was destroyed by the uncle of the Marquis,

Malatesta, rather than by the Marquis's
own order. This ill-conditioned person is

supposed to have been "vexed because our

Maiituan people thought it their highest
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glory to be fellow-citizens of the prince of

poets." We can better sympathise with

the advocate's indignation at this barbarity
than with his blame of Francesco for having

consented, by his acceptance of the mar-

quisate, to become a prince of the Roman

Empire. Mantua was thus subjected to the

Emperors, but liberty had long been extin-

guished ; and the voluntary election of the

Council, which bestowed the captaincy on

each succeeding generation of the Gonzagas,
was a mere matter of form, and of course.

The next prince, Lodovico Gonzaga, was
an austere man, and had been bred in a

hard school, if I may believe some of our

old chroniclers, whom, indeed, I sometimes

suspect of being not altogether faithful. It

is said that his father loved his younger
brother better than him, and that Lodovico

ran away in his boyhood, and took refuge
with his father's hereditary enemies, the

Visconti. To make dates agree, it must
have been the last of these, for the line

failed during Lodovico's time, and he had

wars with the succeeding Sforza. In the

day of his escapade, Milan was at war with

Mantua and with Venice, and the Marquis

Gonzaga was at the head of the united

armies, as we have already seen. So the
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father and son met in several battles ;

though the Visconti, out of love for the

boy, and from a sentiment of piety some-

what amazing in them, contrived that he

should never actually encounter his parent
face to face. Lodovico came home after the

wars, wearing a long beard ; and his mother

called her son " the Turk," a nickname that

he never lost.

II Turco was a lover of the arts and of

letters, and he did many works to enrich

and beautify the city. He established the

first printing-office in Mantua, where the

first book printed was the Decamerone

of Boccaccio. He founded a college of advo-

cates, and he dug canals for irrigation ; and

the prosperity of Mantuan manufacturers in

his time may be inferred from the fact that,

when the King of Denmark paid him a visit,

in 1474, the merchants decked theirshopswith

five thousand pieces of fine Mantuan cloth.

The Marquis made his brilliant little court

the resort of the arts and letters ; and hither

from Florence came once the elegant Politian,

who composed his tragedy of Orfeo in Man-

tua, and caused it to be first represented
before Lodovico. But it must be confessed

that this was a soil in which art flourished

better than literature, and that even born
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Mantuan poets went off, after a while, and

blossomed in other air. The painter Man-

tegna, whom the Marquis invited from

Padua, passed his whole life here, painting
for the Marquis in the palaces and churches.

The prince loved him, and gave him a house,

and bestowed other honours upon him
; and

Mantegna executed for Lodovico his famous

pictures representing the Triumph of Julius

Cffisar.
1 It was divided into nine compart-

ments, and, as a frieze, went round the

upper part of Lodovico's newly erected

palace of San Sebastian. Mantegna also

painted a hall in the Castello di Corte,

called the Stanza di Mantegna, and there,

among other subjects of fable and of war,
made the portraits of Lodovico and his wife.

It was partly the wish to see such works of

Mantegna as still remained in Mantua that

took us thither ; and it was chiefly this wish

that carried us, the morning after our ar-

rival, to the Castello di Corte, or the Ducal

Palace. Our thirst for Mantegnas was
destined to be in no degree satisfied in this

pile, but it was full of things to tempt us to

forget Mantegna, and to make us more and
more interested in the Gonzagas and their

Mantua.
i Now at Hampton Court.
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It is taken for granted that no human

being ever yet gained an idea of any build-

ing from the most artful description of it ;

but if the reader cares to fancy a wide piazza,

or open square, with a church upon the left

hand, immense, uninteresting edifices on the

right, and an ugly bishop's palace of Renais-

sance taste behind him, he may figure before

him as vastly and magnificently as he pleases

the superb Gothic front of the Castello di

Corte. This fa9ade is the only one in Italy

that reminds you of the most beautiful build-

ing in the world, the Ducal Palace at

Venice ; and it does this merely by right of

its short pillars and deep Gothic arches in

the ground story, and the great breadth of

wall that rises above them, unbroken by the

second line of colunms which relieves and

lightens this wall in the Venetian palace.

It stands at an extremity of the city, upon
the edge of the broad fresh-water lagoon,
and is of such extent as to include within its

walls a whole court-city of theatre, church,

stables, playground, course for riding, and

several streets. There is a far older edifice

adjoining the Castello di Corte, which Guido
Bonacolsi began, and which witnessed the

bloody end of his line, when Louis Gonzaga

surprised and slew his last successor. But
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the palace itself is all the work of the

Gonzagas, and it remains the monument of

their kingly state and splendid pride.

It is known that the works of Mantegna
suffered grievously in the wars of the last

century, and his memory has faded so dim
in this palace where he wrought, that the

Custode could not understand the curiosity

of the foreigners concerning the old painter ;

and certainly Giulio Romano has stamped
himself more ineffaceably than Mantegna
upon Mantua. In the Ducal Palace are seen

vividly contrasted the fineness and strength,
the delicacy and courage of the fancy, which,
rather than the higher gift of imagination,
characterise Giulio's work. There is such

an airy refinement and subtle grace in the

pretty grotesques with which he decorates a

chamber ; there is such daring luxury of

colour and design in the pictures, for which
his grand halls are merely the frames. No
doubt I could make fine speeches about

these paintings ; but who, not seeing them,
would be the wiser, after the best descrip-
tion and the choicest critical disquisition ?

In fact, the travellers themselves found it

pleasanter, after a while, to yield to the

guidance of the Custode, and to enjoy the

stupider marvels of the place, than to do the
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set and difficult admiration of the works of

art. So, passing the apartments in good

preservation (the Austrian Emperors had

taken good care of some parts of the palace

of one of their first Italian possessions), they
did justice to the splendour of the satin

beds and the other upholstery work
; they

admired rich carpentering and costly toys ;

they dwelt on marvellous tapestries (among
which the tapestry copies of Raphael's

cartoons, woven at Mantua in the fifteenth

century, are certainly worthy of wonder) ;

and they expressed the proper amazement at

the miracles of art which caused figures fres-

coed in the ceilings to turn with them, and

follow and face them from whatever part of

the room they chose to look. Nay, they
even enjoyed the Hall of the Rivers, on the

sides of which the usual river-gods were

painted, in the company of the usual pottery,
from which they pour their founts, and at

the end of which there was an abominable

little grotto of what people call, in modem
landscape-gardening, rock-work, out of the

despair with which its unmeaning ugliness
fills them. There were busts of several

Mantuan duchesses in the gallery, which

were interesting, and the pictures were so

bad as to molest no one. There was, besides
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all this, a hanging-garden in this small Baby-
lon, on which the travellers looked with a

doleful regret that they were no longer of

the age when a hanging-garden would have

brought supreme comfort to the soul. It

occupied a spacious oblong, had a fountain

and statues, trees and flowers, and would

certainly have been taken for the surface of

the earth, had not the Custode proudly

pointed out that it was 011 a level with the

second floor, on which they stood.

After that they wandered through a series

of unused, dismantled apartments and halls,

melancholy with faded fresco, dropping
stucco, and mutilated statues of plaster, and
came at last upon a balcony overlooking the

Cavallerizza, which one of the early dukes

built after a design by the inevitable Giulio

Romano. It is a large square, and was
meant for the diversion of riding on horse-

back. Balconies go all round it between
those thick columns, finely twisted, as we
see them in that cartoon of Raphael,

' ' The

Healing of the Lame Man at the Beautiful

Gate of the Temple ;

" and here once stood

the jolly dukes and the jolly ladies of their

light-hearted court, and there below rode

the gay, insolent, intriguing courtiers, and
outside groaned the city under the heavy
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extortions of the tax-gatherers. It is all in

weather-worn stucco, and the handsome

square is planted with trees. The turf was

now cut and carved by the heavy wheels

of the Austrian baggage-wagons constantly

passing through the court to carry munitions

to the fortress outside, whose black guns

grimly overlook the dead lagoon. A sense

of desolation had crept over the sightseers,

with that strange sickness of heart which

one feels in the presence of ruin not to be

lamented, and which deepened into actual

pain as the Custode clapped his hands and
the echo buffeted itself against the forlorn

stucco, and up from the trees rose a score of

sullen, slumberous owls, and flapped heavily
across the lonesome air with melancholy
cries. It only needed, to crush these poor

strangers, that final touch which the Custode

gave, as they passed from the palace through
the hall in which are painted the Gonzagas,
and in which he pointed out the last Duke
of Mantua, saying he was deposed by the

Emperor for
' '

felony,
" and somehow convey-

ing the idea of horse-stealing and counter-

feiting on the part of his Grace.

A very different man from this rogue was
our old friend Lodovico, who also, however,
had his troubles. He was an enemy of the
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Ghibellines, and fought them a great deal.

Of course he had the habitual wars with

Milan, and he was obliged to do battle with

his own brother Carlo to some extent. This

Gonzaga had been taken prisoner by Sforza ;

and Lodovico, having paid for him a ran-

som of sixty thousand florins of gold (which
Carlo was scarcely worth), seized the frater-

nal lands, and held them in pledge of repay-
ment. Carlo could not pay, and tried to

get back his possessions by war. Vexed
with these and other contentions, Lodovico

was also unhappy in his son, whose romance

I may best tell in the words of the history,
1

from which I take it :

" Lodovico Gonzaga, having agreed with

the Duke of Bavaria to take his daughter

Margherita as wife for his (Lodovico's) first-

born, Federico, and the young man having
refused her, Lodovico was so much enraged
that he sought to imprison him

; but the

Marchioness Barbara, mother of Federico,

caused him to fly from the city till his

father's anger should be abated. Federico

departed with six attendants;
2 but this

1 Volta : Storia di Mantova.
2 The Fioretto delle Cronache says

"
persons of

gentle condition."

VOL. II. X
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flight caused still greater displeasure to his

father, who now declared him banished, and

threatened with heavy penalties any one

who should give him help or favour. Fede-

rico, therefore, wandered about with these

six attendants in divers places, and finally

arrived in Naples ; but having already spent
all his substance, and not daring to make
himself known for fear of his father, he fell

into great want, and so into severe sickness.

His companions, having nothing wherewith

to live, and not knowing any trade by
which to gain their bread, did menial ser-

vices fit for day-labourers, and sustained

their lord with their earnings, he remaining
hidden in a poor woman's house where they
all dwelt.

" The Marchioness had sent many mes-

sengers in divers proA
7inces with money to

find her son, but they never heard any news
of him ; so that they thought him dead, not

hearing anything, either, of his attendants.

Now it happened that one of those who

sought Federico came to Naples, and pre-
sented himself to the king with a letter

from the said lady, praying that he should

make search in his territory for a company
of seven men, giving the name and descrip-

tion of each. The king caused this search
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to be made by the heads of the district;

and one of these heads told how in his

district there were six Lombard men (not

knowing of Federico, who lay ill), but that

they were labourers, and of base condition.

The king determined to see them ; and they

being come before him, he demanded who

they were, and how many ; as they were

not willing to discover their lord, on being
asked their names they gave others, so that

the king, not being able to learn anything,
would have dismissed them. But the mes-

senger sent by the Marchioness knew them,
and said to the king,

'

Sire, these are the

attendants of him whom I seek; but they
have changed their names. ' The king caused

them to be separated one from another, and

then asked them of their lord ; and they,

finding themselves separated, minutely nar-

rated everything ; and the king immediately
sent for Federico, whom his officers found

miserably ill on a heap of straw. He was

brought to the palace, where the king
ordered him to be cared for, sending the

messenger back to his mother to advise her

how the men had been found, and in what

great misery. The Marchioness went to

her husband, and, having cast herself at his

feet, besought him of a grace. The Marquis
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answered that he would grant everything, so

it did not treat of Federico. Then the lady

opened him the letter of the king of Naples,
which had such effect that it softened the

soul of the Marquis, showing him in how

great misery his son had been ; and so, giv-

ing the letter to the Marchioness, he said,
' Do that which pleases you.' The Mar-

chioness straightway sent the prince money,
and clothes to clothe him, in order that he

should return to Mantua ; and having come,
the son cast himself at his father's feet, im-

ploring pardon for himself and for his attend-

ants ; and he pardoned them, and gave
those attendants enough to live honourably
and like noblemen, and they were called the

Faithful of the House of Gonzaga, and from

them come the Fedeli of Mantua.

"The Marquis then, not to break faith,

caused Federico to take Margherita, daugh-
ter of the Duke of Bavaria, for his wife, and

celebrated the nuptials splendidly ; so that

there remained the greatest love between

father and son."

The son succeeded to the father's domi-

nion in 1478 ; and it is recorded of him in

the Flower of the Chronicles, that he was a

hater of idleness, and a just man, greatly
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beloved by his people. They chiefly ob-

jected to him that he placed a Jew, Eusebio

Malatesta, at the head of civil affairs ; and
this Jew was indeed the cause of great mis-

chief : for Bidolfo Gonzaga, coming to re-

side with his wife for a time at the court of

his brother the Marquis, Malatesta fell in

love with her. She repelled him ; and the

bitter Jew thereupon so poisoned her hus-

band's mind with accusations against her

that he took her home to his town of Laz-

zaro, and there put the unhappy and inno-

cent lady to death by the headsman's hand
in the great square of the city.

Federico was Marquis only six years, and
died in 1484, leaving his marquisate to his

son Francesco, the most ambitious, warlike,

restless, splendid prince of his magnificent
race. This Gonzaga wore a beard, and

brought the custom into fashion in Italy

again. He founded the famous breed of

Mantuan horses, and gave them about free-

handedly to other sovereigns of his acquaint-
ance. To the English king he presented a

steed which, if we may trust history, could

have been sold for almost its weight in gold.

He was so fond of hunting that he kept two
hundred dogs of the chase, and one hundred

and fifty birds of prey.
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Of course this Gonzaga was a soldier, and
indeed he loved war better even than hunt-

ing, and delighted so much in personal feats

of arms that, concealing his name and

quality, in order that the combat should be

in all things equal, he was wont to challenge
renowned champions wherever he heard of

them, and to meet them in the lists. Great

part of his life was spent in the field ; and
he fought in turn on nearly all sides of the

political questions then agitating Italy. In

1495 he was at the head of the Venetian

and other Italian troops when they beat

the French under Charles vni. at Taro, and

made so little use of their victory as to let

their vanquished invaders escape from them

after all. Nevertheless, if the Gonzaga did

not here show himself a great general he

did great feats of personal valour, pene-

trating to the midst of the French forces,

wounding the king, and with his own hand

taking prisoner the great Bastard of Bour-

bon. Venice paid him ten thousand ducats

for gaining the victory, such as it was, and
when peace was made he went to visit the

French king at Vercelli ; and there Charles

gave his guest a present of two magnificent

horses, which the Gonzaga returned yet
more splendidly in kind. About five years
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later he was again at war with the French,
and helped the Aragonese drive them out of

Naples. In 1506, Pope Julius IT. made him
leader of the armies of the Church (for he

had now quitted the Venetian service), and
he reduced the city of Bologna to obedience

to the Holy See. In 1509 he joined the

League of Cambray against Venice, and,

being made Imperial Captain-General, Wcis

taken prisoner by the Venetians. They
liberated him, however, the following year ;

and in 1513 we find him at the head of the

league against the French.

A curious anecdote of this Gonzaga's hos-

pitality is also illustrative of the anomalous

life of those times, when good faith had as

little to do with the intercourse of nations

as at present ; but good fortune, when she

appeared in the world, liked to put on a

romantic and melodramatic guise. An am-

bassador from the Grand Turk, on his way
to Rome, was taken by an enemy of the

Pope, despoiled of all his money, and left

planted, as the Italians expressively say, at

Ancona. This ambassador was come to

concert with Alexander vi. the death of

Bajazet's brother, prisoner in the Pope's

hands, and he bore the Pope a present of

50,000 gold ducats. It was Gian Delia
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Rovere who seized and spoiled him, and
sent the papers (letters of the Pope and

Sultan) to Charles vm. of France, to whom
Alexander had been obliged to give the

Grand Turk's brother. The magnificent

Gonzaga hears of the Turk's embarrassing

mischance, sends and fetches him to Mantua,
clothes him, puts abundant money in his

purse, and despatches him on his way. The

Sultan, in reward of this courtesy to his

servant, gave a number of fine horses to the

Marquis, who, possibly being tired of pre-

senting his own horses, returned the Porte a

ship-load of excellent Mantuan cheeses.

This interchange of compliments seems to

have led to a kind of romantic friendship
between the Gonzaga and the Grand Turk,
who did occasionally interest himself in the

affairs of the Christian dogs ; and who, when
Francesco lay prisoner at Venice, actually
wrote to the Senate, and asked his release

as a personal grace to him, the Grand Turk.

And Francesco was, thereupon, let go ; the

canny republic being willing to do the Sultan

any sort of cheap favour.

This Gonzaga, being so much engaged in

war, seems to have had little time for the

adornment of his capital. The Church of

Our Lady of Victory is the only edifice
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which he added to it ; and this was merely
in glorification of his own triumph over the

French at Taro. Mantegna painted an

altar-piece for it, representing the Marquis
and his wife on their knees before the Vir-

gin, in act of rendering her thanks for the

victory. The French nation avenged itself

for whatever wrong was done its pride in

this picture by stealing it away from Man-
tua in Napoleon's time ; and it now hangs
in the gallery of the Louvre.

Francesco died in 1519 ; and after him
his son, Federico n., the first Duke of

Mantua, reigned some twenty-one years,

and died in 1540. The marquisate in his

time was made a duchy by the Emperor
Charles v., to whom the Gonzaga had given
efficient aid in his wars against the French.

This was in the year 1530 ; and three years

later, when the Duke of Monferrato died,

and the inheritance of his opulent little

state was disputed by the Duke of Savoy,

by the Marquis of Saluzzo, and by the

Gonzaga, who had married the late Duke's

daughter, Charles's influence secured it to

the Mantuan. The dominions of the

Gonzagas had now reached their utmost

extent, and these dominions were not

curtailed till the deposition of Fernando
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Carlo in 1708, when Monferrato was

adjudged to the Duke of Savoy, and after-

wards confirmed to him by treaty. It was

separated from the capital of the Gonzagas

by a wide extent of alien territory, but they
held it with a strong hand, embellished the

city, and founded there the strongest citadel

in Italy.

Federico, after his wars for the Emperor,

appears to have reposed in peace for the

rest of his days, and to have devoted

himself to the adornment of Mantua and

the aggrandising of his family. His court

was the home of many artists ; and Titian

painted for him the Twelve Caesars, which

the Germans stole when they sacked the

city in 1630. But his great agent and best

beloved genius was Giulio Pippi, called

Romano, who was conducted to Mantua by
pleasant Count Baldassare Castiglione.

Pleasant Count Baldassare Castiglione !

whose incomparable book of the Cortigiano
succeeded in teaching his countrymen every

gentlemanly grace but virtue. He was
born at Casatico in the Mantovano, in the

year 1476, and went in his boyhood to be
schooled at Milan, where he learnt the pro-
fession of arms. From Milan he went to

Rome, where he exercised his profession of
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arms till the year 1504, when he was called

to gentler uses at the court of the elegant
Dukes of Urbino. He lived there as courtier

and court-poet, and he returned to Rome as

the ambassador from Urbino. Meantime
his liege, Francesco Gonzaga, was but poorly

pleased that so brilliant a Mantuan should

spend his life in the service and ornament of

other princes, and Castiglione came back
to his native country about the year 1516.

He married in Mantua, and there finished

his famous book of The Courtier, and
succeeded in winning back the favour of his

prince. Federico, the Duke, made him
ambassador to Rome in 1528 ; and Baldassare

did his master two signal services there,

he procured him to be named head of all

the Papal forces, and he found him Giulio

Romano. So the Duke suffered him to go
as the Pope's Nuncio to Spain, and Baldas-

sare finished his courtly days at Toledo in

1529.

The poet made a detour to Mantua on his

way to Spain, taking with him the painter,

whom the Duke received with many car-

esses, as Vasari says, presented him a house

honourably furnished, ordered provision for

him and his pupils, gave them certain brave

suits of velvet and satin, and, seeing that
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Giulio had no horse, called for his own
favourite Luggieri, and bestowed it on him.

Ah ! they knew how to receive painters,

those fine princes, who had merely to put
their hands into their people's pocket, and

take out what florins they liked. So the

Duke presently set the artist to work,

riding out with him through the gate of San

Bastiano to some stables about a bow-shot

from the walls, in the midst of a flat

meadow, where he told Giulio that he

would be glad (if it could be done without

destroying the old walls) to have such

buildings added to the stables as would
serve him for a kind of lodge, to come out

and merrily sup in when he liked. Where-

upon Giulio began to think out the famous

Palazzo del T.

This painter is an unlucky kind of man,
to whom all criticism seems to have agreed
to attribute great power and deny great

praise. Castiglione had found him at

Rome, after the death of his master

Raphael, when his genius, for good or for

ill, began for the first time to find original

expression. At Mantua, where he spent all

the rest of his busy life, it is impossible not

to feel in some degree the force of this

genius. As in Venice all the Madonnas in
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the street corner shrines have some touch

of colour to confess the painter's subjection

to Titian or Tintoretto ; as in Vicenza the

edifices are all in Greekish taste, and stilted

upon pedestals in honour and homage to

Palladio ; as in Parma Correggio has never

died, but lives to this day in the mouths

and chiaroscuro effects of all the figures in

all the pictures painted there; so in

Mantua Giulio Romano is to be found in the

lines of every painting and every palace.

It is wonderful to see, in these little Italian

cities which have been the homes of great

men, how no succeeding generation has

dared to wrong the memory of them by

departing in the least from their precepts

upon art. One fancies, for instance, the

immense scorn with which the Vicentines

would greet the audacity of any young
architect who dared to think Gothic instead

of Palladian Greek, and how they would

put him to shame by asking him if he knew
more than Palladio about architecture !

Giulio Romano did a little of everything
for the Dukes of Mantua, from painting the

most delicate little fresco for a bedchamber,
to restraining the Po and the Mincio with

immense dykes, restoring ancient edifices and

building new ones, draining swamps and de-
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molishing and reconstructing whole streets,

painting palaces and churches, and designing
the city slaughter-house. He grew old and

very rich in the service of the Gonzagas ;
but

though Mrs. Jameson says he commanded

respect by a sense of his own dignity as an

artist, the Bishop of Casale, who wrote the

Annali di Mantova, says that the want of

nobility and purity in his style, and his
"
gallant inventions, were conformable to

his own sensual life, and that he did not

disdain to prostitute himself to the infamies

of Aretino."

His great architectural work in Mantua is

the Palazzo del T, or Te, as it is now writ-

ten. It was first called Palazza del T, from

the convergence of roads there in the form

of that letter ; and the modern Mautuans
call it Del Te, from the superstition, trans-

mitted to us by the Custode of the Ducal

Palace, that the Gonzagas merely used it

on pleasant afternoons to take tea in ! so

curiously has latter-day guidemanship inter-

preted the jolly purpose expressed by the

Duke to Giulio. I say nothing to control

the reader's choice between T and Te, and

merely adhere to the elder style out of rever-

ence for the past. It is certain that the air

of the plain on which the palace stands is
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most unwholesome, and it may have been

true that the dukes never passed the night
there. Federico did not intend to build

more than a lodge in this place ; but fasci-

nated with the design offered him by Giulio,

he caused the artist to go on, and contrive

him a palace instead. It stands, as Yasari

says, about a good bow-shot from one of the

city's gates ; and, going out to see the palace
on our second day in Mantua, we crossed a

drawbridge guarded by Austrian soldiers.

Below languished a bed of sullen ooze,

tangled and thickly grown with long, vil-

lanous grasses, and sending up a damp and

deathly stench, wrhich made all the faces we
saw look feverish and sallow. Already at

that early season the air was foul and

heavy, and the sun, faintly making himself

seen through the dun sky of the dull spring

day, seemed sick to look upon the place,

where, indeed, the only happy and lively

things were the clouds of gnats that danced

before us, and welcomed us to the Palazzo

del T. Damp ditches surround the palace,
in which these gnats seemed to have pecu-
liar pleasure ; and they took possession of

the portico of the stately entrance of the

edifice as we went in, and held it faithfully

till we returned.
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In one of the first large rooms are the

life-size portraits of the six finest horses of

the Gonzaga stud, painted by the pupils of

Giulio Romano, after the master's designs.
The paintings attest the beauty of the Man-
tuan horses, and the pride and fondness of

their ducal owners ; and trustworthy critics

have praised their eminent truth. But it

is only the artist or the horseman who can

delight in them long ; and we presently left

them for the other chambers, in which the

invention of Giulio had been used to please

himself rather than his master. I scarcely
mean to name the wonders of the palace,

having, indeed, general associations with

them, rather than particular recollections of

them.

One of the most famous rooms is the

Chamber of Psyche (the apartments are not

of great size), of which the ceiling is by
Giulio and the walls are by his pupils. The
whole illustrates, with every variety of fan-

tastic invention, the story of Psyche as

told by Apuleius, and deserves to be curi-

ously studied as a part of the fair outside

of a superb and corrupt age, the inside of

which was full of rottenness. The civilisa-

tion of Italy, as a growth from the earliest

Pagan times, and only modified by Chris-
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tianity and the admixture of Northern blood

and thought, is yet to be carefully analysed ;

and until this analysis is made, discussion

of certain features must necessarily be in-

complete and unsatisfactory. No one, how-

ever, can stand in this Chamber of Psyche and

not feel how great reality the old mythology
must still have had, not only for the artists

that painted the room, but for the people
who inhabited it and enjoyed it. I do not

say that they believed it as they believed in

the vital articles of Christian faith, but that

they accepted it with the same spirit as they

accepted the martyrology of the Church ;

and that to the fine gentlemen and ladies of

the court, those jolly satyrs and careless

nymphs, those Cupids and Psyches, and
Dianas and Venuses, were of the same

verity as the Fathers of the Desert, the

Devil, and the great body of the saints. If

they did not pray to them, they swore by
them, and their names were much oftener

on their lips ; and the art of the time was so

thoroughly Pagan, that it forgot all Chris-

tian holiness, and clung only to heathen

beauty. When it had not actually a mytho-

logic subject to deal with, it paganised Chris-

tian themes. St. Sebastian was made to

look like Apollo, and Mary Magdalene was
VOL. II. O
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merely a tearful, triste Venus. There is

scarcely a ray of feeling in Italian art since

Raphael's time which suggests Christianity
in the artist, or teaches it to the beholder.

In confessedly Pagan subjects it was happi-

est, as in the life of Psyche, in this room j

and here it inculcated a gay and spirited

license, and an elegant absence of decency.
1

Returning to the city, we visited the house

of Giulio Romano, which stands in one of

the fine, lonesome streets, and at the out-

side of which we looked. The artist de-

signed it himself ; and it is very pretty, with

delicacy of feeling in the fine stucco orna-

mentation, but is not otherwise interesting.
We passed it, continuing our way toward

the Arsenal, near which we had seen the

women at work washing the linen coats of

the garrison in the twilight of the evening
before

;
and we now saw them again from

the bridge, on which we paused to look at

a picturesque bit of modern life in Mantua.

The ruin, in the famous room frescoed with the

Fall of the Giants commences on the very door-jambs,
which are painted in broken and tumbling brickwork ;

and throughout there is a prodigiousness which does

not surprise, and a bigness which does not impress.
In Kugler's Hand-book of Italian Painting are two illus-

trations, representing parts of the fresco which give
a fair idea of the whole.
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The washing-machine (when the successful

instrument is invented) may do its work as

well, but not so charmingly, as these Maii-

tuan girls did. They washed the linen in a

clear, swift-running stream, diverted from

the dam of the Mincio to furnish mill-power
within the city wall ; and we could look

down the watercourse past old arcades of

masonry half submerged in it, past pleasant

angles of houses and a lazy mill-wheel turn-

ing slowly, slowly, till our view ended in

the gallery of a time-worn palace, through
the columns of which was seen the blue

sky. Under the bridge the stream ran very

strong and lucid, over long, green, undulat-

ing water-grasses, which it loved to dimple
over and play with. On the right were the

laundresses under the eaves of a wooden

shed, each kneeling, as their custom is, in a

three-sided box, and leaning forward over

the washboard that sloped down into the

water. As they washed they held the linen

in one hand, and rubbed it with the other
;

then heaped it into a mass upon the board,

and beat it with great two-handed blows

of a stick. They sang, meanwhile, one of

those plaintive airs of which the Italian

peasants are fond, and which rose in inde-

scribable pathos, pulsing with their blows,
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and rhythmic with the graceful movement
of their forms. Many of the women were

young, though they were of all ages,

and the prettiest among them was third

from where we stood upon the bridge. She

caught sight of the sketch-book which one

of the travellers carried, and pointed it out

to the rest, who could hardly settle to their

work to be sketched. Presently an idle

baker, whose shop adjoined the bridge, came
out and leaned upon the parapet, and ban-

tered the girls. "They are drawing the

prettiest," he said, at which they all bridled

a little
;
and she who knew herself to be

prettiest hung her head and rubbed furi-

ously at the linen. Long before the artist

had finished the sketch, the lazy, good-
humoured crowd which the public practice
of the fine arts always attracts in Italy, had
surrounded the strangers, and were applaud-

ing, commenting, comparing, and absorbing

every stroke as it was made. When the

book was closed and they walked away, a

number of boys straggled after them some

paces, inspired by a curious longing and

regret, like that which leads boys to the

eager inspection of fireworks when they
have gone out. We lost them at the first

turning of the street, whither the melan-
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choly chorus of the women's song had also

followed us, and where it died pathetically

away.
In the evening we walked to the Piazza

Virgiliana, the beautiful space laid out and

planted with trees by the French, at the

beginning of this century, in honour of the

great Mantuan poet. One of its bounds

is the shore of the lake which sur-

rounds the city, and from which now rose

ghostly vapours on the still twilight air.

Down the slow, dull current moved one of

the picturesque black boats of the Po
; and

beyond, the level landscape had a pleasant
desolation that recalled the scenery of the

Middle Mississippi. It might have been

here in this very water that the first-born of

our first Duke of Mantua fell from his boat

while hunting water-fowl in 1550, and took

a fever of which he died only a short time

after his accession to the sovereignty of the

duchy. At any rate, the fact of the

accident brings me back from lounging up
and down Mantua to my grave duty of

chronicler. Francesco's father had left him
in childhood to the care of his uncle, the

Cardinal Hercules, who ruled Mantua with

a firm and able hand, increasing the income

of the state, spending less upon the ducal
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stud, and cutting down the number of

mouths at the ducal table from eight hun-

dred to three hundred and fifty-one. His

justice tended to severity rather than

mercy ; but reformers of our own time will

argue well of his heart, that he founded in

that time a place of refuge and retirement

for abandoned women. Good Catholics will

also be pleased to know that he was very
efficient in suppressing the black heresy of

Calvin, which had crept into Mantua in his

day, probably from Ferrara, where the

black heretic himself was then, or about

then, in hiding under the protection of the

ill-advised Marchioness Rene*e. The good
Cardinal received the Pope's applause for

his energy in this matter, and I doubt not

his hand fell heavily on the Calvinists. Of
the Duke who died so young, the Venetian

ambassador thought it worth while to write

what I think it worth while to quote, as

illustrating the desire of the Senate to have

careful knowledge of its neighbours: "He
is a boy of melancholy complexion. His

eyes are full of spirit, but he does not

delight in childish things, and seems secretly

proud of being lord. He has an excellent

memory, and shows much inclination for

letters."
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His brother Guglielmo, who succeeded

him in 1550, seems to have had the same

affection for learning ; but he was wilful,

harsh, and cruelly ambitious, and cared, an

old writer says, for nothing so much as

perpetuating the race of the Gonzagas in

Mantua. He was a hunchback, and some of

his family (who could not have understood

his character) tried to persuade him not to

assume the ducal dignity ; but his haughty
temper soon righted him in their esteem,
and it is said that all the courtiers put on

humps in honour of the Duke. He was not

a great warrior, and there are few pictur-

esque incidents in his reign. Indeed, nearly
the last of these in Mantuan history was the

coronation at Mantua of the excellent poet
Lodovico Ariosto, by Charles v., in 1532,

Federico n. reigning. But the Mantuans
of Guglielmo's day were not without their

sensations, for three Japanese ambassadors

passed through their city on the way to

Rome. They were also awakened to re-

ligious zeal by the reappearance of Pro-

testantism among them. The heresy was

happily suppressed by the Inquisition,

acting under Pius v., though with small

thanks to Duke William, who seems to

have taken no fervent part in the
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persecutions. "The proceedings," says

Cautu, writing before slavery had been

abolished,
" were marked by those punish-

ments which free America inflicts upon the

negroes to-day, and which a high conception
of the mission of the Church moves us to

deplore." The Duke must have made haste

after this to reconcile himself with the

Church ; for we read that two years later

he was permitted to take a particle of the

Blood of Christ from the church of St.

Andrea to that of Sta. Barbara, where he

deposited it in a box of crystal and gold,

and caused his statue to be placed before

the shrine in the act of adoring the relic.

Duke William managed his finances so

well as to leave his spendthrift son Vincenzo
a large sum of money to make away with

after his death. Part of this, indeed, he

had earned by obedience to his father's

wishes in the article of matrimony. The

prince was in love with the niece of the

Duke of Bavaria, very lovely, and certainly

high-born enough, but having unhappily

only sixty thousand crowns to her portion.
So she was not to be thought of, and

Vincenzo married the sister of the Duke of

Parma, of whom he grew so fond, that,

though two years of marriage brought them
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110 children, he could scarce be persuaded to

suffer her divorce. This happened, however,
and the prince's affections were next en-

gaged by the daughter of the Grand Duke of

Tuscany. The lady had a portion of three

hundred thousand crowns, which entirely
charmed the frugal-minded Duke William,
and Vincenzo married her.

There is not much to be said in praise of

Vincenzo ; but it ought to be remembered of

him, that at his solicitation the most clement

lord of Ferrara liberated from durance in

the hospital in St. Anna his poet Tasso,

whom he had kept shut in that madhouse
seven years. On his delivery, Tasso ad-

dressed his Discorso to Vincenzo's kinsman,
the learned Cardinal Scipio Gonzaga ; and
to this prelate he submitted for correction

the Gerusalemme, as did Guarini the Pastor

Fido.

When Vincenzo came to power he found

a fat treasury, which he enjoyed after the

fashion of the time, and which, having a

princely passion for every costly pleasure,
he soon emptied. He was crowned in 1587 ;

and on his coronation day rode through the

streets throwing gold to the people, after

the manner of the Maiituan Dukes. He
kept up an army of six thousand men,
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among a population of eighty thousand all

told ; and maintained as his bodyguard
"

fifty archers on horseback, who also served

with the arquebuse, and fifty light-horse-

men for the guard of his own person,
who were all excellently mounted, the

Duke possessing such a noble stud of

horses that he always had five hundred at

his service, and kept in stable one hundred

and fifty of marvellous beauty." He lent

the Spanish king two hundred thousand

pounds out of his father's sparings : and

when the Archduchess of Austria, Margher-

ita, passed through Mantua on her way to

wed Philip u. of Spain, he gave her a dia-

mond ring worth twelve thousand crowns.

Next after women, he was madly fond of

the theatre, and spent immense sums for

actors. He would not, indeed, cede in splen-

dour to the greatest monarchs, and in his

reign of fifteen years he squandered fifty

million crowns ! No one will be surprised
to learn from a contemporary writer in Man-

tua, that this excellent prince was adorned

with all the Christian virtues ; nor to be

told by a later historian, that in Vincenzo's

time Mantua was the most corrupt city in

Europe. A satire of the year 1601, which

this writer (Maffei) reduces to prose, says of
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that period: "Everywhere in Mantua are

seen feasts, jousts, masks, banquets, plays,

music, balls, delights, dancing. To these,

the young girls," an enormity in Italy,
" as well as the matrons, go in magnificent
dresses ; and even the churches are scenes

of love-making. Good mothers, instead of

teaching their daughters the use of the

needle, teach them the arts of rouging, dress-

ing, singing, and dancing. Naples and Milan

scarcely produce silk enough, or India and
Peru gold and gems enough, to deck out

female impudence and pride. Courtiers and

warriors perfume themselves as delicately as

ladies ; and even the food is scented, that

the mouth may exhale fragrance
No longer in Lydia nor in Cyprus, but in

Mantua, is fixfcd the realm of pleasure."
The Mantuans were a different people in the

old republican times, when a fine was im-

posed for blasphemy, and the blasphemer

put into a basket and drowned in the lake,

if he did not pay within fifteen days ; which

must have made profanity a luxury even

to the rich. But in that day a man had to

pay twenty soldi (seventy-five cents) if he

spoke to a woman in church
; and women

were not allowed even the moderate diver-

sion of going to funerals, and could not wear
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silk lace about the neck, nor have dresses

that dragged more than a yard, nor crowns

of pearls or gems, nor belts worth more than

ten livres (twenty-five dollars), nor purses
worth more than fifteen soldi (fifty cents).

Possibly as an antidote for the corruption

brought into the world with Vincenzo, there

was another Gonzaga born about the same

period, who became in due time Saint Louis

Gonzaga, and remains to this day one of the

most powerful friends of virtue to whom a

good Catholic can pray. He is particularly
recommended by his biographer, the Jesuit

Father Cesari, in cases of temptation, and

improving stories are told Italian youth of

the miracles he works under such circum-

stances. He vowed chastity for his own

part at an age when most children do not

know good from evil, and he carried the

fulfilment of this vow to such extreme, that,

being one day at play of forfeits with other

boys and girls, and being required to kiss

not one of the little maidens but her

shadow on the wall, he would not, prefer-

ring to lose his pawn.
San Luigi Gonzaga descended from that

Ridolfo who put his wife to death, and
his father was Marquis of Castiglione delle

Stivere. He was born in 1568, and, being
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the first son, was heir to the marquisate ;

but from his earliest years he had a call to

the Church. His family did everything

possible to dissuade him his father with

harshness, and his uncle, Duke William of

Mantua, with tenderness from his voca-

tion. The latter even sent a "bishop of

rare eloquence
"
to labour with the boy at

Castiglione ; but everything was done in

vain. In due time Luigi joined the Com-

pany of Jesus, renounced this world, and
died at Rome in the odour of sanctity, after

doing such good works as surprised every
one. His brother Ridolfo succeeded to the

marquisate, and fell into a quarrel with

Duke William about lands, which dispute

Luigi composed before his death. Aboiit all

which the Reverend Jesuit Father Tolomei
has shown how far heaviness can go in the

dramatic form, and has written a pitiless

play, wherein everybody goes into a con-

vent with the fall of the curtain. Till the

reader has read this play, he has never

(properly speaking) been bored. For the

happiness of mankind, it has not been trans-

lated out of the original Italian.

From the time of the first Vincenzo's

death, there are only two tragic events

which lift the character of Mantuan history
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above the quality of chronique scandaleme,

namely, the Duke Ferdinand's repudiation
of Camilla Faa di Casale, and the sack

of Mantua in 1630. The first of these

events followed close upon the demise of

the splendid Vincenzo ; for his son Fran-

cesco reigned but a short time, and died,

leaving a little daughter of three years to

the guardianship of her uncle, the Cardinal

Ferdinand. The law of the Mantuan suc-

cession excluded females ; and Ferdinand,

dispensed from his ecclesiastical functions

by the Pope, ascended the ducal throne.

In 1615, not long after his accession, as

the chronicles relate, in passing through a

chamber of the palace he saw a young girl

playing upon a cithern, and, being himself

young, and of the ardent temper of the Gon-

zagas, he fell in love with the fair minstrel.

She was the daughter of a noble servant of

the Duke, who had once been his ambas-

sador to the court of the Duke of Savoy,
and was called Count Ardizzo Faa Monfer-

riuo di Casale; the poor girl loved her

ducal wooer ; and besides, the crown was a

glittering temptation, and she consented to

a marriage which, for state and family

reasons, was kept secret. When the fact was

bruited, it raised the wrath and ridicule
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of Ferdinand's family, and the Duke's sister

Margaret, Duchess of Ferrara, had so lofty

a disdain of his mesalliance with an inferior,

that she drove him to desperation with her

sarcasms. About this time Camilla's father

died, with strong evidences of poisoning ;

and the wife being left helpless and friend-

less, her noble husband resorted to the arti-

fice of feigning that there had never been

any marriage, and thus sought to appease
his family. Unhappily, however, he had

given her a certificate of matrimony, which
she refused to surrender when he put her

away, so that the Duke, desiring afterwards

to espouse the daughter of the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, was obliged to present a coun-

terfeit certificate to his bride, who believed

it the real marriage contract, and destroyed
it. When the Duchess discovered the im-

position, she would not rest till she had

wrung the real document from Camilla,

under the threat of putting her son to death.

The miserable mother then retired to a con-

vent, and died of a broken heart, while Fer-

dinand disclaimed his only legitimate son.

After this, a kind of retribution, amid all

his political successes, seems to have pur-
sued the guilty Duke. His second wife

never ceased to distrust and reproach him :
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she could not believe him in anything
since the affair of the counterfeit marriage
contract. She was very religious, and em-

bittered Ferdinand's days with continued

sermons and reproofs, and made him order,

in the merry Mantuan court, all the devo-

tions commanded by her confessor.

So Ferdinand died childless, and, it is

said, in sore remorse, and was succeeded in

1626 by his brother Vincenzo, another hope
of the faith and light of the Church. His
brief reign lasted but one year, and was

ignoble as it was brief, and fitly ended the

direct line of the Gonzagas. Vincenzo,

though an ecclesiastic, never studied any-

thing, and was disgracefully ignorant. Lack-

ing the hereditary love of letters, he had not

the warlike boldness of his race ; and re-

sembled his ancestors only in the love he

bore to horses, hunting, and women. He
was enamoured of the widow of one of his

kinsmen, a woman no longer young, but of

still agreeable person, strong will, and quick

wit, and of a fascinating presence, which

Vincenzo could not resist. The excellent

prince was wooing her,when he received the

nomination of cardinal from Pope Paul v.,

and Vincenzo bundled up the cardinal's

purple and sent it back, with a very careless
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and ill-mannered letter to the ireful Pope,
who swore never to make another Gonzaga
cardinal He then married the widow, but

soon wearied of her, and spent the rest of

his days in vain attempts to secure a divorce,

in order to be restored to his ecclesiastical

benefices. And one Christmas morning he

died childless ; and three years later the

famous sack of Mantua took place. The
events leading to this crime are part of one

of the most complicated episodes of Italian

history.

Ferdinand, as guardian of his brother's

daughter Maria, claimed the Duchy of Mon-
ferrato as part of his dominion; but his

claim was disputed by Maria's grandfather,
the Duke of Savoy, who contended that it

reverted to him, on the death of his

daughter, as a fief which had been added

to Mantua merely by the intermarriage of

the Gonzagas with his family. He was

supported in this claim by the Spaniards,
then at Milan. The Venetians and the

German Emperor supported Ferdinand, and
the French advanced the claim of a third, a

descendant of Lodovico Gonzaga, who had
left Mantua a century before, and entered

upon the inheritance of the Duchy of

Nevers-Rethel. The Duke of Savoy was

VOL. II. P
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one of the boldest of his warlike race
; and

the Italians had great hopes of him as one

great enough to drive the barbarians out of

Italy. But nearly three centuries more
were wanted to raise his family to the

magnitude of a national purpose ; and Carlo

Ernanuel spent his greatness in disputes
with the petty princes about him. In this

dispute for Monferrato he was worsted ; for

at the treaty of Pavia, Monferrato was
assured to Duke Ferdinand of Mantua.

Ferdinand afterwards died without issue,

and Vicenzo likewise died childless ; and

Charles Gonzaga of Nevers-Rethel, who had

married Maria, Ferdinand's ward, became
heir to the Duchy of Mantua, but his right
was disputed by Ferrante Gonzaga of

Guastalla. Charles hurriedly and half

secretly introduced himself into Mantua
without consultation with Venetian, Span-

iard, or German. While Duke Olivares of

Spain was meditating his recognition, his

officer at Milan tried to seize Mantua and
failed ; but the German Emperor had been

even more deeply offended, and claimed the

remission of Charles's rights as a feudatory
of the Roman Empire, until he should have

regularly invested him. Charles prepared
for defence. Meanwhile Spain and Savoy
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seized Monferrato, but they were afterwards

defeated by the French, and the Spanish
Milanese was overrun by the Venetians and
Mantuans. The German Emperor then sent

down his Landsknechts, and in 1630 be-

sieged Mantua, while the French pro-
mised help and gave none, and the Pope
exhorted Charles to submit. The Vene-

tians, occupied with the Uskok pirates,

could do little in his defence. To the

horrors of this unequal and desperate war
were added those of famine ; and the Jews,

passing between the camp and the city,

brought a pest from the army into Mantua,
which raged with extraordinary violence

among the hungry and miserable people.

In vain they formed processions, and

carried the Blood of Christ about the city.

So many died that there were not boats

enough to bear them away to their sepulture
in the lakes, and the bodies rotted in the

streets. There was not wanting at this

time the presence of a traitor in the devoted

city ;
and that this wretch was a Swiss will

be a matter of no surprise. The despicable
valour of these republicans has everywhere
formed the best defence of tyrants, and
their fidelity has always been at the service

of the highest bidder. The recreant was a
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lieutenant in the Swiss Guard of the Duke ;

and when he had led the Germans into

Mantua, and received the reward of his

infamy, two German soldiers, placed over

him for his protection, killed him and

plundered him of his spoil.

The sack now began, and lasted three

days, with unspeakable horrors. The Ger-

mans (then the most slavish and merci-

less of soldiers) violated Mantuan women,
and buried their victims alive. The harlots

of their camp cast off their rags, and, robing
themselves in the richest spoils they could

find, rioted with brutal insult through the

streets, and added the shame of drunken

orgies to the dreadful scene of blood and

tears. The Jews were driven forth almost

naked from the Ghetto. The precious
monuments of ages were destroyed ; or such

as the fury of the soldiers spared the avar-

ice of their generals consumed ; and pic-

tures, statues, and other works of art were

stolen and carried away. The churches

were plundered, the sacred houses of re-

ligion were sacked, and the nuns who did

not meet a worse fate went begging through
the streets.

The imperial general, Aldringher, had,

immediately upon entering the city, ap-
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propriated the Ducal Palace to himself as

his share of the booty. He placed a strong

guard around it, and spoiled it at leisure

and systematically, and gained fabulous

sums from the robbery. After the sack was

ended, he levied upon the population (from
whom his soldiers had forced everything
that terror and torture could wring from

them) four contributions, amounting to a

hundred thousand doubloons. This popu-
lation had, during the siege and sack, been

reduced from thirty to twelve thousand ;

and Aldringher had so thoroughly accom-

plished his part of the spoliation, that the

Duke Charles, returning after the with-

drawal of the Gennans, could not find in

the Ducal Palace so much as a bench to sit

upon. He and his family had fled half

naked from their beds on the entry of the

Germans, and, after a pause in the citadel,

had withdrawn to Ariano, whence the Duke
sent ambassadors to Vienna to expose his

miserable fate to the Emperor. The con-

duct of Aldringher was severely rebuked at

the capital ; and the Empress sent Carlo's

wife ten thousand zecchini, with which

they returned at length to Mantua. It is

melancholy to read how his neighbours had

to compassionate his destitution; how the
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Grand Duke of Tuscany sent him uphol-

stery for two state chambers ; how the Duke
of Parma supplied his table-service ; how
Alfonso of Modena gave him a hundred

pairs of oxen, and as many peasants to till

his desolated lands. His people always
looked upon him with evil eyes, as the

cause of their woes ; and after a reign of ten

years he died of a broken heart, or, as some

thought, of poison.

Carlo had appointed as his successor his

nephew and namesake, who succeeded to

the throne ten years after his uncle's death,

the Princess Maria Gonzaga being regent

during his minority. Carlo n. early mani-

fested the amorous disposition of his blood,

but his reign was not distinguished by
remarkable events. He was of imperial

politics during those interminable French-

Austrian wars, and the French desolated his

dominions more or less. In the time of this

Carlo ii., we read of the Jews being con-

demned to pay the wages of the Duke's

archers for the extremely improbable crime

of killing some Hebrews who had been

converted ; and there is an account of the

Duchess going on foot to the sanctuary of

Our Lady of Grace, to render thanks for her

son's recovery from a fever, and her daugh-
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ter's recovery from the bite of a monkey.
Mantua must also have regained something
of its former gaiety ; for in 1652 the Aus-

trian Archdukes and the Medici spent
Carnival there. Carlo u. died, like his

father, with suspicions of poisoning and un-

doubted evidences of debauchery. He was
a generous and amiable prince ; and, though
a shameless profligate, was beloved by his

subjects, with whom, no doubt, his profli-

gacy was not a reproach.
Ferdinand Carlo, whose ignoble reign

lasted from 1665 to 1708, was the last and

basest of his race. The histories of his

country do not attribute a single virtue

to this unhappy prince, who seems to have

united in himself all the vices of all the

Gonzagas. He was licentious and depraved
as the first Vincenzo, and he had not Vin-

cenzo's courage ; he was luxurious as the

second Francesco, but had none of his gene-

rosity ; he taxed his people heavily that he

might meanly enjoy their substance without

making them even the poor return of na-

tional glory ; he was grasping as Guglielmo,
but saved nothing to the state ; he was as

timid as the second Vincenzo, and yet made
a feint of making war, and went to Hungary
at one time to fight against the Turk. But
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he loved far better to go to Venice in his

gilded barge, and to spend his Carnivals

amid the infinite variety of that city's dis-

soluteness. He was so ignorant as scarcely

to be able to write his name ; but he knew
all vicious things from his cradle, as if, in-

deed, he had been gifted to know them by
instinct through the profligacy of his parents.

It is said that even the degraded Mantuans
blushed to be ruled by so dull and ignorant
a wretch : but in his time, nevertheless,

Mantua was all rejoicings, promenades, plea-
sure voyages, and merry-makings.

' ' The
Duke recruited women from every country
to stock his palace," says an Italian author,
" where they played, sang, and made merry
at his will and theirs." " In Venice," says

Volta, "he surrendered himself to such diver-

sions without shame, or stint of expense.
He not only took part in all public enter-

tainments and pleasures of that capital, but

he held a most luxurious and gallant court

of his own ; and all night long his palace
was the scene of theatrical representations

by dissolute women, with music and ban-

queting, so that he had a worse name than

Sardanapalus of old." He sneaked away to

these gross delights in 1700, while the Em-

peror was at war with the Spaniards, and
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left his Duchess (a brave and noble woman,
the daughter of Ferrante Gonzaga, Duke of

Guastalla) to take care of the duchy, then

in great part occupied by Spanish and

French forces. This was the war of the

Spanish Succession ; and it used up poor

Ferdinand, who had not a shadow of inter-

est in it. He had sold the fortress of Casale

to the French in 1681, feigning that they
had taken it from him by fraud ; and now
he declared that he was forced to admit

eight thousand French and Spanish troops
into Mantua. Perhaps indeed he was, but

the Emperor never would believe it ; and
he pronounced Ferdinand guilty of felony

against the Empire, and deposed him from

his duchy. The Duke appealed against this

sentence to the Diet of Ratisbon, and, pend-

ing the Diet's decision, made a journey of

pleasure to France, where the Grand Monarch
named him generalissimo of the French

forces in Italy, though he never commanded
them. He came back to Mantua after a

little, and built himself a splendid theatre

the cheerful Duke.

But his end was near. The French and
Austrians made peace in 1707 ; and next

year, Monferrato having fallen to Savoy,
the Austrians entered Mantua, whence the
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Duke promptly fled. The Austrians marched

into Mantua on the 29th of February, that

being leap year, and Ferdinand came back

no more. Indeed, trusting in false hopes of

restoration held out to him by Venice and

France, he died on the 5th of the July fol-

lowing, at Padua, it was said by poison,

but more probably of sin and sorrow. So

ended Ducal Mantua.

The Austrians held the city till 1797.

The French Revolution took it and kept it

till 1799, and then left it to the Austrians

for two years. Then the Cisalpine Republic

possessed it till 1802 ; and then it was made

part of the Kingdom of Italy, and so con-

tinued twelve years ; after which it fell

again to Austria. In 1848 there was a re-

volution, and the Austrian soldiers stole the

precious silver case that held the phial of

the true Blood. Now at last Mantua

belongs to the Kingdom of Italy, with the

other forts of the Quadrilateral.
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A tale of baffled aspirations awakes a pity in her

simple and tender nature which the unfortunate

priest mistakes for a deeper passion. The develop-
ment of this feeling, and the death of Don Ippolito,
after the discovery of his failure in the supreme
agony of his life, are told with an inexpressible
grace and chann. Oxford Magazine.

"A Foregone Conclusion ranks as Mr. Howells's
best : the plot is very simple. It is the greatest
triumph of the artist that out of mateiials so little

idealised he should have produced a story of such

enduring and pathetic interest." The Times.



A CHANCE ACQUAINTANCE.
1 vol., price Is.

rread
a novel by W. D. HOWELLS is a real

pleasure. He has a fine insight into human
nature, and works out the mental condition or

phase of character which he attaches to the personce
of his novels with admirable skill and delicacy.
His style is easy, and his diction elegant and flowing.
In the novel, A CHANCE ACQUAINTANCE, the
Author throws great interest around Miss Kitty
Ellison, a sweet, natural, unaffected girl, just enter-

ing upon the realities of life. While she and her

cousins, Colonel Ellison and his wife Fanny, are

taking a journey up the Saguenay Kiver, Mr.

Arbuton, the cold, egotistical Bostonian, comes upon
the scene. The characteristics of his nature are

well brought out in his intercourse with the Ellisons.

He becomes fascinated with Kitty, though inwardly
of opinion that she is far beneath him in station

and breeding, although in truth she is far his superior
in refinement and nobility of soul. He at last pro-
poses to Kitty, who accepts him upon conditions,
but with much misgiving. However, one day Mr.
Arbuton acts, on the occasion of his meeting with
two lady acquaintances from Boston, as if he were
ashamed of Kitty, and she breaks with him, and the

story ends without a marriage. Any one who wishes
to enjoy a thoroughly good and fascinating novel
should read A Chance Acquaintance. Dundee
Courier.

" The bright, courageous, light-hearted realism of
the whole, the gay charm of the principal char-

acters, the refined humour of some of the incidents,
the sentiment and style in which the pretty sparkling-

story is, as it were, embedded, were such as showed
a new artistic force at work, and announced a great
and original talent." The Times.



THEIE WEDDING JOUENEY.
1 vol., price Is.

rTIHE author of this says that "in attempting to

1 tell the reader of the WEDDING JOUKNEY
of a newly married couple, no longer very young, to
be sure, but still fresh in the light of their love, I
shall have nothing to do but to talk of some ordi-

nary traits of American life as these appeared to

them, to speak a little of well-known and easily
accessible places, to present now a bit of landscape,
and now a sketch of character." This passage
admirably describes the range of the work. The
country from Boston to Niagara and back, the style
of travel of our western cousins, their humour and
peculiarities, are all deftly wrought into a tale

which is charming from beginning to end. Dundee
Advertiser.

THE LADY OF THE AEOOSTOOK.
2 vols., price 2s.

are few more perfect stories than THE
LADY OF THE AKOOSTOOK. Lydia

Blood, its heroine, the young, pretty unsophisticated
school-marm from South Bradfield, Massachusetts,
finds herself crossing the Atlantic, alone and tin-

chaperoned, in the company of three young men,
two of them well-born and cultivated Bostonians.
Here is the situation on board the Aroostook. Lydia
Blood, a young school-teacher from an up-country
Massachusetts village, has been shipped off to

Europe by her aunt and grandfather, on a visit to

another aunt living at Venice. The old grandfather,
utterly ignorant of the ways of the world, comes to

Boston to arrange about, the journey. Referred to
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Captain Jenness, of the sailing ship Aroostook,
bound from Boston straight to Trieste, the old man
asks the good-natured captain to take charge of his

"little girl." The captain thinks the child may
be " a bother on the voyage ;" but, reflecting that
he is used to children, consents, and the grandfather
goes back to fetch Lydia. The captain's dismay
when " the little girl

"
turns out to be a slim, beau-

tiful, and well-dressed damsel, whom her confiding

grandfather leaves solely in his charge on the day
of sailing, is considerable, especially as he has

already promised berths to three young men, two of
them of excellent character and antecedents, the
third a youth of dissipated habits, whom out of com-

passion he had consented to take to Europe, in order
to try the reforming effects upon him of a sea-

voyage. Lydia has a few pangs of lonely disappoint-
ment when she finds out that there is neither
stewardess nor woman of any kind on board, and
the sight of the young men is an uncomfortable

surprise ;
but on the whole she is too ignorant and

too guileless to feel the awkwardness of the situation
as she should. And out of pure good feeling the

young men, after the first shock, determined that,
as far as in them lies, she shall never feel it.

The two friends Staniford and Dunham discuss
the situation after the first common meal of the

oddly assorted little company :

"As Dunham lit his cigar at Staniford's on deck, the
former said significantly,

' What a very American thing !

'

' What a bore,' answered the other. Dunham had never
been abroad, as one might imagine from his calling Lydia's
presence a very American thing ; but he had always con-
sorted with people who had lived in Europe, he read the
Revue des Deux Mondes habitually, and the London weekly
newspapers, and this gave him the foreign standpoint
from which he was fond of viewing his native world.
'
It 's incredible,' he added. ' Who in the world can she
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lie ?
'

Oh, I don't know,' returned Staniford, with a cold

disgust ;

'
I should object to the society of such a young

person for a month or six weeks, under the most favour-
able circumstances and with frequent respites ; but to be

imprisoned on the same ship with her, and to have her on
one's mind and in one's way the whole time, is more than
I bargained for. Captain Jenness should have told us ;

though, I suppose, he thought that if she could stand it

we might. There 's that point of view. But it takes all

ease and comfort out of the prospect.'"

At this point, however, the questionable youth, Mr.

Hicks, comes up to report all the gossip about

Lydia that he can glean from the cabin-boy, and

immediately the sympathies of the two friends set

strongly in her favour. Hicks finds himself severely
snubbed, and Staniford concludes that Lydia's un-

protected presence among them is
' '

plainly due to a

supernatural innocence on the part of herself and
her friends, which wouldn't occur among any other

people in the world but ours." They agree, so far

as they are able, to fi make her feel that there is

nothing irregular or uncommon in her being here as

she is." At the same time Staniford, the elder and
cleverer of the two friends, does not allow his

gentlemanly instincts to blind him to the comedy of

Lydia's Yankeeisms and curious bringing up. He
philosophically declares her beauty is only

"
part of

the general tiresomeness of the situation," and finds

perpetual entertainment in speculating with Dunham
as to the countrified views and feelings hidden under
the girl's quiet manner. Meanwhile the whole ship
devotes itself to taking care of Lydia. Dunham,
who is High Church, and engaged, befriends her
from a purely disinterested standpoint, the captain
watches over her as he would over one of his own
girls, the sailors show her little attentions, the

cabin-boy fetches and carries for her, and even Hicks,
now compulsorily sober and well-behaved, shows

Q
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himself pleasant and respectful. Only Staniford
holds aloof. He has a turn for character-reading,
and for a time prefers dissecting Lydia at a distance

to making friends with her. Of course the aim of

the story is to show how Staniford' s indifference

gives way first of all to the natural interest of a

yo\ing man in a young girl ;
then to jealousy, and,

lastly, to the mingled power of the young girl's beauty,
helplessness, and genuine refinement of nature.

The only incident, properly so called, in the voy-
age is afforded by Hicks's oiitbreak of drunkenness
at Gibraltar, and by Staniford' s meeting with some
fashionable friends of his at Messina. But every
page is interesting, and Lydia's Ute-d-tetes, now with

Dunham, now with Staniford, her musical relations

with Hicks, and the jealousy they arouse in Stani-

ford, and through it all her innocence, her naivete,
her unconsciousness in the midst of a situation which
would have proved intolerably embarrassing to any
one less ignorant and unworldly, make up a charming
picture. The plot begins to thicken towards the
climax with the appeai-ance of the Messina friends.

Their astonishment recalls Staniford to the oddity of

Lydia's position, and at the same time makes him
feel by contrast the peculiar rarity and simplicity of

her character. His love takes rapid and fiery shape,
and only his chivalrous scruples prevent his propos-
ing to her before they part at Trieste. He resolves,

however, to take no advantage of her loneliness, and
to wait till she is under her aunt's roof at Venice.
The complications to which this leads, and the cruel

way in which Lydia's eyes are opened at Venice to

the social solecism she has committed in crossing
the Atlantic without a chaperone, bring a vein of

pathos into the story, and supply the necessary re-

lief to the pretty little Utopia on board the Aroo-
stook. The. Times



THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.
2 vols.y price 2s.

THE
UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY, dealing with

Spiritualists and Shakers, keeps up our in-

terest unflagging to the close. Dr. Boynton, who
would investigate Spiritualism scientifically, who
would give the spirits every opportunity of appear-

ing, and who, consequently, does not mind "giving
them a lead" by getting things done at seances

which the spectators put down to the spirits, is a

well-drawn character. So is his daughter, who un-

willingly acts as his medium. While all through
we cannot help feeling that the Doctor is a humbug,
though an unconscious one, yet he is a likeable man,
and demands some sympathy for his aims, and for

his great disappointment in his daughter. The

family of the Shakers is described and presented to

us in no unkindly manner; there seems to be a

touch of Old-World simplicity about them, not con-

fined to their language, which has pleased Mr.

HOWELLS. Cambridge Review.

"From our own knowledge we can recommend

The Undiscovered Country as a book of careful

workmanship and accurate observation, written

from the American point of view, and without the

least apparent influence, either in style or point of

view, of English writers." Saturday Review.



A FEAKFUL RESPONSIBILITY

AND TONELLI'S MAEKIAGE.

1 vol., price 1.9.

Fis
one of Mr. HOWELLS'S lighter and more play-

ful works, in which he makes no attempt to

grapple with any such momentous questions as he
has discussed in his Modern Instance. Its scenes

are laid for the most part in Venice, during the time
of the American Civil War, when all loyal Americans
who went abroad felt bound to make some excuse to

themselves for turning their back on their country
in the hour of her need. Professor Owen Elmore
had left his home to gather materials for "A
Projected History of Venice," a project which,
partially to his own mind and entirely to the minds
of his friends, amply justified his absence. His

researches, his growing accumulation of materials,
his unfaltering diligence, and his ultimate abandon-
ment of his scheme, are described with that easy and

graceful touch which gives so great a charm to all

Mr. Howells's writings. His Fearful Responsibility
is the charge of a young and attractive girl, a friend

of his wife's. This guardianship, judiciously and

conscientiously exercised, places him in circum-
stances of amusing difficulty, and renders his Venetian
life far from uniformly easy. The glimpses we get
into the state of Venetian Society before the close of
the Austrian rule are also very significant. The story
throughout abounds in fine discriminative sketches
of character, pure and healthy humour, and exquisite
literary skill. Freeman.



A COUNTERFEIT PRESENTMENT

AND THE PARLOUR CAR.

1 vol.
, price Is.

THE
characters in this comedy are only five, and

the COUNTERFEIT PRESENTMENT is the

likeness of a roving young artist named Bartlett

to a scoundrel in Paris who, having won the heart of

"Constance Wyatt," forgesherfather's name. Further

intercourse with Miss Wyatt is, of course, peremp-

torily prohibited, and General Wyatt and his family
leave Paris. His wife and daughter, however, are

not informed of the cause which led the General

to expel Constance's lover from the house. But

Constance pines away, and the family return to

America, and seek repose under the same roof the

Ponkwasset Hotel, as that which is affording shelter

to Bartlett and his friend. Bartlett's extraordinary
likeness to the former lover of Constance causes

the young lady to faint. A scene ensues, and the

General is choleric until he discovers his mistake.

An explanation is given to the injured Bartlett, who

ultimately gives Miss Wyatt lessons in painting, with

what result the reader may imagine. At the end of

the book there is a farce entitled "The Parlour

Car.
"

Nottingham Guardian.



OUT OF THE QUESTION AND THE

SIGN OF THE SAVAGE.
1 vol., price Is.

OUT
OF THE QUESTION is a much shorter

story, written in a lighter and more playful
vein, but discussing with equal effectiveness the
social aspects of American life. Mr. HOWELLS is

proud of his country, and like the grand old

gardener, "smiles at the claims of long descent."
Goodness is the only nobility he recognises, and he

protests with manly indignation against the miser-
able apeing of respectability and social superiority
which is becoming too characteristic of many
Americans of the present day. He shows off their

weakness in a playful, semi-contemptuous manner,
turns the laugh against them, and makes them feel

(if they have any sensitiveness) how utterly absurd
their pride and ambition are. There is fully as

much need for the manly and healthful teachings of

Out of the Question on this side of the Atlantic
as on the other. Our English customs are frequently
a strange commentary on the precepts of the Gospel,
and we need in many ways a return to nature and
the primal laws of human life. Mr. Howells is

a great literary artist, and, what is better than

that, a healthy, moral teacher. The Freeman.
" Out of the Question has the light and airy

style of A Counterfeit Presentment, though we feel

bound to state that it is distinctly more humorous
than the latter.

(

Bellingham's diplomacy' is
* excellent fooling,' and affords the author very
comic situations, of which, as may be expected from
a lover of situations like Mr. Howells, he takes
full advantage.

"
Cambridge Review.

" The Sign of the Savage, a charming little tale

brimming over with fun.
" Westminster Review.



VENETIAN LIFE.

2 vols., price 2s.

WHO
that has ever read any of Mr. HOWELLS'S

writings has not been struck and charmed
by their wonderful fluency and brilliance ? Writers
there are who achieve transient distinction and
popularity by ministering to the demands of a
low taste

;
but Mr. Howells has won for himself

a truly high reputation by legitimate merit. His

pages are unsullied with anything even remotely
approaching those ignoble tricks by which less

scrupulous purveyors of light literature seek favour.

Thanks to the enterprise of Mr. Douglas, who has
issued cheap author's editions of Mr. Howells's

works, the British public, not less than the millions
of the American Continent, are being made ac-

quainted with the rare attractions of the eminent
writer's productions. In the volumes under notice
we have a picturesque and comprehensive view of
Venetian life under all its phases. Mr. Howells is,

indeed, an incomparable cicerone. He takes the
reader to every place of interest in Venice, intro-

duces him to the inner and outer society of the

city, shows him the Venetian at work and in the
midst of holiday festivities, discoursing meantime in

a fascinating manner about the history, commerce,
and general characteristics of the place. Thus,
while seated by the fireside, one is treated to an

imaginary trip of absorbing interest. Newcastle
Chronicle.

" Mr. Howells's book is really charming. He may
or may not be greater as a novelist than Dickens or

Thackeray, but he certainly has the faculty of being
most entertaining." Glasgow Herald.



ITALIAN JOUENEYS.
2 vols,, price 2s.

IN
these two pocket volumes Mr. HOWELLS graphi-
cally describes a visit to several of the most

celebrated cities of Italy. Making Venice his start-

ing-point, he proceeds, in the first volume to Padua,
Ferrara, Bologna, Genoa, Naples, and Pompeii, to

the " sacred city ;" in the second, some minor tours
to Pisa, Trieste, etc. form the principal features.

Mr. Howells is an American writer who has made
himself thousands of appreciative readers in this

country, and this record of travel is undoubtedly one
of his best works. His descriptions are removed as

far as possible from the "guide-book" style, and com-

bine, in the happiest manner, graceful verbal pictures,
valuable information, and intelligent comment.
The little books are neatly printed, in paper covers,
uniform with the volumes previously published of

his cheap series. Wolverhampton Chronicle.

" One never wearies listening to his cultured

gossip about things old and new, and of both of these

Italy possesses an inexhaustible store. "People's
Journal.

" VENETIAN LIFE and ITALIAN JOURNEYS
are delightful reading, and they bear the promise of

the future novelist in them. When he travelled in

Italian towns he was studying human nature, and

fortunately there have been preserved in these two
books a vast number of little studies, minute ob-

servations, such as in abundance go to make the
writer of fiction." Century.
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WILLIAM D. HOWELLS.

22 Volumes. Price is. each.

AN OPEN-EYED CONSPIRACY.

IDYLS IN DRAB.

AN IMPERATIVE DUTY.

THE SHADOW OF A DREAM.

A FOREGONE CONCLUSION.

A CHANCE ACQUAINTANCE.

THEIR WEDDING JOURNEY.

A COUNTERFEIT PRESENTMENT ; and

THE PARLOUR CAR.

THE LADY OF THE AROOSTOOK. 2 Vols.

OUT OF THE QUESTION; and AT THE

SIGN OF THE SAVAGE.

THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY. 2 Vols.

A FEARFUL RESPONSIBILITY ; and

TONELLI'S MARRIAGE.

VENETIAN LIFE. 2 Vols.

ITALIAN JOURNEYS. 2 Vola.

THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM. 2 Vols.

INDIAN SUMMER. 2 Vols.

" Mr. HowtlU 1* one of the best living writers of American

Fiction." Academy.
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OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

The Breakfast Table Series.

Six Volumes. Price is. e*tk.

New and Reviled Editions, containing Prefaces and

additional Bibliographical Notei by the author.

Xvery man hit own BonoM.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST TABLE.

With an After Breakfast Talk. 2 Vola.

THE POET AT THE BREAKFAST TABLE. 2 Vols.

THE PBOTESBOB AT THE BREAKFAST TABLE.

With the Story of Iris. 2 Vole.

TXB PorricA L WORKS of Oliver Wendell Holmes.

A new and complete edition, revised by the

author. In 4 Volume*. Paper M , cloth 8.,

cloth gilt 10s.

to b e*rrid In my wnilbly conitnicted

poekt, elM tnoufh In tjpe to accommodate any fkttidiout ey -

tight. plMiunt and UutrnetlT* mooch for It* pemul to be
nrtrUkn with tk fwrUintr of prMent enjoyment wad the

rip*ct of fitar* profit." WlnUhall Rnum.
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JOHN BUKROUGHS.

Six Books of Nature, Animal Life,

and Literature.
" Mr. Burroughs iy, in speaking of hit Tarloiu walk* among

the Virginia Hill.-' Bat whichever way I go, I am glad I came ;

'

and the reader of hit charming little volume* may say in a

imilar phraie, whichever Mr I read. I am glad I read It. for

pleasanter reading, to thoce who love the country, with all its en-

chanting tight* and sounds, cannot be imagined." fewctoter.

WINTER SUNSHINE.
OH* Volumt. is.

CONTENTS.
Winter Sunshine.

Exhilarations of the Road.

The Snow Walkers.

The Fox.

A March Chronicle.

Autumn Tide*.

The Apple.
An October Abroad.

Mellow England.

English Characteristics.

A Glimpse of France.

London to New York.

" Thorean himself could not have been a more minute observer

of natural phenomena, the ways of birds and quadrupeds, or the

changes of the seasons, than Mr. Burroughs ; and he has the gift

of describing what h sees In a musical, lucid prose that has

more genuine poetry In It than a great deal of our modern

LOCUSTS AND WILD HONEY.
Ont Volumt. it.

CONTENTS.
The Pastoral Bees.

Sharp Eyes. Strawberries.

Is it Going to Rain T

Speckled Trout.

Birds and Birds.

A Bed of Boughs,
Bird Nesting.

The HalyeoB in Oanada.

"Weather, strawberries, fishing, and bird-nesting, have all

received attention at Mr. Burroughs' hands, and he has seme-

thing plee.se.nt and Msnetfclng nsw to ear about each ome."
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JOHN BURROUGHS.

WAKE ROBIN.

Otu Volume. u.

CONTENTS.

The Return of the Birdi

In the Hemlocki.

Adirondac.

Birdi' Nests.

Spring at the Capital.

Birch Browsings.
The Bluebird.

The Invitation.

"Another of Mr. Butrough.' alee, troth, rural little books.

thii time all about bird*, with mere pawing reference to other

of the woodi and field*." WMufaU K*ti*t.

FRESH FIELDS.

Ont Volnmt. i*.

CONTENTS.

Nature in England.

English Woods: a Con*

trast.

In Oarlyle's Country.
A Hunt for the Night-

ingale.

English and American

Song Birds.

InWordsworth'sOonntry.
A Glance at British Wild

Flowers.

British Fertility.

A Sunday in Cheyne Row.
At Sea.

Impressions of some Eng-
lish Birds.

" Mr. Burroughi' paper on ' A Sunday in Cheyne Bow '

i

really a erltieitm of Carlyle ai a man and a force In literature

and life. Ai auoa, it U marked by peat freehneM; we do not

oWr to hro IMB a tatter we had lm.t said a bolder

Kmenn (rem an Amerloan



JOHN BURROUGHS.

PBPACTON.

CONTENTS.

Pepacton: a Bummer
Voyage.

Spring*.
An Idyl ofthe Honey Bee.

Nature and the Poets.

Notes by the Way.
Poot-Paths.

A Bunch of Herbs.

Winter Pictures.

"We know ol no ploMaator companion for * sojourn in MI

Kngliih Tillf than thii Tory lugiMtlr* little bock."

BIRDS AND POETS.

O*4 Velum*, it.

CONTENTS.

Birds and Poets.

Touches of Nature.

A Bird Medley.

April

Spring Poems.

Our Rural Dirinity.
Before Genius.

Before Beauty.
Emerson.

The Flight of the Eagle.

"Hfttaro ! pftinUd with dJiciou* TorawrMqn* hM* about

hr thftt eptiTU tho lBJlaUo; U hoc florlou mute li

Into Mothlnc lift, M4 tk4 roadw WIT.U la tho mort



GEORGE W. CABLE.

MADAME DELPHINE.

On Volume. T.S.

OONTKNTS.

Madame Oelphine. |
Garancro.

Grande Pointe.

" Madame DtlpMnt and iti companion stories are not only

interring and valuable M studies of Creole life, but ai exhibit-

ing in a marked degree the characteristic skill of the typical

American novelist a skill which consists In lifting the com-

monest Incidents to the highest pitch of interest, by dint of

subtle touches, artistic suggest! veness, and a knack of concentrat-

ing the interest on certain points until the effect reaches the in-

tensity of a photograph."

OLD CREOLE DAYS.

One Volume, i*.

CONTENTS.

'Sieur George.

Tite Poulette.

Belles Demoiselles

Plantation.

Jean-ah Poquelin.
Madame Delicieuse.

Cafe des Exiles.
" Posson Jone'."

" The six or seven stories In ' Old Creole Days
'

are all so good

that there is as much pleasure in praising as In reading them.

Notwithstanding their brevity they are admirably complete as

romances, and contain all the pathetic grace which so eminently
characterises the stories of America* authors, who certainly pos-

sees tke faculty of eonveyts the Aeepeet and most subtle mean

la la th. '"* word*." W***n*9r *****
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FRANK R. STOCKTON.

RUDDER GRANGE.
Ont Volumt. it.

"To hT. written Ruddtr Orangt U much ; It ti book that

few oould product, and tht mott would be proud to ig-n."

Saturday Kcneie.
" It would hardly b powlbU for Mr. Stockton in any cue to

repeat Pomona, and the dog, and the drunken tramp, and the

camping-oat aoenee, and the experiment with the Irleh baby,
which make the reading ef JwMer tVawye ene long attempt to

rappreei laufhtar." Spectator.

THE LADY OR THE TIGER?
Out Volume, it.

OOKTTKNTS.

The Lady or the Tiger?
The Transferred Ghost
The Spectral Mortgage.
That Same Old Coon.

Mr. Tolman.

Plain Fishing.

My Boll Calf.

Every Man his own
His Wife's Deceased Sister.

|
Letter-writer.

The Remarkable Wreck of the " Thomas Hyke."
" Many reader* of the Century ifofatliu may recaU one of the

meet t"**"-"c talee which it wae erer theiz good fortune to

read, Mr. Frank Btockton'i Lad* *r Me Tifvf ... A rery
conundrum of a ihort etorj.

"
fctwtey Unit*

A BORROWED MONTH.
Otu Velum*, it.

CONTENTS.
A Borrowed Month.
A Tale of Nefatire

Gravity.

The Christmas Wreck.
Ow Archery Olnb.

A Story of Assisted

Fate.

The Discourager of

Hesitancy.
Our Story.

are whleaeieal. tanteette UkU* MLM, eharmlngly light

II
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MAKY E. WILKINS.

A FAR-AWAY MELODY
AND OTHER STORIES.

Ont Volu-mt. i*.

CONTENTS.
A F*r-Away Melody.
A Moral Exigency.
A Mistaken Charity.

Gentian.

An Object of Lore.

A Gatherer of Simples.
An Independent Thinker.

In Butterfly Time.

An Unwilling Guest.

A Souvenir.

An Old Arithmetician.

A Conflict Ended.
A Patient Waiter.

A Conquest of Humility.
"Few book* of thii iiie contain M much fresh and original

itnry- telling a* A Par-Aieay Melody." Literary World.

"There it not on* of the Sketch.!
'

that li not food In 1U
war." Pall Mall Qatettt.

" Mil* Wilklni' thort itoriM are In oar Mtlmatlon onrlvalled."
Aberdeen fret Pretl.

A HUMBLE ROMANCE
AND OTHER STORIES.

On* Volwnt. it.

CONTENTS.
A Humble Romance.
Two Old Lovers.

A Symphonyin Lavender.

A Tardy Thanksgiving.
A Modern Dr&gon.
An Honest Scml.

A Taste of Honey.

Brakes and White Vi'lets.

Robins and Hammers.
On the Walpole Road.

Old Lady Pingree.

Cinnamon Roses.

The Bar Lighthouse.
A Lover of Flowers.

"
Original and characteristic littU tales,

widest MUM of the word."
. . . Trae In the

Saturday Kevira.

"Nothing can be more refruhlnc tham an hoar ipent avonf
th rustiei whom Mill Wllklni portrayi In hex delightful paces."

Qlaiffo* Utrald

Net for a long time hare we cem IB contact with so much
WMt and simple pathos."
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WILLIAM WINTER.

GRAY DAYS AND GOLD.

One Volume. Price it.

CONTENTS.

Classic Shrines.

Haunted Glens and

Houses.

Old York.

The Haunts of Moore.

Beautiful Bath.

The Lakes and Fells of

Wordsworth.

Shakespeare relics at

Worcester.

Byron and Hucknall-

Torkard.

Historic Nooks and

Corners.

Shakespeare's Town.

Up and Down the Aron.

Rambles in Arden.

The Stratford Fountain.

Bosworth Field.

TheHome ofDr.Johnson.

From London to Edin-

burgh.

Into the Highlands.

Highland Beauties.

The Heart of Scotland.

Sir Walter Scott

Elegiac Memorials.

Scottish Pictures.

Imperial Ruins.

The Land of Marmlon.

This book, which is intended as a companion to

Shaktspeart't England, relates to the gray days of

an American wanderer in the British Iilanda, and

to the gold of thought and fancy that can be found

there.



GRAY DAYS AMD GOLD
WILLIAM WINTER*
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WILLIAM WINTER.

WANDERERS.

Being a Collection of Poems.

One Volume. Price is.

"The rune of Mr. Winter ii dedicated mainly to love and

win*, to nowers and bird* and dreams, to the hackneyed and
neTer-to-be-exhauated repertory of the old lingen. Hii instincts

are itrougly cobMrratire ; his confessed aim ii to belong to ' that

old school of Engliib Lyrical Poetry, of which geiitlenen ii the

lou 1 and aimpliclty th garment.
' "

Saturday Rnit*.
" The Poems to*ve a singular charm in their graceful spon-

taneity." Scott Obttrver.

" Free from cant and rant clear cnt as a cameo, pellucid as a

mountain-brook. It may be derided as trite, bornt, unimpas.
stoned ; but in its own modest sphere it is, to our thinking,

extraordinarily ueoessful, and satisfies us far more than the

pretentious monthimg which reoeiree the seal of OTer-hasty

approbation." ,
AQunoutn.



WILLIAM WINTER.

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGLAND.

One Volume. Price is.

CONTENTS.

The Voyage.

The Beauty of England.

Great Historic Places.

Rambles in London.

A Visit to Windsor.

The Palace of Westmin-

ster.

Warwickand Eenilworth.

First View of Stratftrd-

on-Aron.

London Nooks and Cor-

ners.

Relics of Lord Byron.

Westminster Abbey.

The Horn* of Shake-

speare.

Up to London.

Old Ohorches of London.

Literary Shrines of Lon-

don.

A Haunt of Edmund

Kean.

Stoke-Pogis and Thomas

Gray.

At the Grave of Cole-

ridge.

On Barnet Battle-field.

A Glimpse of Canter-

bury.

The Shrines of Warwick-

shire.

A Borrower of the Night.

"Hi offtrt lomethlng mere than rni<Un<* to the American

traveller H if a ecnYtnelnf and eloqo.nt Interpreter of the

aufuit memorlM and renerable sanctities of the old country."

Saturday Rf*int.

" KnthnilMtte and yet keenly critical aotM and comment* on

Kngliih lifind icenery." Scttrmtn.

"The book 1* delightful readlnff. ... It li a delieiotu rlew of

KngUnd which thu poet Uki. It ! indeed the noble, hoipit-

able, merry, romance-haunted RngUnd of our father* the Enf-

land which we know ef In long and itory." Ocribnr't Monthly.
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THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH.

THE QUEEN OF SHEBA.
On* Volum*. u.

PRUDENCE PALFREY.
Otu Volumt. it.

MARJORIE DAW, AND OTHER STORIES.

Oru Volumt. x.

CONTENTS.

Mujorie Daw.
Miu Mehetabel'i Bon.

Our New Neighbour! at

Ponkapog.
A Midnight Fantasy.

Mademoiselle Olyrape
Zabriski.

A Straggle for Life.

Fere Antolne's Date-

Palm.

Quite So.

A Ri vermouth Romance.
The Little Violinist.

WYNDHAM TOWERS. A POEM.
Ont Volumt. is.

THE STILLWATER TRAGEDY.
9 Volt. M.

TWO BITES AT A CHERRY,
WITH OTHER TALKS.

CONTENTS.

Two Bites at a Cherry.

"For Bravery on the

Field of Battle."

The OheTalier de Resse-

gnler.

Goliath.

My Cousin the Colonel.

A Christmas Fantasy
with a Moral.

Her Dying Words.

Also bound in Cloth at 2s. each Vtbtme.



MARJORIE DAW

CALDR1CH
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GEORGE PARSONS LATHROP.

AN ECHO OF PASSION.

Ont Vilumt. i*.

ThU llttte roluDM to & th*t ittanUtM thought and (lye*

Uwpt* Dotty />P



ANfCHO71 L OF PASSION

George Parsons Lathrop



UNCLE REMUS.

MINGO, AND OTHER SKETCHES

IN BLACK AND WHITE.

BY JOEL CHANDLER HARRIS.

O*t Vtlnmt. n,

CONTENTS.

Mingo, a Sketch of a Life in Middle Georgia.

At league PoteeU' : a Sketch of the Hog
Mountain Range.

A Piece of Land.

Bine Dare.

" la the promt Tolnme he R!TW proof of th poeMMloa oi

lmrin*tion and of originality in the InTentio* of iitutlon. and

of not liUi* dnuuUie force. Bo good. Indeed, ur these four

tk*t w* dt not hw Ur eomU be In MJ wmy better."



BRANDER MATTHEWS AND

H. C. BUNNER

IN PARTNERSHIP.

Studies in Story-Telling.

Otu Volumt, it

OONTJCNTS.

The Document! In the

Cue.

Venetian Life.

The Red Bilk Handker-

chief.

The Rival Ohoste.

The Seven Conversations

of Dear Jonea and Baby

Van Rensselaer.

A Letteranda Paragraph.

Playing a Part.

Love in Old Ololhea,



HELEN JACKSON.

(H. H.)

Z B P H.

A Posthumous Story.

On* Volume, u.

"It li a deeply Intonating story, fall of quirt hnmou Mid

cloie observation. . . . Bat the story has a far higher merit than

thh. It U really a profound study of human nature of good
man and a food woman, and of one who wai erring. The story

enchains attention and deeerres to be read and thought orer."

Scottman.

"The author, who died before she could complete this little

tale of Colorado life, nerer wrote anything more beautiful for its

insight into human nature, and certainly never anything more
instinct with true pathoe. A writer of high and real gift* as a

noveliit was let* to the world by the untimely death of Mrs.

Jackson." Academy.
"
Ztph is a posthumous story by the lamented author of that

pretty prose poem Romona. The scene is laid in Colorado, and

the story is a rery simple one. . . . No peraon with taste for

homely beauty should fail to make Hiss Ban's acquaintance.

She is not Invariably sweet, Mi mwlreeUy *> ! like Long-

fellow's apple,
' ef fliMMit SMT,' tat she is always good te

Ultra U." *H*r*mt JUviM*.



BY HELEN JACKSON

EDINBURGH-DAVID DOUGLAS PUBLISHER



JAMES LANE ALLEN.

FLUTE AND VIOLIN AND OTHER
KENTUCKY TALES.

0ft* Volutn*. if.

CONTENTS.

Flat* and Violin.

King Solomon of Kentucky.

Two Gentlemen of Kentucky

Th White Cowl.

SISTER DOLOROSA.

Out Vtbtmt. \t.

OONTKNTfl.

Sister DoloroM.

Poithumoui Fm* \ or, Legend f

the BeanttfuL
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MATT. CRIM.

IN BKAVER COVE AND ELSEWHERE.

OOKT1KTB.

In Beaver Core.

8 'phiry Ann.

An "OtifnrtnnitCreator."

Bat Grow.

Bilnry.

Zeki'L

Wai It an exceptional

C*M?

An old-time Lore Story.

How the Quarrel ended.

The Crucial Teit.

Th fltory ofa LilacGown



IN

BEAVER

COVE
and ELSEWHERE

Matt-Crim



BLANCHE WILLIS HOWARD.

ONE SUMMER.
On* Volume, it.

" Ofu aummtr U from flnt to last dellfbtfvl tory , rrceful,

witty, and humoron*. full of deiirto iugg*tioni, richly coloured,

and abounding in ihrewd practical wisdom." Pretman.

R. GRANT WHITE.

MR. WASHINGTON ADAMS IN

ENGLAND.
0* Volume, is.

' ' Brimful of jeuuln* humour .

" Montrou Standard.
" An impadent book." Vanity fair.

GEORGE W. CURTIS.

PRUE AND I.

One Volume, u.

CONTEXTS.

Dinner Time.

My Chateaux.

Sea from Shore.

Titbottom's Spectaclea.

A Cruise in the Flying

Dutchman.

Family Portrait!.

Our Cousin the Curate.

"ThU 1* a moit chinning little rolume, the man of wealth

ihould read it for it* fine and tcholarly ityle, and the poor man
ihonld read it for the iplendid philosophy it tmehea." TatUr.



To be had at all the Railway Bookstalls*.

AMERICAN AUTHORS.
POCKET EDITIONS IN ONE SHILLING VOLUMES.

BY POST, Is. 2d.

Printed by Constable, and published with the sanction of the Authors.

By W. D. HOWELLS.
AN OPEN-EYKD CONSPIRACY.
IDYLS IN DRAB.
THE SHADOW OF A DREAM.
THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM. 2v.
A FOREGONE CONCLUSION.
A CHANCE ACQUAINTANCE.
THEIR WEDDING JOURNEY.
A COUNTERFEIT PRESENTMENT.
THE LADY OF THE AROOSTOOK.

2 vols.

OUT or THE QUESTION.
THE UNDISCOVEUED COUNTRY.

2 vols.

A FEARFUL RESPONSIBILITY.
VENETIAN LIFE. 2 vols.

ITALIAN JOURNEYS. 2 vols.

INDIAN SUMMER. 2 vols.

AN IMPERATIVE DUTY.

By O. W. HOLMES.
THB AUTOCRAT OF THE BRE-\K-
FAST TABLE, 2 vols.

THE POET. 2 vols.

THE PROFESSOR. 2 vols.

POETICAL WORKS. 4 vols.

By HELEN JACKSON.
ZEPH, A POSTHUMOUS STORY.

By MATT. CRIM.
IN BEAVER COVE.

By G. W. CURTIS.
PRUE AND I.

By J. C. HARRIS.
MlNGO, AND OTHER SKETCHES.

By F. R. STOCKTON.
RUDDER GRANGE.
THE LADY OR THE TIGER?
A BORROWED MONTH.

By B. W. HOWARD.
ONE SUMMER. A Novel.

By J. BURROUGHS.
WINTER SUNSHINE.
PEPACTON.
LOCUSTS AND WILD HONEY.
WAKE-ROBIN.
BIRDS AND POETS.
FRESH FIELDS.

By G. W. CABLE.
OLD CREOLE DAYS.
MADAME DELPHINE.

By G. P. LATHROP.
AN ECHO OF PASSION.

By R. G. WHITE.
MR. WASHINGTON ADAMS.

By T. B. ALDRICH.
THE QUEEN OF SHEBA.
MARJORIE DAW.
PRUDENCE PALFREY.
STILLWATER TRAGEDY. 2 vols.

Two BITES AT A CHERRY.
WYNDHAM TOWERS.
A SEA TURN.

By JAMES L. ALLEN.
FLUTE AND VIOLIN.

SISTER DOLOROSA.

By B. MATTHEWS and
H. C. BUNNER.

IN PARTNERSHIP.

By WILLIAM WINTER.
SHAKESPEARE'S ENGLAND.
WANDERERS.
GRAY DAYS AND GOLD.

By MARY E. WILKINS.
A HUMBLE ROMANCE.
A FAR-AWAY MELODY.

By S. WEIR MITCHELL.
A COMEDY OF CONSCIENCE.

Others in preparation.
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